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Pfizer Consummated
Details lo Be

Kennedy Asks
Space Network
SIGKS:FOR KENNEDY . y . A small group , 'cai" U. S- Attorney General Robert Kennedy and
of leftists ' -. picket ;in the model village at Kori ..'.' his party who arrived to visit the area gave no/
'-. Dan 'chi,/Osakai Japan , ;(oday, with banners.^ead- ; indication of -noticing the/ banners and the demon:
•; ing: :<'Giye Back Okinawa; "' ''We are; against the / ¦¦strators; filed away without further protest . (AP
^
oppression on the Communist party of AmeriPhotofax via radio -from .Tokyo )
/

59 DeadJ24Missj ng W M Qui
WmM in German Mine Blast Coming Week
By VERN HAUGLAND

SAARBRUECKEN , Germany
(AP)—A giant explosion ripped
through a coal mine today,, killing
59 and leaving 124 more trapped
in caved ;in tunnels, Another 85
miners were injured in one of the
worst mine disasters in German
history , y/ y y; , ' '.
Authorities said more than 200
workers- at the big Saarland Luisenthal mine, hitherto famed for
its safety records; had been rescued or managed to escape . They
expressed fears that most of those
still , trapped are dead. / -

Officials; of Watkins. Product?*
Inc., and Chas. Pfizer & Co.;, New
York City drug; firrn; ¦ announced
early this afternoon that saIe . ;-of
Watkins to Pfizer has ' been consummated; ;
Announcement was made iri Winona by. Mrs: ' Grace .W; King; secretary of the . Watkins Co., at ¦ 3
p,rn. today.
' Pfizer officials were here the
past week, add wilt return early
nexi week-'. .to' , work' out the details
King
of the ¦ huge transaction , Mrs.
' ; -; ''' y . ' - .' ; v ¦
said: . . ' •:. ' No. definite date lias been given
for the take-over.
Pfizer , a leading pharmaceutical
firm , will exchange its stock ; for
the ; family-ownedyWatkins stock,
the Watkins stock hover has,been
offered publicly ;
Virtually .all the- Watkins stock
was. held/ ; . ' by-;: Mrs . King, Mrs.
Muriel King, her daughter, a vice
president of the corhpanyi and E.
L. King Jr.. president of the company.--. '.PFIZER ia an international firm,
as. is .Watkins, Pfizer 's sale is
strongest in antibiotics. Products
are being distributed in 60 couti-:
tries in addition to subsidiaries in
47 countries and plants built or being /built in 26. Pfi zer had T8;000
employes and ; 60,000 shareholders
before the Watklnti / deal,: :
Watk ins , -which was organized : in
has its ; plant and headquar1868,
MISS FRANCE . . .Monique Lemaire is. crowned Miss France
in Winona in addition to plants
at the Mutuality;; Palace in . Paris Sunday.- Placing the , tiara on tersMemphis,
Tenn.; Montreal and
at
the. brunette : tj cau/y As •Genevieve Mercier, the reigning Miss; : Winnipeg, Canada; . . the Union of
,^ 'SParis; <AP.-Phdtofaxl; - - -'/ ¦
South Africa, iand -Australia;/
/ Watkins has more than 50O employes locally and about/ 1,200
throughout , its state and overseas
operations. . It's"• .business' - is ^oorto-door selling, for the most part. ,

¦WASHINGTON (AP)—President
Kennedy urged Congress today to
charter a huge Corporation—with
shares to: be sold, to the public
and communications y firms — to
build and run a worldwide space
network for rad io, television and
telephone , - . / '
More than ; $L .billion '. '. 'in;', firstclass voting stock in the "Communications . Satellite Cprporatipn "
would ¦' '. be; made .available to the
public and . communications , car- The explosion ' came : about '¦' 9
-at - 'a ' -depth - .-of.. 1.500 feet- • in
riers at not; less . than ; *fli000 a a.m,
the
so-called
Alsbach layer of :the
share.: ... 'Other . - ' secondary shares mine/ at y nearby Voelkiingen ,
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
any -of the 7,369 , unidentified fly- from 1947 through; last year. ¦
(
)^
W ASHINGTON ;: AP
They ing -objects checked on/ were
could' be purchased only by- conv There was an unexplained flash
It said its "Project Blue Book"
might have been birds , balloons , spaceships swooping in from disof flame . in the main mine: shaft ,
has turned up no evidence that panics , i n y the communications and' ,'firedamp,: ignited with oblithoaxes or unusual " sky lights^but tant planets.;
y
'
. . y ( i. X ':. '- . erating force, / the Saar 's State
not'., spacecra ft from other. planets, ':' To date, io unidentified flying any of / the unidentified , sightings field . ;
That is the;; word from the Air object —UFO-^has given any indir represented technological; advancThe corporation would ' ¦¦be de- Mining Office said. .
Force today after 15 years of in- cation of threat to the national es ''beyond the range of our pres- signed to make a profit— ultimateMen were: hurled against /tunnel
vestigating flying; saucer reports: security, the Air Force concluded ent day scientific knowledge ," or ly a; good, one-;-from the rental of walls
and'killed. Some died:under
that
any
of
the
TJFO'
''exs;
were
It.said there- \vas no. evidence that in summing tip " :its investigations
satellite channels to firms such as the crumbling tunnel ceilings.
traterrestrial vehicles under intel- telephone
and telegraph compa- Others perished in; theyffairies.
ligent- controls. ' - ' ;,•; '.".:_ .
nies and to other A authorized or- One ; miner came out of the
; During 1961, the Air
Force's of- ganizations , : foreign- and dornestic. smoking mine : telling .of being
fi'ce of aerial "phenomena probed
into '. 48iB ' , UFO reports—26 : fewer The satellites, as relay , station s hurled, against a tunnel .wall: by
in space , would open innumerable the concussion wave of the exthan .the. year before.
channels for.international epmnriu- plosion.
At year 's end, only 10 of the nications . and niake possible oceanRescue; .workers by, the : hun1961 sightings still -were classified spanning telecasts.
^
as unidentified. Most of the " rest Kennedy set forth the plan in a dreds, including ' some U-.S solwere traced to . aircraft , balloons , letter, to the speaker- of the House diers . stationed ., in German)' ,
Satellites,- astronomical phenome- and the : president of' , ihe Senate. struggled ' to reach¦ those sealed
off hy the debris. , '. '/ .
lights; hoaxes
na , birds,
¦ and
¦ other The . letter accompanied proposed
causes, ¦' ;¦;
/, / ' ;' ¦' ' ¦ ¦'
legislation; "the Communicat ions •So widespread was the force of
By TOM HOGE j
¦¦ '
The repprt : disclosed that a new Satellite Act of 1962," that spelled tlie blast /that . cave-ins were re:-UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. Wt — . Cuba 's charge ihjhe/United Na- experimental beacon designed to
ported on several levels;out trie detailstion 's , that the United . States is planning new: aggression against Prime prevent
airliner collisions has
Minister Fidel Castro's regime appears fated to wind up as an oratory been . mistaken by .some perso-ns There has been controversy arid
"I was thrown back against the
exercise with the General .Assembly taking no action .
as an unidentified flying, object. hearings over who should own the walls :of : the pit by a huge air
The United States/had; made plain that it will oppose any' resolution The beacon is•• intense and flash-es projected satellite communication pressure wavey'-' ' said/, a young
related to the Cuban charges: no matter how mild or vaguely worded . for a fraction of a second.
system—the government , a mon- mirier who escaped ,
opoly, by one firm, or group of "A huge 300-yard long sheet of
The U. S. stand is expected to get : support from virtually all the Latin
American and West /European
flame shot- from the second level
"It has been seen as much as firms , or open to all comers, .members and a good portion . 6f 50- miles away and at that dis- Kennedy urged today that both to the fbiirth down the main
the 50 - member Asian • African tance only Ihe; light could be seen,; the pxiblic and the communica- shaft,", he-, said .'. ..'-When ' it hit the
"' - . ; - ' -v- :' ^' '.¦'¦ " thereby producing a rather start- tions carriers be let in on the fourth level, there was a gigantic
¦group.. /' ;-/ ¦¦/ /
ling sight ," the Air Force said. deal. Last July he announced he explosion Most/of the men on the
The General Assembly's main
was in fayof of private ownership. fourth level vyefe young kids ,
political committee, which recess- Recently, too, there were. Widethe proposal called for the is- learning the mining trade. "
spread
reports
to
the
Air
Force
.
ed for a day so that members
IOWA; CITY ; (AP)-A group of
sue
of a- -million .' ' share's of Class Many/ were Strapped by falling
of
flashing
objects
in
the
sky.
Incould , wade through the mass of
and
charge's'', and counter charges de- vestigation rev«alcd that ythese A vot ing stock. While these shares debris and hundred s of rescue University of Iowa students ; City
professors—and
some
Iowa,
,
would
be
eligible
for
dividends
workers
—
including
elements
ot
caused
by.
earth's
passwere
the
livered at the opening session
¦;
in Germany— townspeople—halted their daily. ocMonday, scheduled two debate ses- ing through meteor showers, the the payoff might be a long time the U.S. Army
cupation s today in a 53-minutc
'
,;
.
coming.
report said..
struggled to ' reach them.
sions today;
"Pause for Peace."
Chairman Mario Amadeo of ArThe peace pause began at 10
. BUENOS AIRES , Argentina gentina was reported having troua. rn,' CST-^just 2 J,a hours after ' the
,
part
,(AP )—Argentina; will : break relar ble getting anyone to take
[University begins its spring semesComter classes;
tions with Cuban 's Communist re- in the Cuban debate. Only
munist Romania and Guatemala
After it was all over, a telegram
gime later this week , a Foreign were scheduled to speak.
signed by nearly 1,000 persons was
Ministry spokesman said Tuesday
sent to Presiden t Kennedy inCuba and its Soviet bloc backnight. .
forming him of what, is described
The report , which the spokes- ers have been tryin g to frame a
as a ¦community demonstration in
resolution that; wouid command
.
favor of peace.
man said was unofficial , coincid- the two-thirds , majori ty needed for
*ed with a boycott by Argentina 's approval
in the 104-nation assemSponsors of the movement say
three service secretaries and 24 bly, ' but t,hoy apparently , have rethat nobody knows whether it. will
be a success or not , but it. has
top military officers W a . banquet ceived little encouragement.
By ROBERT HOLTON
given in honor of Britain 's Queen been a chief top ic of ' conversation
President Avluro Frondizi gave for A resolution by Communist
Elizabeth , y
in this town of 30,000 for tlie past
visiting , ex-King Leopold of Bel- Czechoslovakia and Romania callNEW YORK (API — Stan Berseveral days.
gium ,
ing on (he - United Stale's lo stop man notified his . employer t hat
"This was my greatest crash,"
There 's symbolism in the r>3interferin g in Cuba has run into he will be unable to report lor
Stan
admits. "I put on a full minufe duration fo '.he pause—one
Instead , the military leaders sharn Western resistance.
duty
Thursday
.
V
dress suit , walked around the ball- minute for each billion dollars in
held a meeting reportedly ' to ' disStan is going to Washington to
room like 1 was a head waiter
cuss the government 's attitude to The Cubans have been , trying to
and then walked up to the queen
their demands that Argentina ' s drum up support for a much mild- attend ; a motion picture world
when. T got the chance.
foreign policy be .s wung to the er proposal to be sponsored by premiere with some of President
"1 shoved a piece of paper lo
right. Military .sources said Ihe nations of Asia and Africa. It Kennedy 's Cabinet members and
military leaders intend to boycott would not name Cuba or the Unil- their wives and friends .
her and asked for her autograph , "
all such functions until Argentina ed Stales but merely note thai (he
lie hasn 't really been invited to
he recalled , "and she took it ,
breaks with Fidel Cast ro's re- U.N. charter calls for equal rights the top-level shindig—a mere forsaid 'ugh' arid handed it to Gov.
and .sclf-delermination of nations. mality that never seems to stand
gime.
Harriman who was standing next
to her,"
in . his way of a good time.
The military began pressurin g
Stan is a Do-ycar-o ld Brooklyn
Seconds later , Stan was being
Frondizi for a break with , Cuba
bachelor who pushes a cab around
ushered into «i side room for anafter Argentina and five other
Manhattan when he isn 't busy
other round of interrogation—this
.nations at Ihe inter-American
flitting around the country crashtime by Scotland Yard men. He
conference last week 'a bstained
ing parlies , basebal l games , prize
was cleared and ordered from the
on a resolution ordering expulsion
fights , diplomatic receptions and
hotel.
of the Cuban government from
DICKINSON , N, I), W — U. F^.
the Organizat ion of American
social events.
Service agents burst into
Secret
Stan was on hand at a San
Stales.
supposedly vacant limise on the
a
"Cm the world's greatest gate
Francisco airport in I9.it when
side of Dickin son Tuesday,
In an effort to appease the millcrasher and I have police; FBI ,
Gen. Douglas MacArtlw r returned east
seizing
nearly 8500,000 in counSecret Scrvicc find even Scotland „_„_..
from Japan. A photograph shows
_M?yi Froni!izi..r_ec;al lcd Ihe Argon STAM-BBRMAM-. . hlnv ¦rf!achirrg~wer thcTst*Jwutdrrs l^feM^ft^^iilV 1 1
tihe ambassndo rTo Havana hiif
Yard ^records ~to ~ prove """"*T"" le
ir
man was arrested.^ .^
He 'll Crash A n y Gate
fepor 'edly favored a gradual apof official grecters and slipping a OneBreaku
claims.
,
p of the bonus money
Minn.
'AP
)
ROCHESTER
proach to a full break with
(he
piece
of
paper
into
the
general'
cabbie
managed
Last
year
s
ring started wi th Iho arrest of a
' Family and individual moral re- to end up in the presidential box him across the country several tunic pocket.
Castro.
• ' •
Friday in Seattle and
couple
sponsibility were listed hy Gov. at the inaugural hall sandwiched limes.
"On the paper I wrote 'Mac- includedInst apprehension of two
Elmer L, Andersen today ns between Kennedy 's father and
Why?.
Arlhur for President ,' ". Stan gig- olher men in B illings , Mont ,, nnd
principal forces against delin- Atty. Gen, Robert F. Kennedy 's "I get a charge out of rubbing gled.
Casper , Wyo. quency.
wife . The President , sat only a elbows wilh society folks and big A few years ago he ' , went lo
'
The governor spoke ht a meet- few seats away.
wheels and . millionaires jus( to Augusta. Of*.' ., to join President Federal authorities said thoy
ing of tho ; Rochester Exchange "I put on my full dress suit , prov e - lo ' mysel f lhal a llumlile , Eisenhower in a round of golf. Ho believed only a ' few of the phony
Club. .
acted as thou gh I was .a member little cabbie can hobnob with the managed |o get- a lew feet from 511)0 and $21) hills had bi-en passthe President and shout a greet- ed.
"Family responsib ility and dis- of the official gnus and before greats ," Stan explained.
ing hut Ihe foursome teed of! withcipline coupled wilh , individual the Secret Service knew what was
Jailed here on $Zr) ,(H)(l bond
NAHA , Japan . (AP) - Buddhist moral respon sibility, " he said , doing, I was plunked down on a "Some people save coins or out him ,
pending removal tt ^ Fargo was
priests asked Robert F. Kennedy "must be the main source for sent right in the middle ' ot Ken- stamps. Some build thin gs in their
Donald 1) , Ward , 32. Allen TherBut Stan says the most amus<
cellars: Some drink , for a hobby ,
to burn incense today at Nara 's reduction of juven ile crime, and nedy 's famil y, " he recalled.
riault, 33,' and Carol Sanders. 31,
Mc. I get my kicks crashing ing crash of his career came re- both of Hillin g s were in .custod y
most famous temple , the world' s delinquency.
T It e presidential
gendarmes gates; " lie said. "I have a cultur- cently when be elbowed his way
largest wooden .sfrtii'Itire.
(ai<e the place soon caught on , however , and the al side lltat takes me lo high son- into the church for actress Lucille in Seat tic.
"The
slate
cannot
general
The U.S.' attorney
. Arrested in 'Hill in gs was .lack
the home, and a correctional impostor was eject ed and then ty wingdlngs and stuff like that. " Ball' s wedding in New York ,
lurned .to Ambassador Edwin O. of
R.
Lunde. Dcmnrd dang le, 21),
replace the questioned thorou ghly. .
Institution
cannot
"I palmed myself off as a full- formerly of Dickinson , was jaile d
Aside from about 2 , ()0(> autoHeiseluiuer , an expert on Japan , church. "
Stan began gate-crashing at. th< graphs of famous peopl e, Stun dress bodyguard to Ret into the in Casper.
and asked him (he significance.
He cited the role of Die voca-, age of 14 when , in pursuit of au as dozens of pictures to back up church ," he explained, "Then I
Keischauer replied lhat Ixtrnin g
saw Miss Ball standing In the Secret Service agents. Arthur
Ihe incense would show respect tibhal trainin g center in Rochester tographs , he found himself sneak his claims. •
They show him "nibbing el- back , and I walked over and told Rlol < e and Robert Dtmlin g of
for Buddhism hut would not con- ns an example of the new look in ing into nil sorts of functions ti
Denver were joined in the raid
correctional technique. He said get first crack at I he celebrities ho*»vs" witli governors , movie Her I was an usher.
note worship .
"She leaned over and said , 'Be here by a Casper policeman.
"Well , if I . get kicked out— ," the center aims to catch the Soon the autograph seeking lie stars , societ y lenders and even a
sure you check that guest list
They found Ward, the press
Kennedy, n Roman Catholic , re- interest of young - violators and c^me secondary lo the chal lengi president or two .
Several years, ago he barged ir dose. I don 't want any crashers and the counterfeit money in the
plied with a erin as he lit the thus help them to build careers of gate-crashing ' and Stan was of
former Gnnglo family home.
on an avocation that has take! on a Waldorf-Astoria Hotel ball in here.' "
after their . release,
incense.
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POSSfBILITY OF th* sate wa«

first anhotrheed Jan. 26 when John
E, McKeen, president and chairman of the Pfizer board, and other
Pfizer officials were iri. Winona.
the nation ' s, new; defense budget. - Mrs. Kirg said at that time,
The; "Pause for Peace"' has the "There is absolutely no intention
backing of several university- fac- <vn our part or on Pfizer 's to move
of the company out of
ulty members and large numbers, operations
'."^ ' - " ' ¦
of students. Mayor Dorr Hudson Winona
'¦' Pfizer has indicated it is planof Iowa City issued ¦ a proclama¦
ning
an expansion of local .. opera*
¦:
'
'
'
• .;
tion endorsing it ,
tions in Winbria.
The King family expects to reMrs. Joseph Rosenfield of Des
Moines, a member of the State main closely associated with tha
Board of Regents , the university 's company and the community, Mrs.
governing: body, praised it as a King said, y
worthwhile effort to direct the
thoughts of the community to
peace. U.S. Rep. Frctl Schwengel,
R -Io.wa , also gave the movement
his backing,
University President Virgil M.
Handier said the school has neith- l
er officially endorsed nor opposed '
the movement.
:.

Asked If he planned to "pause

Secret French
Army Steps
Up Mobilization

for peace " himself , he repl ied: "I
would if . I didn 't have so much
w*ork to do. "
Mayor Hudson said his procla- . ALGIERS (API . -— The Secret
'motion , which urged "serious . /con.-'1 •Army ' :. Organization promised in*
sideration of peace problems /du r- tensified resistance and stepped
ing . the- pause ,; doesn 't mean the up mobilization against President
city government is offici ally back- Charles do Gaulle today but said
ing the movement , lie said he there will be no call for iin immedidn 't believe any cily employe diate public uprising to block Alwould ask for 5,'i minutes off to gerian inclefiendcftcc,
joi n in the observance .
"You w ill see that we arc not
Hut asked if he planned to take preparing a putsch , but a maspart in the pause, the mayor said: sive , progressive and " methodical
'"I'll be right hero at work , and rising of the whole ¦; populat ion; "
I 'll ' slop for some¦ real serious¦ I rightist terror organiz ation told its
' ¦
iHoughl. " , .
. ' , ' j followers .in its newspaper , " "Tho
Call of France. "
A forrner Iowa graduate sfu- I
r
,
dent Michael Fine , *J,i, who now ' "The resistance of patriot* in
operates a bookstore , ^ 'wnlly is I Algeria Mill be intensified and
credited with starting the idea , j progressive mob ilization of all
but he says the credit should go I forces will he ¦ ¦a ccelerated ." the
, ., _j -vindepgi-'ouiui~.^w.fianizaUoa... of Eu- .
ux-iiw.ouUc
The Fines and a .(rien 'd, Law- '1 ropeans 5=-aid
reiice Hiirretl , 10, program a.- sisl- 1 The sl.-itcmnit said srrr 'r t army
iitil at , imiversily radio station ; field units are . bein g .slowly organWSUI , solicited the support of ized and stockpiling of food , medisome faculty members Since (hen ! cine and gold by th e European
it has snowballed rapid ly .
I population has been ordered.
"In tho second phase of the
revolutionar y war, all patriots will
have a role to pl ay, " the instrucItons
said. "Kvr-ryhoily will reFEDERAL FORECAST
'
WI NONA AND VK'I.MTV - ceive an order ' of mobilization nnd
Variable cloudiness toni ght and •Ihe necessary instructions . "
Thursday, slightly highe: - daytime ,
Tho announcement appeared to
temperature s. Low tonight zero , confirm the gene ral belief among
high Thursday in.
French officials that the secret
LOCAL WEATHER
army is Inking n long-rnn ^e view
Official observations lor the 2-1 of its campaign ' aguin.st be
Gaulle 's plans f ,or an indepenhours ending at 12 m. ioday:
' Maximum , 11; minimum, —7 ; dence aflreement with the Algerian Moslem rebels.
noon , 11; precipitation , none.
) But French officials looked for
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)
j no letup, in spectacular hit and
Max. temp. 10 at noon today, I run attacks on . militar y bu ses and
min , —9 at noori Tuesday, overcast •government installations.
sky, 4.000 feel ceiling, five mile I' The terrorist .attacks continued
visibility, wind calm, baromet er ¦amid government . reports of somo
30.10 and steady, humidity r>9 per- success in hunting down secret
cent.
' army members. .

WEATHER

Many Might
Have Escaped
PhysicalFitness
Plane Crash

Youth Committed
To State Hospital

|

citation committee. Each year the
award is made to ''an individual
who has distinguished himself in
the field of human welfare/' HochMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - William
ster said. .
La»t year . the award went to Doty, 18, was committed to St.
HOLLYWOOD < AP) — After
nearly five months of negotiation , rfiolion pictures actress . Irene Peter State Hospital Tuesday in
Warner Bros, has bought the Dunne. Previous winners Include the wake of a Jan. 4 shooting spree
screen rights to the Broadway former President Hairy S. Tru- at,his south "Minneapolis home/
musical "My Fair Lady.-"/It cost man . Adm. Lewis E. Strauss, en- George M. Scott , Hennepin
the studio a record $5.5 million . tertainers Eddie C a n toiy and County attorney, said psychiatric
tests had established that Doty
The tran saction was made pub- George Jessel . :
Dr. Mayo has been chairman of was Insane at the time, of the ramW ASHINGTON (AP' -somc of lic Tuesday in a joi nt .announcement by Jack Ly Warner studio the Mayo Association , which oper- page and still is dangerous.
the 74 Army recruits who died ! president , and William S,,
I'aley, ' ates the Mayo Clinic
, since 1933. Doly has been accused of first
'
¦
' '¦
¦
last fall in a Virginia plane crash i chairman of the board of the |
"
degree assault for wounding three
- - "- .
. .
should watch closely for such \
By LESL E J. NASON, Ed. D.
prohaMy would have lived If Columbia Broadcasting Syslem . . ¦ ' { Adult moths do n6t eat furs and men , two of them police officers ,
things as defective vision or a ser- 1
¦woolens, the culprits in the clothes with the random shots he fired
Professor of Education ,
emergency exits had been pointed •' CBS is the majority owner of j
ihe Alan Jay L.crner-Fre<lerj ck i c l o s e t are their tiny larvae. fro m windows of ; his mother 's
Univers ity of Southern Californ ia ious lack of muscular coordination. j¦
¦
In such cases you may need to con- out to them , tbe Civil Acronau- Loewe musical , based on George Grown-u p moths prefer the nectar house at 4917 Newton Ave. S. None
|
to attain the, physical fitness : stilt an optician or physical thera- ' tics Board said Tuesday,
1 Be.rnard Shaw 's¦:. play "Pygma- •of flowers;
' of the men was seriously hurt.
goal set for youth .'by . President , pist . Also/ an overweight child has
'
Kennedy, it ' s going to be neces- ! a serious problem lo . overcome,. ¦'! As il was , many of the .young . - lion. "
¦
sary for - parents and teachers <is \ Some examples of. .successfiil- pro- ; soldie rs stampeded for the main
¦wei.i ¦¦as yoitng people, to take ac- '
exit which would , nof open. AH
grams/ ¦
. - . '¦ '. ¦ ¦ ' j A teacher
- . tion. • '-. . :/- '
know
tested
her
in.I
died at suffocation before flames ;
;
.
You don 't have to be a tower . of i coming first graders on their flhilj
strength to win success in modern I ity to climb the school jungle gym j swept the wreckage.
society but health certainly .'i 's/. ari ; and stand on il , to go around the j ll was part of a : story of a i OMAHA (AP )
— Dr. Charles W. |
advantage. And health depends Id I rings and across the ladder, She ;; tragedy of errors , against a hack- Mayo of the Mayo
Clinic , Rochesa consitJcriiblo : oxlent , of course. ! found that about one third of her drop. ' . . of conf usion ',". n-iismanii Kc- ter , Minn.,
j
has been selected to
.
on overal l fitness , ' ¦• ¦
, the CAB . receive the 10th annual Bet h Is.pupils; were unable ./ lo do these ' m 'ent- and ignorance
Physical , fitness ciih 'I be.attained ; three things - successfully.
;¦ ¦/• ¦¦
- They. ; ¦said:
.- ' |rael humanitarian award here
.
.
; by passing a law. \V'e: already ha ve. j
»m* **<i ^
CvBBK-Ol'-'BrBlBM ^^Bfc» J m m m m V i m m m m W m^m*
^J^
*-****>****•**
*****•?*<.
^S
W wm+m+m*m
' . " ' ¦; ¦
lacked Ihe strength or the roordiApril ' 1,
compulsory
physical education I . nation; or were just afraid to try.
Three crew members died with
'
Dr.
Maya
s selection and ills ac; classes, bit t our children are. still | Many of these were the same chil- the At niy men in the fiery crash
Joo eoft , Nor-is . it easy . to achieve ; dren left out of: games on the play- ; last. Nov, ft nt Richmond. The Im- ceptance were announced today by
Ernest J. Hochster , general chairin the modern city where, there rue j ground .perial /Airlines Constellation -wasman of Beth Israel Synago gue 's
few trees to climb , or sir' pam 's ' and \
bound
,
Ior Columbia SC , at the
!
:
¦
trails to. follovv:
! TO CORRECT the situation the ! lime . ¦ '
- - ¦ ' ¦/' • ' i
SO OTHER ways must be souglit. teacher had each child try to climb [ The US-page CAB report sa id: |
; Here are some guiding principles the Jungle gym. She also had them ! L The crew unwittingly used j
1.00 to 5:00 p.m.
J
discovered by physical therapists" practice other things like catch- up all the gasoline in one tank, I
and 'physical, education ' teachers :'- I ing and batting balls. By the end "ca/usins the two right-side engines '
l; Strengt h is 'deyeloiwil by work- of the school year every, child to fai l even though there , was '
ing against. ' resistance Hern't itian could do. the ' .exercises ' -and every plenty of. fuel in oilier tanks.
alone will hot necessarily develop child svas choseti for the games..-' | 2. Landing gear trouble—which
|
muscles—o t h e r w.. i s e a typist' s There was not - -ay single 'isolated ,j-' prevented what might have been
one
left
in
the
group.
l
a
safe
landing
at
Hichmond
airhands would be as large as n >
in Whit- |porl-^-coiild have been corrected
truckman 's. Bui ;running hard , do- : A high school instructor
'"
; ing. standard exercises - until you j tier , Calif., ' put .each student in a , quickly and easily, but the crew
Grade School, 0 High School • College Students /
are tired , or. pushing or. pulling ob- 1 class of- . - .50 to work on his own |apparently did not know the /plane
EVERY WEEK— MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
jects that don ' t push or pull easily ! problem of acquiring strength nnd j was equi pped with a special valve
coordination . Each used various ; for lowering the- wheels in an
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
. will, make . a difference. .
|
• Our coal- is dust-treated . . .
2. Coordination is achieved ; by equipment including .weights .de- i emergency.
clean to handle . . . clean to
striving: consciousl y for it dur ing signed to develop strength through j 3. The 77 victimi died of carbon
: burn. All types for furnace ,
a repented activity. To gain co- overcoming resistance,
m af V h line
>
j monoxide poisoning — although
stoker or stove. Fast , careful
'
ordination in swimming, divin g ,
Each student paced his activity ' they had 30 seconds to two mindelivery.
golf or throwing a ball you must j according to his own strength. j . utes to escape the wreck through
concentrate on the proper form. : j Kach kept a record of his own j emergency exits. There was no
, 3. Speed and endurance will be j progress.; The enthusiasm „ of the I evidence of any effort to open
developed more easily after intis-. students arid the gains in strength thein, cles have been es:ablishe<l . and |and coordination in comparison to [ Only (wd persons—Capt . Ronald
¦
¦ ;
' -. ' trained.;
|
groups; given the tisual physical ed- j 1?. Conway, 2ii , the airplane com4. For best results / each child ; ucation course left no doubt as to mander; and the flight engineer,
must hove confidence in his ability ! the value of this individu alized ap- J Williimi F. I' oythress, 30, escaped
to improve and be interested in his ] proach.
from the flaming wreckage.
own physical development. If you
The doomed plane flew . from
Although Ihe problem of physical
can show him and encourage him j fitness is individual , enthusiasm is Columbia
to
Newark , N.J.;
effectively , the problem will be j better developed and maintained Wilkes Barre . Pa '., and Baltimore
y . | when : several individuals work on: [to pick up Army recruits headed
.- • ' •'• solved.
350 W. ThircJ in Winona
BUT LET ME sound arte caution- physical fitness simultaneously, Ii for basic training, and crashed on
Phone 3373
ary note. -/' Parents and teachers ' Schools can be ideal for thai.
' the tvay back to Columbia.
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Help Is Needed
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Beth Israel Award
For Dr . Charles Mayo
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EVERY THURSDAY & FRIDAY

3 llNES $1.00

PROMPT DELIVERY!
CLEAN DELIVERY!

j

STUDENTS SPECIAL

3Ar per

It costs less
to burn Ihe best!
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403 West third St.

ft re $tone
SUPER SPECIALS

get tremendous savings on I
• Now'i your chance to
Demonstrator Models — Floor Samples — 1961 Model I
Appliances — TV Setsl
19" Phileo Compact TV Set
19" f hilce Portable TV Set
12 cu. ft. Phileo Combination RefrigeratorFreeier. A beaufyl
12 eu, ft. Phileo Upright Freeier
13.5 cu. ft. Phileo Combination .
only
Refrigerator-Freezer
30" Phileo Electric Range
Phileo Automatic Electric Dryer . . .15-pe. Stereop honic Record Player
Ensemble (2 only!)
Rep Power Snow Thrower . . . Savel

139.95 w.t.
129.95 w.t.
24*9.95 w.t.
199.95 w.t.
279.95 w.t.
229.95 w.t.
124 ,95 w.t.
NOW 23.95
: .. .84.95
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make car
We have a wide assort- '.
ment, but it 's first come, v
We repnek front whe«l bear- |
, , i DK3, adjust brake shoes and '-'
first served' Every one
(!,' :¦ add fluid if necessary.
safety inspected .
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WAREHOUSE MART
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In Bronzetone or Chrome

1 ''

S

¦

U Down and $1 Weekly delivers this BIG 7-piece (table and
6 chairs) bronze or chrome plastic dinette. The table top is
woodgrain plastic , heatproof , alcohol and acid resistant. The
6 chairs have shaped backs with self-leveling glides, with comfortable and long-lasting washable plastic in Autumn leaf design. Here is beauty for your kitchen, dinette, living - dining
- &
combination.
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County Officia l

MORE PATCHING ORDERED

Sonic Booms
Being Mistaken
For Explosions

Courthouse Roof
In PoGr Cd

per diem , $10; Nursing Board per
diem , $50; extension committee
per diem , $30; total .: $4,947.38.
Paul Baer, Fremont* 4th District
— Salary, $2,700; commissioner 's
expenses,; $221,52; commissioner
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
per diem , $100; forfeited tax sale
Leonard J. Merchlewiti, Winona,
per diem , $10; Welfare Board per
1st District — Salary, $2,700; comdiem , $280: Welfare; Board ex"Patches upon patch es "was the new roof was put in , the chimney¦of stone weakly supported by only
missioner's e x p e n s es, $138.20 ;
penses, $238.99 ; total , $3,550.51.
way a local roofer described main- ! would have lo be repaired. The lin-¦ !, eight : inc'bes of sandstone. .
County Welfare Board per diem ,
' '.[| ' -When I started work here tho
Those sudden loud crashes that tenance of the -seriously deteriorat- I ' er is gone. " .
James Papenfuss, Dakota , 5th
District — Salary, $2 ,685.75; com- have been jarring the nerves and ed courthouse roof in . a report to
"Is this building worth a new j roof had already been patched ,"
missioner ' s expenses, $142.75: com- homes of Winonans the pa_st few the Winona - County . Board- of Comsaid: .
'
Cornrni-.sioner ihe
roof?" asked
;
missioner per diem , $70; Welfare weeks are the result of sonic missioners Tuesda y afternoon.
Leonard J. Merehlewitr , Wino- '.¦' The/roofer- said, if , a new roof
Board . per diem , , S220; Welfare booms, not explosions, police have
]i were installed , dormer walls would
E. !•'. • Berndt said severa l Ions
na. 1st District.
i': have |o be rebuilt.
',
Board expenses, $123,20; forfeited reminded the public.
of stonework- migM fall off the
"Xo , " ; Berndt said.
1 Nailheads - holding slate shingles
tax sale per diem , S10: total , $3,The department has received roof , hut (he hoard 'took no action
The general contract for con- /
BERNDT HAiS been in charge of,-have rusted away, Berndt said.
251,70. (Papenfuss ' salary is not some calls after the booms from on rebuilding the roof. Berndt will
a full $2,700 because he took office bewildered residents.
struction of new toilet facilicontinue j outine maintenance/
j courthouse roof repairs about 20 j
ties at Winona Senior High .
early in January 1961, succeeding
"There are 3(1 leaks in the roof ," |years: When he started in the JiMOs ii COMMISSIONERS donated S2,.
B-58 Hustlers of the U. S. Air
;
School ' Monday ! was awarded
Arnold Zenke ; Dakota. )
|5001 'to the County Fair Board as
Force ' s Strategic Air Command Berndt said/"! have to go . oyer j ' a new courthouse roof was needed /the
second payment, (or the fair
to WMC, Inc., on its low bid
Arnold -Zenke, Dakota , 5lh -Dis- are splitting the sky (and perhaps the whole roof to make patches. ! and the estimate at that time;
v ' .' ; ' .'. .- ¦" j.; board ' s purchase of about ll acres
of- $48,700, not Nels Johnson
was
S5Q.O0O.
(covering
gutters
arc
breaking
tip.
If
I
trict
—
Salary,
$1-1.25
The
OSSEO, Wis.—The next round m
a few eardrums ! by conducting suEAU GALLE , Wis —The 54-yeaT- Construction Co., as reported
board property at
make repairs now ' they. might last j The roofer said the chimney ;j adjoining fair
the battle of the two telephone service early in January 19G1 be- personic test bombing runs.
old Eau Galle carpenter who was
'.three . .to - five years. If a l eap consists of three or four tons 'St . Charles '. The.fair ' board bought
Tuesday. .
office)
;
commissionfore
leaving
another
companies
in
this
city
of
1,144
peoarrested Nov. 24, 1960, for shootThe bombers are flying in the
, the land last . year from the Fred
Johnson 's was the low bid . ple will be a second meeting in er 's expenses (last half of 1960) general area between Minneapolis
ing and wounding his wife's emSmall estate for " $l' o ,00O, ' . total cost
$118.20;
road
and
bridge
commiton
corridor
remodelin
g
and
on
the Public Service Commission ofployer earlier that day was to
and Milwaukee, often -at " heights
of which is to be paid by the counthe combination of the two
fices at Madison Feb, 24 to fur- tee expenses, $40; Welfare Board too high to detect. They may conseek his freedom in Circuit Court
'
ty. ¦.. -'. . - '
.,- - '
,
$30;
Welfare
Board
exper
diem
projects.
The
Board:
of
Educaat Menomonie this afternoon.
ther cheek possibilities of one purduct these flights at any time of
-February
In
l
!l6
.t the .' comniispenses,; $33.55; total , $236.
Lloyd Webb has been a prison- tion voted to defer the corrichasing the other.
day or night.
soiners
made
the
first payment
¦
¦
er^ hospital patient and inmate of dor work and contracted only
Iwhenever planes break the sound
OTHER OFFICIALS
. - -. - .Beef River Telephone Co., with
of $5,000 for the land ; This was in
for the new toilet rooms.
a mental institution since Thanks;
Tuesday ii the deadline for
about 150 subscribers , already has
Dr. R. 6. Tweedy, coroner — barrier, a shock wave is set up.
addition to the annual $5,000 angiving Day 1960. If now found to
made an offer to G-eneral' -.. Tel e- fees and mileage (Dec . 5, 1959- The wave follows the; plane along
nual donation given/ to the fair
j candidates to file in the anbe sane, he will, be free.
j n«al March 13 electiohi in Wi- ! board for operating the 'fairy.Tho
phone Co. to purchase its busi- Oct. 18, 1961) $1,117.27. .Jesse B. the ground as long as the bomber
is surpassing tlie speed of sound ,
I nena . County's 20 townsh ips, [remaining $2,500 w ill be paid by
ness
at
book
value
less
deprecisuperintendent
of
schoolsJestus,
HE CRITICALLY wounded Leo
Richard : the county ; later—possible - . next
Auditor
ation. General has nearly 700 sub- salary, $9,197.98: expenses. $478.88 ; much like the waves a boat makes.
j County
Buhlman , operator of a cheese
.
The thunderclap of the sonic
Schoonover announced.
j year.
scribers. According to Clarence total , $9,676.86. Roilie D. Tustr, regfactory at Eau Galle , in the un(Speciall
WABASHA.
M
inh.
—
'
¦
boom
is
a
/: but . inevit- The Wabasha County Board of
' . The fair board ' -discussed proposGore, resident manager: of Beef ister of deeds — fees , $8,924. 15. S.
explained Thanksgiving morning
River , General doesn't want to sell A. Sawy er, county attorney — sal- able and norniauy narml ess side Commissioners Tuesday authorizi;ed construction of a 4-H building at
attack. Buhlman recovered after
effect of protecting the nation 's
to him and Robert Prosser , Tur- ary, $8,499.94.
undergoing surgery four times, at
ed - an agreement with the village
j the fairbrounds in time for this
security.
tle Lake, Wis., his partner , be«
|summer ' s fair, to replace a biiildEochester .
Mrs. Teresa M. Curbow, treasof
Hammond
to
have
the
county
Buhlman testified at the trial last A Kellogg man charged with hit- cause ihey ', aren 't Osseo peopleurer —. salary, $6.4"C6.64 ; fees,
i ing thai was destroyed- by fire last
assessor,' Herbert Schwantz , as- i " ¦ ' . ' : General has made, an offer to $751; total. $7,217.64. E. D, Libera ,
I year. The fair , board is seeking
June that Webb had come to the and-run driving pleaded guilty this
sess the municipality this year.
factory early in the morning and morning in municipal court and Beef River to purchase its assets probate judge — salary, $12, 749,94.
! county funds for Uie project.
/The village has no assessor.
asked to talk. Buhlman was wound- was sentenced to a fine of $30 or for $17,925, Gore said. This was Joseph C. Page, clerk of district
turne d down . Gore said , because court •— salary , $4,075.04; fees, $5,j THE COMA^/SSIONERS told the
ed twice but wrested the revolv- 10 .days , in city jail .
ON
RECOMMENDATION : © f
fair board to get estimates on vater from Webb and flung it Lnto
I ious sizes
Theodore T. Griffith , 60, Kellogg, his subscribers wou ld not all Q\v 917.60: total , $9,992.64. S, O. J.
Bert J . Pin sonneaiilt . ' county ; enof buildings and to ; rej
the furnace in the boiler room . paid the fine. He appeared before them to accept the offer . ;
'
Bruski , court commissioner—fees,
gineer ,;. --Counly Auditor Wilbur
port to th e board at the March
These negotiations followed an $32.50. Richard Schconover , counWebb was arrested at his home Municipal Judge. S. D. J. Bruski. .
Koelmcl was authorized to adverI meeting. The proposed 4-H : buildlater that morning.
tise for bids on the following road
Griffith was arrested by police earlier conference with the PSC. ty auditor — salary . SB ,550 ; fees,
ing wo lild be of the pole type and
An examination was ordered in oh a warrant today at 8:45 a. m . Now there'll be another.
"
$2 ,727.66 ; total . $11,277.66. .
projects, -' bids-to be opened March "MADISON , -Wis: -t — TheWis- /miglit have a blacktoppe d
¦ ¦ - ¦
.f
floor ,
'
court the next morning to deter- at police h&adquartcrs . Police said
¦
:
Meanwhile , attorneys for the two
'
¦
6: •
George L. Fort, sheriff —- Sal.
consin Supreme Court substanti- /since that would cbst less than conmine His sanity. While he was a he hit a parked car owned by Eay companies are filing briefs with ary, $5,450: '. prisoners' board bill
;
Grading on CSAH , 2, 1.5 miles, taled Tuesday the damage claims ; creie. Tlie proposed buildnig might
patient at Mendota State Hospital
Burmeister, 627 Dacota SI., Jan. the PSC on . three commission hear- (under state law this is $2.50 daily
from .Jacksonville , lo CSAH' No. of a West Bend man who lost be similar to the floral building
4or that examination , he was found 25 at 11:30 p.m.
ings in Osseo last summer a nd for eacli prisoner) , $7,790; fees for
By CONRAD FINK
17'.. near ' .O ak "-Center:
his job after being falsely named constructed at the fairgrounds
to have intestinal cancer. He un- ' ¦¦'
fall on a petition by; the people serving papers , $7,686.01; mileage,
..with
OSAKA
Japa
(APi-U.S.
Another
/
man
charged,
n
Ally.
•
.
Grad ing and surfacing . oil CSAH by a merchant and police as a last year. .at a cost of about $5.,
two
operations
at
Madiderwent
to remove the lb-cent toll charge $12,275:54 : total. $33,201.55. Ex
speeding and drivingwithout a vat- between the two exchanges,
Robert F/ Kenne-dy. chal- 10, r y miles , from CSAH 4 to shoplifter .
¦-;" . - ' .
000.
son . .;- ' . '
a pe- penses riaid by Fort during 196IJ^ Gen.
lenged Japan 's youth today to join CSAH/32.. . "¦ '. - • ". ¦-: •
M. ' .'-w; Wilt .se, St. Charles , fair
.
Declared competent to stand id driver 's license forfeited depos- tition , by Beef River Co. to " apdecisionreversed
a
WashThe.
.
55- :
in a worldwide fight against povboard
president . , said his group
trial , he was; taken before Circuit its totaling $40 this morning in prove installation of a new used $17,323.
'
Till
Grading .( .' SAM I t from I l*c south' ington County Circuit Court
erty, ignorance and disease.
Judge Merrill Farr at Menomonie municipal court.
Sylvester : would apply.-$1 ,450- toward the cost
iitg
in
a
suit
brought
by
,
switchboard in its exchange, and
county
Tine
to
1U
mites
east
near
"As young peopl e, we can do
June 7. Webb's court-appointed at- Max A. Paine. Rochester , forfeit- a petition by General Telephone to
'
O.ttcn aea ' inst Lester Schutt and ; of the proposed 4-H building: The
battle together as ' . brothers - '. to- . -Hammond. .
torney "waived a jury trial and ed $25 on a charge of speeding SO stop Beef River from further extlac
'
." J. C. Penney €d. of .Wes t money Ls the insurance payment
Grading
on
3.75
miles
County
'
of
make gre at progress ," Kennedy
pleaded his; client ianocent by rea- miles per hour in a 30-mile zoae tending its lines , contending that
Bend.
Sclvatt , manager of the : the board received when the fortold students at a petroleum insti- Highway B0.
son of insanity. Judge Farr , serv- and $15 on the license charge.
gave
police a slip of paper /mer +-H buil ding burned down.
store,
it was not in the public, interest.
tute in the hea rt of Japan 's teemBituminous surfacing of CSAH w ith Otfen 's name on it as he ; ' . Fair board members urged; that
ing for Judge Robert Varnum , Paine was arrested-by police toResult of the latter;hearing was
:¦
"
ing
industrial
area.
..
14 from . Highway . 42 , 4 .2 -/miles
Hudson , found Webb was insane day at 2:30 a.m. at Huff and Sai- an order by the commission temthe new 4-11 building be constructEnthusiasii c students mobbed east , the • Indian • Creek . road ¦ in told officers of a shoplifting inci- i- cd ' iit the fairgrounds.
at the time he shot Buhlman . The nia Erects. : They said he was porarily preventing both companies
.
- Monday 4-H
¦
d
ent.
¦
Kennedy when he arrived , reach- ¦Watopa ' Townshi p- .
jud gment returned Webb to. ' -Men- speeding on Gilmore Avenue fro m from construction until'.-a
Police . ' Chief George . Weinert officials discussed! with the comfinal deing
':o
shake
his
hand
and
shoutdota as an inmate until proved Vila to Cummings streels.
Bituminous surfacing
of l 1 U related the incident to Otten 's ; sioners : a possible/central site for
cision is rendered , which is not
ing hello . Everywhere Kennedy
sane.
miles " of CSAH 17. e mployer a'tnd Otten was suspend- a county 4-H building.
expected for 30-60 days after the
went on this second leg of- his: sixfinal briefs are due Feb. 20.
These projects will comprise ed from his ; job and then fired as / Other fair board members acBy ROY ESSOYAN
RECENTLY Webb was brought
day visit to Japan he received a
about all the 19(12 road work , the unqualified. It was later disfcoy- companying Wiltse were Alfred L.
SAIGON , South Viet Nam (AP) warm/ friendly welcome.
to Dunn County Hospital at Mee-red he was not involved in the 'Mueller , Lewiston ,; vice;¦ president,
engineer said.
—Two U.S. Army helicopters
nomonie for examination by Dr.
'.
and Di\ K, W:. Klaus, - ' . Lewiston' ;-.
As
his
motorcade
sped
through
shoplifting
three
others
have been lost and
A. A. Lorenz, Eau Claire, and Dr,
PINSONNEAULT'S
report
on
the
Jerry Papenfuss/ 'WLnona; El|svillagers,
the
countryside
and farm
E. H. Jochimsen, Sheboygan, the
hit by Communist fire in two
l
Otten : contended Schutt' j action worlh Ihrke '.. '1't ka ,- ' and G. ' ,: O.
psychiatrists who examined him
combat ' operations in three/ days; workers gathered to -vva-ve. At one following t'J62 road work was plac- cost him his job, A jury found '¦Brans
', Winona .
on file:
.
for the trial.
There have been no casualties point he leaned out to shake hands ed
¦ Maintenance of 2r>i miles of malice and awarded Otten $1,500.
campai
gn
style/
and
a
student
(AP
)
.
— Barbara
.
At the trial Webb said his mem- NEW YORK
among the American crewmen or
' Bid Judge ' Milton Meister ruled j HARRY E. PEIRCEyagricultur ory of events connected with the (Bobo ) Rockefeller today anVietnamese soldiers aboard , but handed him an arriuleI intended CSAH roads, average cost , 5876.23.
evidence d id not support the ver- ; al instructor at Winona Senior
to
safeguard
travelers.
shooting was vague. '-JMense wit- nounced her engagement to hoteleported
the
Coma U.S. source r
Maintenance of 93 miles of coun- dict- - . '.and ' t h a t when Schutt gave High School , reci iicsted a $75doKennedy
questioned
the
students
"bis
Cathwife,
nesses, including
man Charles W . M apes Jr. with
munists '- are getting our range. "
ty roads: average , cosl ,/ $934.29. liis information to police it was nation which wis granted-^ conerine, said the usually mild-man- the laughing quip: "I hope the
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County Attorney Richard Darby to
.
I THE . COUNT*r BOARD passed
Ramage said the couple prob- including John Clements , Barbara i
contact a District Court judge to ably would be married in a few Jefford and William Sylvester,
; cials about the workers' wages
; four resolutions authorizing . the
|ago.
"
I
t
However , sources said the Com- ; and working conditions ,
BLA Ut , Wis .
Special>—Mem- !|board lo acr'iiire right of way in
petition for an attorney for Clem- days and would live in Reno.
AH the pulsating vigor and po- i mun ist Viet Cong guerrillas , jtist 1
A free public showing of a hers of Blair 's Common Council \I Pine Creek , New Hartford Townens.
Mapes . 43, is ' Ihe son of a pioetry of the original have been ! as they did Sunday, escaped he- ; The Kennedys lunched with the film on the American Field Sen - beard a discussion by James Klein- ' ship, for grading and crushed rock
Clemens was ordered to reap- neer Nevada ealtle baron.
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¦
^
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compared with llic low ol ,'!!) Iiclow
weather last week end brouoht
IT'S BEEN warming up since
the pliiiif al . Ma.\ ( onr.id Field
rresiiliii* ,1 . il the board meet ing
Earl Behrens , also of Waltlimn ,
leak in Bill K ing 's ear was traced
Still disre garding die averages , ertrly lodny at lute i national Falls , ! the floworiny p mules into
Winonn . Its (ivtvinonth lease then wa.s Chainii.in Haul llaer , Fvelo u device thnt warns when Uie a student at Winonn Slate College, Tuesday morning, when it was -l.'l.
view.
I At noon Tuesday it wns -7 , Tues- t emp eratures droppe d to below Minn.
will begin Feb . l,v
moot . 4th Dist ncl .
will intr oduce tho speaker.
car has an oil leak.
Following is the 1961 annual report of salaries, fees and expenses
of Winona County officials which
was announced at the County
Board of Commissioners meeting
Tuesday afternoon : • - -'

$320;: Welfare Board expenses,
$153.77; extension committee per
diem, $10; Nursing Board per
diem, $60; commissioner per diem,
$90; forfeited tatf sale, per diem ,
$10; total , $3,481.97. - . . ' ,;.
Rey G. Kobner, Winona, 2nd Dis
trict — Salary, $2,700; commissioner per diem, $110: commissioner 's expenses, $152,95; Welfare
Board per diem, $310; extension

committee per diem , $30; Welfare
Board expenses, $163,45; forfeited
tax sale per diem , $10;- total , $3,476.40..
Adolph Spirzer, St. Charles, 3rd
District — Salary, $2,700; commissioner 's expenses, $790.35: commissioner per; diem , $120: Board of:
Audit , $540; Welfare Board per
dierri , $350: Welfare Board expenses, $357,03; forfeited tax sale

Eau Galie ManSeeks Freedom
In Shooting Case

WMC Got Hi gh
School Contract

Osseo Telephone
Meeting Set at
Madison Feb. 24

Wabasha County
Assessor to Set
Village's Values

Hit-Run Driver
Pays $30 Fine

Supreme Court
Holds for Man
Who Lost Job

Jap Youths I
Asked to Join
World Battle

Bobo Rockefeller
To Wed Holelman Shakespeare

[Deadlin e Tuesday
[ For Town Filinqs

2 Helieopters
Lost, 3 Others
Hit in Viet Ham

Can Stand
Anything

St. Paul Youth

Getting Attorney

AFS Student Film
To Be Shown at
School Thursday

Drainage Survey
j Made al Blair

Motorist Cha rged ;
Involved in
Accident Earlier

Board Appointed
At Trempealeau

Fillmore Welfa re
Charges Aga inst
Board Acts on
Husband Dismiss ed Aid Applications

Its Warm ing Up;
15 on Thursday

It 's Pansy Time ,
Believe It or Not

'

Humphrey Sees
Fireworks in
Stockpile Quiz

St Phppam d.JtadL Might
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Singer From Texas
Loses Her Choppers
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Jackson County
Board Permits
Iron Ore Hunt
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By JKmmy Hatlo

DEAR ABBY:

DEAR IN: I'd tell my husband that supporting a rrian
who refuses to work , but who is well enough to bowl , is not
tip my alley . And add . that it is time he and his father had
,' . a frank "father and son " talk. The father needs to . know a few
facts of life.

DEAE ASHAMED : If he is the right kind of. boy, he
/ won 't care "how shabby your house is. as long as it' s clean.
Have him pick you up at home.
-.' . ' - • ' CONFIDENTIAL TO ' LT. "H" AT H1CKHAM: Let her keep
the "wings!" She is obviously for the birds.

$10,
000 Per Film
For Swedish Actress

Francis Teska, "Winona Comity
game warden , who . had experiences with - wolves, when he was
stationed in Northern * Minnesota ,
identified the aninna! as a brush
wolf , and certified it . for bounty
payment. The county treasurer
shelled out $25' on presentation of
the county auditor 's order,

STONE WALL JACKSON
•"eahirlnB: . ' .
• June Hart-eld
• Glenn Moreland
• The Courrtry Playboy*

And radio's own DAVE J AYE is M.C.

Sunda y, Feb. II
8:00 p.m. at the

Red Men 's Wigwam
Apel , Buffalo ounty warden ,
who in turn submitted them to
a field biologist of the \Viscohsin Conservation: Department:
He expressed the field opinion
that it might be Errlington 's
disease , a deadl y plaigue that
has hit muskrat areas in the
south and other, states.

Mukrafr Report

However , the Madson tests showed that the rats had not died of
any epidemical disease , other than
crowded population conditions.
Their rear legs had become
infected and they were not able to
get around and fight for survival
under adverse popu lat ion conditions.
Donald Gray, Upper Mississippi -River - Wild.. Life and
Fish Refuse manage'', who
received a copy of the report ,
has launched a further investigation. A ranger working
with Warden Apel is "to open a ,
lew houses in search for other
specimens.

WofacwiPdy.'

FOR YOUR

/\

LEWISTON GRADUATE

LEWISTON , M i n n. -Katherine
Kilmer , 1901 graduate of Lewiston
High School , has graduated from
the 'Professional Business Institute
Minneapolis. She is an assistant
medical receptionist.
BLAIR GIVES FOR POLIO

BLAIII , Wis. (Special i — T h e
Mothers March for Polio in Blair
totaled $107,110 according to Mrs .
R. E , Anderson , campaign chairman. Receipts for Corn for Polio
wore $r>(i.ll.

There will be no braver season Ibis spring inlhe southern
half of Wisconsin or on refuge
lands located in Wisconsin.

Southeastern Min nesota '!
Fun Spot ¦

Friday, Feb, 9

H\DOLCEHH

GALESVILLE, "Wr$,

f QUEEN of i
I HEARTS J

Ike Meeting

The Winona Bowhuiuers will be
in charge of the program at the
February meeting of the Will TJilg
Chapter of the Izaak W a 11 o n
League at the club' s cabin on
Prairie Island at 8 p.ni, Thursday.
¦

Altura

OF OUR

UJasoiils

Admission $L*25

ff

-- ' 'Children . 750-: . '

SUPPER CLUB

In Winona

There is a possibility that the
Minnesota side of the refuge
may be open to beaver trapping this spring, It has been
closed for the last three years
and a good population prevails
in some sections. Beaver have
improved- waterfow l conditions
in some of the Minnesota; bottomlands in the last three
years.
"
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Buck' s version of what happened to the wolf is that it was hit
by a car or truck and had dropped
beside the highway , unable to get
up or move. It prob ably had
been ihere sever al hours or more
with most motorists remarking, "
Too bad. that looks like a nice police dog ," but not bothering lo stop
in the cold.

THURSDAY

l \V

Starring from tht Grand OI« Opry .

No bounty has been paid on
a wolf in Buffalo County for
the last three years, Stanley
Apel , Buffalo County warden ,
told us today. "I go through /
bounty records : each year in
this, county, '- he said.
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COUNTRY MUSIC
CftBAVAN

Wolves are extremely rare In
Southeastern Minnesot a and Western Wisconsin. A few years back
a pair were shot by fox hunters
in the Lenore area of Fillmore
Coun ty. We have picture s in our.
file" of . two that were killed in
Wabasha County about ten years
ago.
.

ENDS

Family
Night
§ tomorrow

SANTA- -MONICA. Calif. ¦<AP)Swedish-born singer Ann-Margret ,
20y who . signed a movie contract
with 20:h Century-Fox , will receive $10,000 r>er picture.
Terms - of the pact were made
public when it was approved in
Superior Court Tuesday. Jud ge
Mervyn Aggeler told the ¦ singer
she . must save 20 per cent of her
earnings. ,

"It is the; first wolf we have
bountied for . a long time. "
'¦•' Richard Schoonover , . .county
/auditor , said today." In fact , I
- don 't remember the; last time
we paid a wolf bounty.

A . University of Wisconsin
laboratory has submitted a repqrl on the four niusltrats
found dead in a house in the
Alma-Nelson atrea by a trapper and turned-over to Stanley

*hr> ^-niifh man. And.

ask the doctor how come YOU were able to
put tip with it for.so long., ;
D-EAR ABBY: My fatheriii-law has been
staying with us for the last two years. He is
60 and in very good health/ Good enough to go
bowling three times a week. He lias no job and
says he can't find one, although he isn 't looking too hard because. I doubt that lie wants to
work. He has no insurance and not one cent
/ coming in. My husband gives him. spending
were a child . The only place
money as though he
fnr him in sl^en is in our little 3-vear-old girl's
¦ ' ' room . 'I would/like to get him out of her bedroom
Abby
and out of the house. Just my luck , my husband is an "'only
IN DISTRESS.
child ," so what would/ you do in my place?

Driving along Highway , 14
.' :' near Utica, sharp-eyed Donald
saw the grayish animal in the
ditch beside the road. It ap- :
pc' ared to/be alive but seriously
injured , investigation revealed
it looked like a. wolf. It died
shortly, and was put in the
/tru nk of the car. .

-i

ALL SEATS
25*

'

DEAR ABBY : If you are poor , and live in a run-down house,
and a popular boy; who lives in the best section of town , asks
you to a prom , ' ' what would you do about your house? .. . Should you have him pick ; yon up some place else? I am
afraid if he sees the dump I live in he won 't like me any more.
- ASHAMED-
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Pity, for ' a big dog. apparently
hit by a car , /lyin g kicking beside
the .highway, rewarded Donald
Buck, - Pleasant .Valley , -wj lh - S25
Monday. It turned out to be a wolf.
It was a male weighing 35 pounds.
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"Warden Apel has re-cotnnictiued
to Wisconsin Conservat ion officials
a short spring trapping season to
stablize the population and bring
it down to the area 's carryin g capacity, Trappers last fall and early this winter had little success because of unfavorable trapping conditions.
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BY ABIGAIL VAN BUREN

TOMORROW
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DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 37 years and fh all
that time my husband hasn 't taken 37 baths. It' s the truth , Abby.
I just can 't get him to take a bath. He takes a bath just before
his yearly insurance check-up. I guess he must think more of the
doctor who examines him than he does of me. Do you think he
. ONLY HIS WIFE
could use a mental check-up nex t time?
DEAR ONLY : I believe that any woman who would liv«
for 37 years -ivith a man who bathes only once a year needs . - . -' '
" as much as her water-shy mate. Hose hirn
a "mental chfeck-up
him in
j„,,.
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For You, Lady
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By JACK BELL

have $-i ,000-a-w.eck call girls . . . ' WASHINGTON 'AP - — DemoBy EAR L WILSON
Shapely / Julia Ross , who has a crats hinted broadly today thcy
- NEW YOR.K-H was IVway his- I featured role in "The Golden Aft- / believe they have found the fuse
tory—hut 1 wouldn 't like to see it pie " off-B' way, broke her foot artd < for some politica l explosions
again - •
is playing previews , in a. wheel against th« Republicans in the
A pleasing well -built Sanger.: chair. She ' ¦.toured with Ethel Mer- \ forthromin s stockpiling inquiry .
Miss Trovis Hudson . ' out . ' of : Ama- man in "Gypsy ' and/did the bu- j Sen. Hubert . H , Humphrey of
rillo . Texas , vvas bellin g out a song gle-blovving . . bit . . . JFK and ; Minnesota told an informal news
so vigorousl y al the . '.' New Faces Jackie will give the Party of the } conference Tuesday he expects
of '62 "" opening at .the Alvin The- Ycai' May LO at the White House. | some "interesting revelations "
ater that .she suddenly belted oul for visitin g Andre Mal .raiix , the when a committee headed by Sen.
'her ' .'' caps ' —her ' temporary- chop- French ' - novelist , ' .historian , Minis- Stuart Symington , D-Mo,. inquires
pers—right out : toward the. audi- ter of State for Cultural Affairs ," into what President Kennedy - 'calls' .
ence, the "critics aiid me,
and DcGaulle : intimate. ' Guest list the excess ive storage of strategic
/ "Where arc ' -they? - / Wher-e are will/ be -Wt).
materials , y y
they? '"' I wondere d ; after . Ihe caps Michael Ilenhie 's back - in town j
'
tomonth
had leaped out of her
and . Mary Gardiner Preminger ' s j While Humphrey would not elabward me and vani shed. ""C areful , got , hirn . : ': The "How . to.Suc- orate , it was ' learned .from other
or they might bite " Noel Coward ceed!" cast .'is Irving to. • ¦match up sources the , Democrats expect
who'5 here. " ' Somebody ' sai d. Iwo cast members, Charlotte T'ra- some high figures- or the EisenEverybody was alerleri lo be on zier and Caspar Rons— so her hower ' administration to be illumtiptoe and 'look . at ' the. fkior.
name- will be ;- . Charlotte Roos j inated in aii unfavorable political
It -was hard for inc . I .was there
,,Keenan Wynn 's in town , .. sur- ¦ light by disclosures before the
sizing : up :M'iss Micke y . : -Wtiyland , pri sing friends — he 's '11 lbs! ligh t - Symington committee.
claimed by, Leonard Sillman to be er . . . . l' roduce 'r doe Levinc says . ' . It. '. was - emphasized that^ prelim"a new Ay n Gardner. " ,She was (hat even , if Sophia Loren doesn 't inary investigati ons have disboun cing, aroi'il d . showing off her win an Academy , Award he 's gon - closed no illegalities . But there
"Miiss Tennessee " qualifi cations .na throw ' her a huge- party in was said to be ample evidence of
and saying things like ''I' m a N. Y-. '¦'¦ what Ken nedy said could prove to
'Miss America¦ ' . reject , ' "
avVRL'S
PEARLS: . T i m e s .be. . "unconscionable " profits!
The other ' ' performer 's , . scared change
¦Years-- ago. the moon inabout M1ss Hudson 's choppers , spired -lovers ,, instead
As an example, a senator who
of scientists.
asked singer Marian .Mercer to be
':vBEST . LAUGH: Be- didn 't want to be quoted by name
.TODAY'S
on the lookout
the Twist and the interna- said he had been i nformed that
"Quit bufigin ' : -mc'* ' -' .!- go| to think tween
, it' s hard to tell agreements had been made untional
about my ballad. Oh vo dee oh whethersituation
people
are dancing or der which processing plants bad
rieee dceecce oh do, " she said, ju st nerv.
been built and accelerated depre'is.
vocalizing , .:
WISH I'D SAID THAT: "I' m ciation granted. A high price set
THEN MISS MERCER , out there going to "join the CIO because ev- on the product to finance its proballading. suddenly sa w these lit- erybody T C . .0."— "New Faces duction was not reduced after the
plant had been fully depreciated
tle while objects on the stage ap- of . . '62: '' .
ron—remembered—picked Lhem up
The trouble with drinking odor- for tax purposes!
fast , passed them along—and le ss vodka, i.s that people won 't Hepubl icans—and some Demopresently Miss Hudson had her realize you ' re drunk . They 'll think crats—th ink the inquiry-; will; cut
dentition - back. Do you know any you 're just stup id , . . That' s earl , both ways politically. -They say
the blame for the failure of the
worse opening night nightmares? brother.
I predict thai Miss Mercer (and
government to get lower prices
Miss -Wayland ;), will . be bi g stars.
and its . purchase of excessive
How can they fail , wilh those
amounts 1 of materials will fall on
stories for openers?
members of both: parties .
Bess Myerson . Ihe beautiful : TV
They note that the program got
performer and ex-Miss America
its first impetus under the TruAtty.
marry
Arnold
M.
who will
man administration , with which
Grant in June , only met Grant a
Symington was associated as seccouple of months ago when Ihe
retary ' of the Air Force, chairman
latter was speaking at a tribute
of the National Security Resources
dinner to Ed Sullivan and Bess
, and Reconstruction ; FiBoard
had to introduce Grant. It went
Corp. administrator.
nance
fast after that ... ; . Huntington
In one aspect of the stockpiling
Hartford' s "Show " is reported
BLACK RIVE!? FALLS; Wis. W matter , the General Services Adbuying out Hugh Hefner 's Show
'
'
Business -Illustrated -whic h w i l l —A decision by the Jackson Coun- ministration said Tuesday it had
cease . - .' ' . Arthur Miller , far from ty Board has opened the way for sold 3.4 million pounds of feathers
a .recluse , was eating hot past- tie start of exploratory , low grade from storage, since October 1960.
rami on rye with mus'-ard and iron ore drilling on county, lands This announcement came after
Sen. John J. Williams . R-Del. had
reading his favorite coluj ainist at m about two months,
l
let it be known he "had asked GSA
the Gaiety Delicatessen.
B/v a vote of 26-4 Tuesday, the for a report on whether
it had
GOODNESS ! (I mean "B a d- board granted, options on 13,880 sold tw o million pounds of deteracres
in
Brockway
and
Komcnsk
y
ness.'") Down in Miami now they townships lo the Jackson County iorated feathers and down which
Eron Co. . a subsidiary of Inland Congress had authorized ' it Id disSteel. Voting 29-1, the board grant- pose of last September.
~" ed options
on several thousand
. WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 7, 1>43
acres of other lands to the Oliver
" VOLUME " IO STNO ."'^ .
y
""Mining Co., a subsidiary of the
^
~
Fubllshe<J djlly except Sdhirdav siil tiotlUnited States Steel Co.
days by Republican and HcmltS Publlshinj
Company, Ml Frnnkitn St., Winona, Minn
Carl Jacobs , president of Inland ,
~~~
SUBSCRIPTIO .N 'RATES .'" '- "~ " thanked
the board and said exSlngla copy — 10c Daily, 15r- Sunday
ploration and drilling would beOellv»rtd ty carrlar — Per we-ak 50 cents
gin in about two months . Testing
ii. ' weeksj ll.ft.
¦
52 -weeks U5.50
programs , he said , are ready to PORT .'WASHINGTON , Wis . «•*—
By mall stflclly In advancer paper atop
( ¦ . ', : .
A rag5ng fire that was . an "in-,
pe«d on expiration date,
S°v .- ' . .
.
tn Flllmoro, Hous ton, OlmtreeJ, vVlnona,
Palph Mnrseeh , representing Ol- ferno" when firemen arrived conWabasha. BuHalo. -Jackson, Pepin and
Trempealtau counties:
iver and U.S. Steel , said crews sumed the huge J. E. Gilson Co.
1 year .. . 117.00 3 montn»
. $3.50
for the firms would begin Investi- foundry Monday night , causing
i monttn ¦ ._ !.«,*) » month . . , JUS
damage estjmated at $1 million .
~~~
gative programs immediately.
All other mair subscript 1<n»:
The
agreement
with
the
Jackson
The flames roared out of con"
'
1 year., . ; SlJ.Oo 3 months. . 'CUTiT
¦l
County firm calls for a payment tro l for nearly three hours before
* montn» . . ttj.OO . ' . irionl'! . . . Sl.60
county of $1,750 for the subsiding. Every a vailable fireman
iund chanoe ot address notices. -undelivered to the
copies, subicrlption orders anrt other m»ll three-year option. Oliver 's offered in Ozaukee County was called to
items to Winona Dally News, Box »i,' Wi$<i00 a year for three years for fight the fire .
nona AMnn
second clait poslagi paid at Winona. .
its option.
There were no injuries , but 140
persons were put out of work.
I. Gilson , the president
ENDS P^.vTn '^^^ l Met. 7:]S-15f50(.b5c of George
the firm , watched with several
thousand persons as flames shot
nearly 100 feet into the sky and
reached to • every ¦ corner of the
one-story plant , which covers sev!~?Y?..? ?^.f'rir*. /.?..the Qufc>urfos !
eral city blocks.
-mm, * * '
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Dakota VVbmah Marks
Her 99th Bii+hclay

NEW HARTFORD, Minn. (Spe*dal>—Wien Mrs. Mary Heyer was
a girl of 18, a doctor told her ttiat
if she recovered from the typhoid
fever with which she was very ill,
she'd . live to be a very old woman.
That prediction came true: She
reached' her 99th birthday Monday.
Relatives and friends who gathered around her Sunday and Monday to celebrate the occasion said
that next year when she'll reach
the century mark they'll have to
notify t3ie President, who often
sends messages of congratulations
to oldsters. The catch is, she's
: ¦ been a¦ /Republican all her life; she
. says. ' , '
y MRS. HEYER lives with her ton
Herbert and family in the unincorporated village of New Hartford
some seven miles inland from /Dakota and approximately 20 miles
from Winona. She has her own
quarters in the rambling w/hite
farmhouse and does some of her
own housekeeping in spite of
spendin g" most of /her time in a
wheelchair. Her sight and hearing
have dimmed some but she still
read s, enjoys visiting and is alert
and cheerful, she has an infectious
smile.
. . ' The former Mary Schauble, she
was born Feb. 5, 1863, in a cabin
on South Ridge overlooking what
is now Hokah. She survives two
older brothers , Adam and Jacob,
all children of Mr . and Mrs. Gottlieb Schauble.
The family arrived on the ridge
about a " year, before; Mary jvas
born. She recalls, her parents telling there were nine houses in La
Crosse at that time.
HER EDUCATION ended with

the second reader of her day; her
mother passed away when Mary
was 14 years old and she had to
keep house for her father and
brothers. For the little schooling
she got, she had to walk many
miles, lo Union Valley.
Mrs. Heyer recalls the first kind
of inside lighting her folks had—
an open hearth type of kerosene
lantern with no chimney. The open
flame frightened hery
She -was 7 when she first/encountered Indians. Left alone while her
parents were in .the fields working, she crawled atop a woodpile
so she could see all around her,
but felt asleep. She was awakened by a noise and found several
red men" staring at her. She ran
"
screaming to a neighbor's house,
where other children, also alone,

Injury Case
Set at Alma

Lutheran Church, which still is in
the same location. The first 10
years they lived .near Nodine, then
Uiey moved Jo the farm where
she still resides.
She has one son, Herbert R., in
whose horhe she resides; one
daughter , Mrs. Lindley (Emma)
Smith, New Hartford Valley; six
grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren, Her husband died in 1925.
Two sons, William' and Henry, al-:
so have died.
All members of her family called on Mrs, Heyer for her birthday, including her grandchildren.
They are Kay and Gary, Herbert's
sons, the former a mathematics
teacher at Waterville, Minn. , High
School ; Harvey and Rodney, sons
of the late Henry Heyer, who are
on farms near Nodine and Wayne
Smith and Mrs, Philip (Norma
Smith) Piazza , La Crosse.
Nieces and.nephews living in the
area from Caledonia, to Houston
and Winona also called.

Mrs. Mary Heyer

pulled her through a window into
the house. The Indians followed
but did no harm. .
MRS. HEYER recalls going with
her father to La Grosse by ox team
in the winter when the river was
frozen. That was the only time of
year they could get there ,, for
there was no bridge and they had
no boat. While her father went selling the wood he had hauled to
town, he left her at the Adam
Kroner hardware store, which
still is in existence.
She recalls waking in the morning in her childhood home to find
snowdrifts at her bedside. As she
grew older, she helped bind grain
in the f ield, and said she could
keep up *with , any man , She walked behind one of the first reapers, which had no tying device,
but also harvested grain with a
scythe. She helped make candles
out of tallow.
Newspapers were scarce , but she
recalls her father reading aloud
to the family accounts of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.
Papers were old before they
reached them.

HARD WORK IS the jecref of

her long life, Mrs. Heyer says, And
she's rather thrilled about the
changes she has seen: The transition from the fear of Indians to the
fear of the more stealthy radioactive dust of this nuclear age ;
from the ox cart to sonic bombs
from jets breaking the sound barrier, and from an occasional newspaper to television.

Buffalo Co. Cancer
Society Distributes
Over 3,300 Dressings

AS A TEENAGER Mrs. Heyer

worked/at old Gund' s Brewery in.
La Crosse. She helped cook to feed,
the approximately 75 m«n employed there. Brownsville was their,
nearest town. It had two stores
and three taverns.
On May 29, 1889, she was married to Fred Heyer at South Ridge

tmt ^

WAUMANDEE , \Yis:-A total of
3,349 dressings were distributed to
11 cancer patients in Buffalo County the past year, according to
Mrs. / John Burg, AJma, county
chairman of the Cancer Society's
service committee.
The - dressings were made by
volunteers, the materials were purchased hy the county unit , and
they were distributed at no charge
to the patients.
Any patient iri need of dressings
may contact any member of the
service committee, which in addition to "Mrs. John Burg includes;
Mrs. Stanley Bond ,.Fountain City
Rt. 1; Mrs. Arthur Scheidegger ,
Waumandee; Mrs. Carl Rohrer,
Buffalo City; Mrs. Werner Stettler,
Alma Rt. 1; Mrs. Milford Molland , Mondovi Rt. 3; Mrs. Noble
Goss, city of Mondovi , and Mrs.
Myrtle Peterson , Nelson.
Equipment for use in the sickroom is available through the
loan closet at the court house ,
Alma, to which the American Legion Auxiliary has contributed
some pieces, A n y o n e needing
equipment for use in homes should
contact Mrs. Wilfred Hetriclc, Alma , county chairman for the project. ¦/'

Kresae si#ff^11

ALMA. Wis. (Special)—The j ury
trial of Jacob G. Flury, farmer
and cream hauler in Town of Montana, against Milwaukee Automobile Mutual Insurance Co. a n d
Rudolph Pronschinske, driver of a
milk truck for Garden Valley Cooperative Creamery, Waumandee ,
will begin Feb. 19 at 9:30 a.m.,
according to Vendor Steinke, clerk
Counof Circuit
Court
¦
¦' ¦ ¦' for Buffalo
ty- . . ' " :' "
.-.
.. - : V
Judge Robert Varnum, Hudson,
will preside.
. The . Flury and Pronschinske vehicles collided March 8, 1961, five
miles south of G ilmanton on Highway 88. Flury, allegedly disabled,
is suing for $26,250. .He claims
Pronschinske was negligent . Fugina , Kostner & Ward , Arcadia ,
are attorneys for Flury and Hale,
Skemp, Hanson , Schnurrer &
Skemp, La Crosse, represent the
defendant.
Fall jurors will be summoned
and notoficd by. mail. They are:
Odin Aase , Gerald Ede, Ivan
Brotzman , George Nogle, Henry
Weiss , Medin Woodhull , Russell
Johnson and Mmes. Guy Crandell ,
Raymond Forthun, Lawrence Langert , Norbert Weiss, William Berger and James Hill , Mondovi; Anton Hertzfeldt and Albert Tamke ,
Arcadia; Obid Hofland. William
Pehler , Roscoe VVald, Duane Radsek and Mmes. William Kammueller, Roscoe Bittner , Roy Fried,
Marshall Sahvey. Mary Meulemans, Werner / Stettler , Buford
Johnson and Nora Herrmann *
Alpna; Clarwin Klein , Metoin Hohman and Mmes. Hilbert Schultz
and Ralph Leahy, Cochrane ; Mrs.
Henry Smith and /Martin Castleberg, Nelson;. 'Myron Olson , In-,
dependence, and Mrs. Albert Benusa, Waumandee.

Archers to Show
Ikes How to Do It

BLAIR , "Wis. (Special)-Arnold ceived when, he was pinned be- bruised in the accident, David , 6,
Quarne , Blair area farmer , haa tween an overhead door and a son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nehsurgery , on his right elbow for an school bus, again is hospitalized. ring, rural Blair, who was . confinarthritic
condition at a Rochester; H« is now receiving treatment for ed to Tri-County Memorial HosEYOTA, Minn. (Special)—Twenty-five students will participate hospital. Perry Lee Sr., who was a diabetic condition from which pital , Whitehall , was transferred
in the Dover-Eyota . High School a patient at Tri-County Hospital, he has suffered many years. Lee to St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester.
Whitehall , following injuries re- fractured a rib and was severely David is ill with gland trouble.
speech contest Feb. 20.
Two one-act plays also will be
given, "Just Women" and "Sisters Under the Skin ," Mrs/ Helen
Insensee directing, '
;
Competing in the speech con-j
tests will be: Virginia P e c k ,;
Elaine Knudspn and Maria Bus- !
ian , memorized oratory; M a r y /
Stocker, Charlotte Petty and Bar- ,
bara Herman , original oratory;]
Sandra LaFortune, Judy Ihrke and¦( ¦
Rita Scripture, serious reading. !'
Deanna Hart , Gloria Stromberg, Judy Deimer, Gary Daniels. Paul )
Vermeerschv Larry Shea, Darrell !
Johnson. Lyn n Schumann . Susan |
Kahl , Diane Schmidt, Allen Over- 1
FIRST, we do not have "sales " in order to make money on them. Itman , Mary Ferguson! JoAnnc j
Keefe and Ken Curran, humorous !
is simply a matter of respecting our customers ' intelligence as much as
reading; Tom Palmby, extempo- !
¦
¦
we value their patronage. They trust us. We want it to stay that way.
raneous speaking, and Jean ' Love- 1
joy, extemporaneous reading,
j
Mrs. Insensee, English teacher , i
SECOND,the purpose of our "photography clearance sale" is to dispose
has introduced an advanced course I
in creative writing in 10th grade. |
of camera models and sty les that we bought in excess , or that sold so

PUBLIC NOTICE

LAST 3 DAYS!

¦'
¦
¦
¦

Dairy Meeting Slated
At Blair High School

Fountain City to Host
10th District Legion
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WHITEHALL, Wis (Special) Margaret Everson , 12, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Everson,
Whitehall , is a patient at St. Mary 's
Hospital, Rochester.

ifM . •^¦SUMtaSS'aHHRM
.... *-**cm- ma*

THIRD,since we can 't make a profit on "sale priced" goods, we have
no incentive to prolong our sale. It winds up (as originally stated) on
Saturday, February 10th.
Sine-erely,
; .; . Ed Buck

WITOKA , Winn ( Special)-Porter Hanson , who was a patient at
Lutheran Hospital , La Ctosse 17
days, returned to his home Saturday afternoon.

¦
WHITEHALL PATIENT

x mMwti

well as to leave 'us with odds and ends. Nothing else. Merchandise
that is sale priced is sold (as it should be) . /at a loss. What 's sale priced
today has been in our regular stock right along (in some cases perhaps
too long). This is .all Nationally known name brand merchandise, and
if we have the model you need,; you have g genuine bargain. We a re
. offering in our store tremendous clearance prices' .-on nationally known
cameras/ photographic supplies, screens,; projectors (both slide and
movie proj ectors), camera accessories,'film, and/tape reco rders,

FOUNTAIN CITY, Minn. —Fountain City American Legion Post
5G will entertain the 10th Distitct
conference May 19-20.

EYOTA, Minn. (Special)—Frank
Bierbaum , former Eyota mayor ,
is a patient at Methodist Hospital ,
Rochester. Mrs. Andrew Kreidermacher is a patient at St. Mary's
Hospital there.

m~m *mm.

j
j

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Modern )
milk handling and farm buildings ;
will be discussed at 8 p.m. today j
in the ag room of Blair High
School.
• This meetin g is one of a series ;
relating to diary cattle that has
been arranged for Trempealeau
County farme rs.
Evert Wallenfeldt and Ed Bruns ,
associated with the Wisconsin Col- ;
lege of Agriculture , will be the
featured speakers;
I

¦
EYOTA PATIENTS

'
|
; ,. /

BLAIR PATIENTS

¦
HOME FROM HOSPITAL

- Ail' - archery demonstration by
the Winona Bowhunters will be
featured at a meeting of the Will
Dilg Chapter . Izaak Walton
Leagu e, at the Ikes cabin , Latsch
Prairie Island Park , at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Willard Matz/ke, Ikes
president, announced.
LeRoy Backus, president of Winona Bow hunters, is in charge
of the program About six archers will shoot at an indoor target
at a range of 45 feet

i$mm\m} S *v *2tl t e t *Wp r J
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Dover-Eyota High
Sets Speech Meet
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Shop and Save each week n\ 51 West Third Street in Winona
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7.95 and 10.95 |:|!

by Zehnka Matlick
The budding shapes of suits and coats
drift in on a wave of softness . . . in contour , color and fabric. Femininity is

the theme .

See our entire collection
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Suits-regular and petite
from 69 98 •
j|

Coats-regular and petite

:<

from 07 .70 j
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Pleasure Boating
Continues to Increase
THE IMPORTANCE of thr MlwU«lpp1
RiVer as a vast recreational playground
for Winona and Minnesota-Wisconsin border communities , was emphasized again
today when Col. W, B, Strandberg, St Paul
district engineer for the U. S; Army Corps
of Engineers, announced that pleasure
boat traffic through Upper Mississippi River navigation locks increased another 9*,V
percent in 1961.
This is another new record but the figure is not too much of a surprise to Winonans and others in . this area who have marveled at the .increase of traffic on the river, especially over weekends. .
Col. Strandberg reports the number . of
pleasure craft passing through- 11 locks iri
the St. Paul District between Minneapolis
and Guttenberg, howa, rose from 51,900 in
1960 to 54,5.0.0 in 1961. By comparison , only
7,200 pleasure craft were recorded in .all
of 1953.
HEAVIEST traffic lait year wai recorded

at Lock and Dam 7 at Dresbach ." where
8,041 small boats passed through the lock.
Lock 5A at Winona recorded the highest
numT)er of total lockages—5,417—which included commercial tows and barges as
well as recrea tional craft.

Commercial lockages, which normally
include a towboat and several barges, totaled 14,700 put of a total of 44,100 lockages, recorded in the district during 1961.
FISHING activity alio wat heavy during 1961. A total of 70 ,550 fishermen were
counted at and near the locks and dams.
All were classed as . non-commercial , / except for 807 commercial fishermen. In addition, 13,560 fishing boats were counted ,
including 433 commercial craft. Heaviest
fishing was at Lock and Dam 8 at Genoa ,
"Wis., where 6,800 of the 70,550 fishermen
were counted. The most boats were counted at Lock 7 at Dresbach, which had 2,900
of the 13,560 boats,

How Do You Stand, Sir?

m^m^
f
x
Uhder Attack

"WE ARE SEEING in this phenomenal

Classroom Legislation
Boost for Colleges
THE HOUSE OF Repreientative« itart-

ed. the ball rolling in the right direction
when it overwhelmingly approved legislation to provide a billion and a half dollars
to help colleges build classrooms. The need
is indisputable. The House responded
handsomely, and the Senate appears inclined to go even further. The prospects
are good for a surge of college building
programs to meet heavy anticipated growth
in, the student population. The bill is particularly , important to Winona because of
our three colleges.
This is not to say that the House has
dealt capably with the entire problem that
confronts institutions of higher learning.
Though there Was strong bipartisan support for the construction grants , the Republ ican leadership has vigorousl y opposed the idea of providing federal scholarships. As a result, the House has done
nothing about the need to make sure that
the nation 's most able students all have a
chance at a college education,
It is argued that federal scholarships
would lead to federal control over colleges
and universities. That would be deplorable; no one who cherishes freedom of
thought could approve of such control. But
there could be safeguards against it. Aid
and control need not go hand in hand.
A PROPERLY safeguarded »y»»«m of

federal scholarships is desirable. It comes
close to bciJi g essential. Under the present
rather hap hazard system , thousands of students who mi ght become creditable additions to our poo) of college-educated men
and women are not going to college,
The loss to the nation , though Incalculable ,
is unquestionably very great.
at

The office cynic 's capsule summation of
the New Frontier: A rocking chair wi 'h a
motor on it.
Now then wc are Ambassador J for Christ , a»
though God did beseech you by ut; we prav you
in Christ' * atend, be ye reconciled to God. 2
Corinthian* 5 30.
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'SORRY! THAT'S YOUR DEPARTMEMT—IM STEERINQ!'

"Can we save our right-wing 'firebrands?"
asks syndicated columnist Holmes Alexander,
an excellent .w riter and a competent observer
of the political scene. He recently posed this
question to a number of senators.
An extreme statement dealin g in exaggeration always inflicts injury «on the very cause
it seeks , to serve. Extremists frequently attempt
to assign a motive to their opponents,
We arc now being subje cted to; a carefully
planned program -designed to discredit everyone
who claims to be a conservative. The easiest
way to accomplish this obje ctive is to quote tha
most extreme statements made
t r }
' \.
on our side and assign them as
j e M A a' %
the belief and faith of everyone *y**^^B^,
"
on our side.
^H|
'm
ft seems to me we conserv»<•» t m
atives are fortunate , for r can- <7
<J\Am
not recall anyone of our num- njAr^i imma
'
ber/saying, "Let us work for a '5& zFy j J r/
mm
Am
Sovietized America ." On the 6th- f"jta*aAr
er hand , a number of individuals ^M M tf AmM
who have been catalogued by ^^B f i
^^ |
the libera l press as being ex- H||
j £/// [
treme conservatives have made
ridiculous statements.
Goldwater
¦
I'm not concerned with "saving ". the firebrands of either right or left who
indulge in exaggeration. The average American ,
if anyone is average , is far too wise and tooaware to be misled by extremist statements.
1 deplore the unfounded , unguarded , intemperate charges which hav e been leveled by certain individuals at men of good character and
great dedication.

MR. ALEXANDER might have asked a mo ra

useful question had he queried us, "Do you
think the Republic can be saved?"
' Any statement or any action which does not
advance our reasonable understanding of the responsibility of freedom—which incidentally requires us to refrain from extravagant statements— advances the possibility of preserving
those values which we regard worthy of preservation. When Arthur Schlesinger Jr. suggests
that the welfare state is the best defense
against ' communism, this ,, to my mind , is an
extreme statement not founded on reason or
historical experience.

OUR PROBLEM, Mr. Alexander, if not to

preserve either the extreme right-wing or the
extreme left-wing or the extreme middle-of-the
reader. We are confronted with .the necessity
of finding a philosoph y, which will preserve the
Republic , defeat communism and guarantee to
each individual an opportunity to develop his
own . creative ability to its absolute maximum.
The spokesmen Mr. Alexander has categorized as the extreme firebrand right as well
as spokesmen for tlie extreme firebrand left
should temper their statements and recognize
that the peril which confronts this nation does
not call for a purely partisan contest .
How do you stand, sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1952

The Winonn Traffic Bureau , Inc., will be operated on a tempor ary basis as long as shippers
arc interested , it is announced by the -secretarymanager ,. A , C. Van Alstine.
" Bon F, Perkins will head the Winona County
campaign for the 1592 Heart Fund drive.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1937

Fire Chief II. G. Putnam nnnounces that the
fire department made 20 runs in January with
n total loss of $1,192 compared with last year's
2!) runs and a loss of $2 ,547.
"Mayor A, II. Maze has declared this Boy
Scout week in honor of the 27th anniversary of
scoutin g,

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

"Potatoes on the local market are selling for
$1 and $1.20 a bushel , a good price for the scarce
article.
The W. W. Cluh met at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. V.. Hiu'fner.

Seventy-F ive Years Ago . . . 1887

To Your Good Health

You Just

Gdn f Wa/fc

Alone

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, Nv.D

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Behind Scene Pressure
Af Ur uguay Conference
By DREW PEARSON

WAvSHINGTON~A lot went
on behind the scenes at Pun- ,
ta Del Este that the public
should know about in order to
help chart our Pan American
relations in the future.
Most important was the fact
that Secretary of State . Dean
Rusk handled himself wilh
great skill and dignity. He enhanced his own prestige and
that of the United States. Some
observers have had their fingers crossed
as to - whether .
Rusk was going to emerge
as a real secr e t a r y 6t
state. His operations in Uruguay g a v e
the answer in
the affirmative . , . .
:. Said S e n.
Bourke HickPearson
enlooper of
Iow a, a sometimes cntical'Repub-lican: "I pay my highest
respects to a great statesman
and a great leader , Secretary
of State Dean Rusk, I have
never seen a more able, vigoro us, patient , consistent and
statesmanlike approach to the
issues."
Said Sen, Wayne Morse of
Oregon, a sometimes critical
Democrat: "Dean Rusk performed brilliantly for his country , demonstrating a diplomatic ibility of such high order
that all tho other delegations
of the free nations of Latin
America recognized him as a
wo rld statesman of great stature. "
At tho final closed-door session , which began at _ fi p.m.
and broke up nt 3 a.m., Rusk
sat , patiently, firmly, skillfully arguing for the expulsion of
Cu ba from tho OAS. The meeting was not interrupted for a
single minute and when it
cn<led , the foreign ministers
gave him a standing ovation.
"RUSK DIDN'T even go out
to the men's room ," remarked
Sen; Morse, who once held the
world' s record for speaking on

the Senate floor without interruption. . ..
Rusk's strategy was to give
different U . S . delegates the
job of trying to win ov«r the
abstaining six nations. Sen.
Hickenlooper , who helped inaugurate the American-built
highway in Bolivia, was given
the Bolivian foreign minister,
Fellman Delardi. Sen. "Morse,
former dean of the Unj-versity.
•of Oregon law school , was
given the Ecuadorian foreign
minister, Francisco A c o s t a
Yepes,": an international law
expert.
"I know your president Paz
Estenssoro," Hickenlooper told
the Bolivian , "arid 1 consider
him; a friend. I understand his
problems. I know that some
of the Bolivian labor leaders
are pro-Cornmunist. But this
is a showdown that transcends
domestic politics and is vital
to the freedom of the Wes.ern
Hemisphere."
However, he failed to budge
the Bolivian.
: >
Secretary Rusk h i m s e l f
tackled the Haitians, who at
first held out against the United States and made 5t clear
they wanted a pledge of American aid.
'

'

AFTER HIS conference with

the Haitians, Rusk told other
U. S. delegates: "We have already OK'd a new airport for
Haiti and a new highway they
have wanted. But I did not tell
them that , and am not going
to. We will not be blackmailed for the Haitian vote. "
The Nicaraguan ambassador
to Washington , bemedaled Dr.
Seyillasacasa , then intervened.
; 'You leave Haiti to me," ho
said. "Don't worry about Haiti ."
What he said to the Haitians
Dr. Sacasa isn't telling. "But
he produced. Haiti voted to
expell Castro,
Uruguay was on the fence
for a time, and it was the
Cubans themselves who swung
Uruguay off the fenc e. When
Cuban President Dortacas Torrado called the Hotel San Rafael , which Uruguay had provided for the meeting, a
"gambling; casino ," it clinched

Jhsz 5JVLLL

AT THE final plenary session the heads of the Argentine army, navy, and air force
were present, but significantly they, did not sit with the
Argentine delegation. Already
word had spread that they disapproved the pussy-footing position of the Argentine foreign
minister , Miguel Angel Carcano:
Carcano had told Secretary
Rusk ju st before the final
meeting that he might side
with the United States. But
when it came his turn to speak ,
Carcano opened a little black
book in which he . had typed
out his .r emarks—against the
V. S. position of ousting Cuba.
It was quite clear—contrary
to what he told Rusk—that he
had prepared his remarks well
in advance.
One of the most significant
conversations took place between Senators Morse a n d
Hickenlooper and Walter Mailer , six-foot-four Chilean ambassador to Washington , in trying lo switch Chile 's vote.
"YOU KNOW the United
States well enough ," Hickenlooper told the Chilean ambassador , "so . I don 't need to tell
you that it will be impossible
for President Kennedy to get
money for the Alliance for
Progress if he doesn 't get the
support of Latin-American nations against Castro."
Muller argued that Cuba
could not be expelled.
Finally Morse told him: "I m
not interested in taking home
your semantics. I' m interested in takin g home your action, "
However , Chile refused lo
vote against Castro.
This poses the next important problem for the Kennedy
admini stration: How far should
il go, and how far will Con¦givss permit it lo go in vot ing aid to th e six abstainin g
nations?
¦
NKVV YORK m—Broadwa y
composer Arthur Schwartz expects the scorn lo become increasin gly important ¦in rnusi— .-.. ._
cnTcome'dy. "
development
of the
"I foresee
form until a show might consist of from BO to 90 percent music and lyrics ," he declares. Story and dancing
would lie subordinated.
¦

Plans for the Old Settlers ' Association festival will he discussed at a meeting in Smith and
Evans * office on the I*evee.

Try and Stop Me

ORGANIZING IN MICHIGAN

By BENNETT CERP

"I've, got a skunk in my cellar ," wailed
a house wife over the phone to tho police.
Tin* office r receiving the call assured her ,
"Nofhiii ff to got excited about . Just make
a trail of breadc rumbs from the basement
to tho yard and wait for the skunk to follow it out .side."
An hour later , the housewife was back
on the phone , more frantic than ever. "I
did what you (old mo," she announced,
"Now l'vo got two skunks in my cellar! *'
w

Hank <* nint reports a truly dedicated
Iisychlatrist in Uovorly Hills who has decorated his offices in nutty nine.

Uruguay 's vote. The Uruguayan government had gone to
great lengths to provide excellent hospitality for the delegates , and Secretary Rusk
rose to express his g r e a t
thanks/
Answering the Cuban, the
Uruguayan foreign ' : . minister
said: "A person may pray in
any edifice if their spirit is
right."
"flierea fter Uruguay,
voted
¦
against Castro. ¦ •" .

MORE MUSIC IN MUSICALS

One Hundred Years "A g6'"."" . . 1862

»

Few New ideas
OnBerlmProUem

WASHINGTON MV-A thousand yearj from now historians, rummaging around in
the East-West diplomacy of
our day, may conclude: "What
a dreary, monotonous, unimaginative time that was."
For almost three years
there has been endless jab-

Snowdrifts on the Winonn nnd St. Peter
Railroad mcii.swed up to 11 feet in depth nnd
2,(((I0 feet in len gth.
Philip niesniiz hns been awarded the contract
lo furnish bri de for Carl llillc 's buildin g on Third
Klreet.

*

THE WORLD TODAY

By JAMES MARLOW
kssoclaterd Press News Analyst

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER

A GREAT man/ individuals , who would catalogue themselves as being liberal, are motivated by an honest desire to produce what
they regard as improvements in our society.
It is always extremely dangerous to attempt to
judge an individual' s motives , but we are required , in my : opinion , to make judgment on
actions and; statements.
The deliberate attempt , of the : collectiyist
left-wingers to smear all conservatives as extremists is, I'm afraid , supported when such a
competent writer as Holmes Alexander asks a
Following Lock and Dam 7 in total numquestion which presupposes the existence of a
bers ¦:. of . pleasure boats passing througli numerically large group engaged in extreme
were, in order . Lock 5A at Winona , No. 10 statements,
We must not be deluded into believing that
at Guttenberg, Iowa, No/ 9 at Lynxville,
Wis., No. 2 at Hastings, ISfo. 3 at Red Wing, every well-motivated individual who shows "OpNo. 4 at Alma, Wis., No. 6 at Trempea- eration Abolition ," or longs to unite a few of
his like-minded fellows in a conspiracy to cornleau , Wis., No. 8 at Genoa, Wis., No . 5. at
bat communism , is an extremist. Nor should
Minneiska, Minn ., and No. 1 and St. An- we permit the opposition to . suggest, by using
thony Falls
•such derisive terms for patriotism , that we can
¦ Lower Lock, both at Minneapo"'
lis. :/ "¦ . ' :
afford to play . do>vn the patriotic impulses of
. ¦;; :.; .;
American citizens.
increase irt; small boating activi ty a new
outdoor pastime that is unprecedented in
water recreation ," said Col. Strandberg.
"The Corps of Engineers will meet the
challenges of this new activity with the
best possible service to the boating public
at the locks and dams."

¦

"No more host .scller.s-- the only action I Ret from
most of today 's hooks come from picking them up
and putting them down."

NKW YORK WV-An effort to
eeiitivilizo theatrical activity
and find new sponsors away
from Broadway Is being mwift
by George C, Scott , actor , nnd
Theodore I). M;mn , co-producer at the Circle in tbe Square.
Tho pair have organized a
Mlchi gi in comtmny wilh WO
subscribers and a capitalization ol $375,000. The first prodtiction is "C' enernl Scegor."
a play by Irn Levin and sltirriti g Wi lliam Ik'tidix.
Th e company 's a d v i s o r y
hoard Includes name Judith
Anderson , 1, 'llinn (lish , INlyriiii l.,oy. Sir l.tiuri 'iice Olivier ,
(ieral (lini) I' ligo , Olio I' reiiunger , .lose (Juiiitcro ami Thornton Wilder.

You may find .today 's letter
tragic; I hope I am not being
overly optimistic in thinking
that it may not be. The letter:
"When I was 16 I married the most wonderful
man in the world. I found
out that he had been a
heavy drinker but that he
had stopped because he
knew my parents wouldn't
let me date him otherwise,
. "About a year after bur
marriage he began drinking again. It hurt me,
and made me furious, too.
I'm afraid I have a terrible temper. A lot of
times he would stay out
all night. y
"Sometimes he would
quit - for two or three
months, then start again.
"I went from begging to
anger to . threatening to
leave him. Nothing worked. About five months ago
I discussed the problem
with our minister, the
first time I have ever told
anyone what our life was
like.
"He contacted Alcoholics
Anonymous. Well, AA helped for almost 30 days, then
for about , three weeks,
then not at all.
"He just wouldn 't give in
to following the steps necessary to succeed.
"Last week I saw a
lawyer about a divorce. I
am 25 and have three
children and can 't s e e
wasting any more of my
life or having my children
grow up: with a d r u n k
father,'
."Do I love him? I think
so, but there are times
when I think I hate him,
but I always forgive him.
Sometimes I wonder if I
drove him to this.
"When I told him I had
been to a lawyer , he seemed , sincerely sorry. The
next day he was mad.
Since then he has been a
perfect husband—a week.
He says if I don 't go
through with a divorce he
will try harder than ever
before. T want to believe •
him but I don't want to
to be hurt or humiliated ,
again. I really think he
still believes he can lick it
alone. Would it help if I
. could get him to go to a
" psychiatrist? Do you think
he can lkk it alone?—H.
U."
These two people obviously
love each other. The man has,
just as obviously, tried hard
to stop drinking, but with only
periodic success , and possibl y
half-hearted effort.
After nine years—plus—do I
think he can lick it alone?
No.
He has been under plenty
of pressure to make good . He
wants to make good . He has
tried. But he has failed.
The answer? He'll have to
admit , I think , that he can 't
lick it alone. That is the simple but all-important fact that
so many men (and women )
have had to learn when , after trying their best, they still
couldn 't succeed.
Who of us is self-sufficient?
Who really "walks alone"?
In this case I deeply feci
that the husband has only this
ope last step to take: To admit that he can 't do it alone.
If he'll talk , humbly, with other AA. members, he'll find that
they will tell him the same,
This man has to realize ho is
nn alcoholic and admit it.
Alcohol i.s more powerful
than anyone but a chronic
drinker ever knows. It usually takes move (nan -one's own
efforts to conquer it, Some
call the extra power God. Some
call it something else. Hut it
is help from outside ourselves
plus acknowledgment there Is
a problem. We have to admit
that we need it . This man

ber-jabber over Berlin, w i t h
neither side coming up with
a really hew idea except perhaps some skimpy concession
which neither pleased nor
placated anyone.
Now the whole thing is to
be done over again, and probably with the same result.
It

WM

lata in 1*958 when

Premier Khrushchev . started
the fuzz flying with his demand the West get out of
Berlin . What he had , mainly,
was a big yen . to. take it over.
Even this wasn't hew. Stalin
had tried it 10 years before.
Such a situation , of course,
required a meetin g of - - . the
Western foreign ministers.
But they couldn't seem to
think of anything more forward looking than not budging. Then they met with the
Russian foreign minister and
nobody budged: .
Khrushchev finally agreed
to an intermission when President Eisenhower asked him
over for a visit , Out of. this
eventually came agreement
for a summit meeting
in Paris in May, 1960. ¦• ' . .;
Such a situation, of course,

required a meeting of the
Western foreign ministers. The
p urpose ol their session: To
decide what the West should
do when Khrushchev sat down
with Ei senhbwer, F r e n c h
President De Gaulle ,, and Brit- ,
isb Prime Minister Macmillan. .
It was a bleak foreign minister's meeting. They didn 't
seem able to think of anything beyond standing pat.
And by late April , I960, this
writer summed U p the total
accomplishment after all tha
talk:
"The Western allies, with
months to prepare, apparently are going to the summit
meeting with Russia " next
month with no new ideas.
And Russia, despite some big
talk , hasn 't produced any new
ones, either."
It was a summit meeting

which never cat e off. Khrushchev wrecked it a fter the
American U2 spy plane was
shot down over Russia. But
the main factor in what he
did may have been this:
The Western diplomats by
this time had made the whole
prospect of a summit meeting look so dismal that
Khrushchev may have felt
he'd save face by not having
the meeting at all.
Now it starts again. Once
more Khrushchev has demanded the Allies get out of
Berlin. Once more they've
said he'd better not try to
force them and once more the
talking begins.
This weekend the . Western
foreign, ministers^ meet in Paris to discuss Berlin. It will
be extraordinary , in view of
the past record , if they come
up with anything more original th-an a communique which
says they are firm but willing lo discuss.
Afte r they go through this
it is likely there .will be a
Western summit meetingPresident Kennedy, De Gaulle ,
Macmillan , West G e r m a n
Chancellor Adenauer—to talk
perhaps about a summit—
with Khrushchev later.
It's easy to understand that
even if the Westerners d id
find some new approach they
wouldn 't tip their hand to
Khrushchev before they sat
down with him when , in exchange for some concession
from them , they 'd want one
from him.
The only trouble with this
reasoning—just remembV the
1955 summit meeting, t h e
years of talks on disarmament and the talks on a nuclear test ban—is that nobody budges and new ideas
are few.
should go back to AA-and accept all of it.
"Dear Dr. Molner: My
legs and arms are covered
with black-and-blue and
yellowish bruise marks. I
seem to bruise easily, just
by walking into a chair ,
for example, Does this indicate any abnormality? I
nin 41.-E, C. "
Yes, such easy bruising may
be signific ant . Sometimes a
dietary deficiency (Inck of
Vitamin C, from fniit juices,
or calcium , from milk) is the
cause . Improving the diet is
~
the cure ," of-course.
In other cases some blood
nlmormalit y may be present:
Insufficient platelets , anemia ,
for some flaw in the clotting mechanism. It is well
worth while to see your doctor.

AdV8rl|j«m«nt

Tense Nerves
Block Bowels

New tonic-tablet laxative acts on
colonic muscles...de-constipate* overnight.
The nitisculur wall of your colon con- glvci you Its tpecial 3-wny overni ght
•tain s nerves known to medicine as relief for tension-caused conttlpaiion.
Aittrbach' a Plexus. In regular people ,
(I) CO L ONAU > stimulates your
thcic nerves tell the colon muscles lo colonic nerve network , to further
propel and expel wn.jte from the body, activate and roaular izo its muscular
Hut tense nerves or emotional upset "mo«vement ". (2) COLONMD 'I unique
can block your normal bowel habits, re-bulkin g action helps re-tone tense
Your colon muscles Impulse) are no colon muscles, (3) Cni.oNAin ntolsloii Rcr strong cnou ah to clintinnie
tun/ cs for easy passage without pain
¦wnsto— which dries , and shrinks , fur- or strain.
ther ag ftriivatingthc condition.
CO IONAID relieves even chronic
Relief, doctors say, 1/es in the non- constipation overnight; is so genii*
Irritating, de-coniti piitin g principle of It was hospital-proved naTo even for
a new tonic-tablet called COLONAID . expectant mothers. Get COLONAIO
Ofklllcadiualaxattvcs . onlyCoi.ONAiD today, INTUOUUCTORY SUK 41*

.

The Daily Record
At Winona
General Hospital

Vliitlnj hours: Medical and lurjlcal
patients: 2 to i and 7 to 8:50 p.m. (no
ehttdrtn under 13):.
Maternity patients: 2 to 1:30 and 7 la
1:30 . p.m, (adult* only).
TUESDAY
Admissions

"Mrs. Gertrude McCorihick , Minnesota City.
Andrew A. Hasmussen, Rushford , Minn.
Mrs. : Irwin Schultz , Lewiston,
Minn.
Leonard A. Erdman , 822 VV. Howard St.
Mrs. John Kessler, Lewiston ,
Minn.
: Birth
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Guentti
er, Rollingstone, Minn., a .son.
Discharges
Ralph Schafter , 164 J/z W . 3rd St
Mrs. Richard Kaminer and baby
Winona Rt. 2.
Mrs. Osrnund S. Gilbertson and
baby, St. Charles, Minn.
Mrs, Lewis E. Thorne and baby,
Fountain City, Wis.
Albert Farner , : Cochrane, Wis;
Donald W. Blake, 1620 Kraemer Dr.
Mrs. Morris Miller, 327 2. 4th
St, ; C. Scott Neumann , Alhira. Minn.
Miss Adele Kressin , 402 E. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Clark E. ' Morton and baby,
Pleasant Valley .
Mrs. Donald Trainor and baby,
538 Hiawatha Blvd .

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Hertry Marsh
Henry Marsh , about 85, former
master car builder at the North
Western Railway shops here , died
Monday at Los Angeles. He left
here many years ago.
He is survived by his wife , a
daughter, Mrs. Harry Kanthack ,
Los. Angeles, and two sons, Harry,
St. Louis, Mo., and Earl , Milwaukee,
Funeral services¦ will be held
in Los Angeles.

Arthur Drugan

Mrs. Richard Casler
Mrs. Richard Casler , 974 \V. 3rd
St., lifelong resident of Winona ,
died at Winon a General Hospital
at 9 p.m. Tuesday after a- long
illness.
She was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Linken. She was married Sept , 9. 1932.
Survivors are : Her husband , atid
two brothers, Albert Linken, Winona , and Charles
¦ ¦ (Ned ) Linken ,
Madison , Wis. •;'
¦'•' ¦Funeral- .' .services. . will be Breitlow Funeral Home .at 2 p.m. Friday, : the Rev. Edward Gebhard ,
McKinley Methodist Church, officiating. Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends . may call at the funeral
home Friday until the time of
services.

Winona Funerals
Chauncy Hicks

A funeral Service for Chauncy
Hicks,- Milwaukee Hotel, was held
this afternoon at • the FawcettOTHER BIRTHS
Abraham Chapel, theyRev. Rich(
,
HOUSTON Minn. Special) - ard Lewis, associate pastor , CenMr. and Mrs. Virgil Benson , a son tral Methodist Church, officiating.
Sunday at Rochester. Mrs. Benson Burial will be in Ft. -Shelling
is the former Joan U|lan.
National Cemetery.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY

Jane Louise Gilbertson , 877 W.
5th St., 4.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

No. 1453—Male, black . and white,
collar, no license, third day.
No. 1454—Male, black , collar , no
license, third day.
No, . 1455r-Female, white , black
and brown, no license, first day,
, Available for good homes:
Five males and females, large
end small , including a golden pup.

Municipal Court
WINONA
Mrs. Harold A. Skroch , 326 High
Forest St., changed a previous innocent plea to guilty on a charge
of driving with no valid driver 's license. She was sentenced to a fine
of $15 or five days in city jail. She
paid the fine. Mrs. Skroch was arrested by police Jan . 27 at 12:50
a.m. after an accident in which
her car crashed into a shoe store
window. She had started her car
in reverse gear instead of neur
tral. She appeared in municipal
court Jan. 29, pleaded innocent and
posted $15 bond .
Forfeits were:
Jack B. Stehn , 835 37th Ave. ,
Goodview , $25, charged with speed ing 43 miles per hour in a 30-mile
zone on West Broadway from Jackson to Cummings streets. He Was
arrested by police Sunday at 2:07
a.rri: at Broadway and Orrin
Street.
Wilton Ly Bunke. Rushford ,
Minn., $10, charged with disregarding a stop sign at the junction of
Highway 61 and Orrin Street. He
was arrested by the Highway Patrol Jan. 29 at 5 p.m. on Highway
61 in Winona.
Robert W. Kiser , 23, Coraopolis,
Pa., $10, charged with driving a
car with an obscured windshield.
He was arrested by police today at
7:20 a.m. at 3rd and Lafayette
streets.
William E. Volkman , 252 E. 3rd
St.. $10, charged with making an
improper start from a curb and
causing an accident. He was arrested by police - Sunday, at- 5:13
p.m. at 3rd and Center streets
after being involved in an accident with two other vehicles.
ALMA

ALMA , Wis. (Special)— The following cases were held Monday
in traffic court before Judge Gary
B. Schlosstein:
R. E. Foster , Waterloo , Iowa ,
was arrested by Game Warden
Stanley Apel for fishing with three
lines and hooks instead of the legal number of Iwo, He forfeited
a fine of $23.20.
Sylvester Kamrowski; Arcad ia ,
wa.s arrested .Ian. 24 in Town of
Buffalo by Deputy Sheriff William
Sommei's for speeding fit) miles an
hour in a 45-mile '/one. He forfeited $26.20 and costs.
William Newcomb , 17, Pepin ,
was arrested Feb. 3 at 2 a.m. hy
Traffic Officer Palmer Peterson
at the junction of Highways 35 and
25 norlh of Nelson , where he had
run off the road. "Newcomb was
ordered to pay costs , and his driver's licenser- was suspended for
four months.
Jay Allen Scott , Trempealeau ,
was arrested by Deputy Sheriff
Sommci's Jan: 25 for driving without a driver 's license in Town of
Buffalo. He appeared and was
sentenced to a $35 fine plus costs
or 12 days in jail. In lieu of payment , he was placed in jail ,
Gerald Ducrkop, Centerville , vvas
arrested in Town of Buffalo Jan.
2<i by Deputy Sheriff Sommcrs for
operatin g; a motor vehicle without
n driver 's license, He appeared and
paid a fine of $35 and $11 casts.
¦
HARRIS EXPECTED HOME

Harry H. Harris , 311 Cliatfmld
St., who has been a patient Ihe
past several weeks al Veterans
Hospital . Minneapolis, following
surgery, litis been makin g satisfactory progress and i.s expected
« home early next week.
m
A simple and delicious sauce
for roast duck or game : Ciirrnnt
jelly heated wilh a littl e omngc
juice. Add a bit of grated orange
rind bc-fore ' serving.

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 7, 1962

Knute L. Hanson

Funeral services for Knute L,
Hanson , Minneapolis, will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Breitlow
Funeral Home, the Rev. D. J.
Brake, Cedar Valley Lutheran
^ will be
Church , officiating. Burial
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from Thursday morning until Wie time of services.
A memorial is being arranged.

WEATHER*
EXTENDED FORECAST
Minnesota: : Temperatures will
average 5-10 degrees above normal
high 17-23 north , 23-28 south and
normal low zero to 6 below north ,
zero to 8 above south ; generally
moderating temperatures after beginning of period ; little snow , if
any. ' '
OTHER TEMPERA TURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr ,
Albany, clear ........ 34 4 ..
Albuquerque, cloudy . 59 32 .;.
Atlanta , cloudy ;..... 40 18 ...
Bismarck , snow ...... 15 -1 T
Boise, cloudy ........ 27 26 .12
Boston , clear ........ -46 10 ..
Chicago , cloudy ...... 7 - 1
Cleveland , clear . ..... 18 -1 .12
Denver , cloudy y...... 37 29
Des Moines , clear .... 7 5 .01
Detroit , clear . . . . . . . . IT 4 .02
Fort Worth , clear .... 45 34" ' ,- .
Helena , cloudy ....... 22 15 ..
Honolulu , cloudy .... -.' 82 73
Indianapolis , cloudy .. 16 3 ..
Kansas City, clear ... 24 20 ..
Los Angeles, cloudy .. 59 52 ..
Louisville , clear ...... 21 6 ..
Memphis , clear . . . . . . 35 23 ..
Miami , cloudy ....... 82 60 ..
5 -4 ..
Milwaukee , clear
Mpls., St. Paul , clear -2 -14 . - ...'
New Orleans , cloudy - . 51 36 ..
New York , clear '' .-. : . . 45 14 .".
Oklahoma City, cloudy 41 28 ..
Omaha , clear . . . . . . 16 12 ,.
Philadelphia , clear ... 41 11
Phoenix , cloud y ¦ , -. ... 73 44 .-.
Pittsburgh , clear ... .. 20 1 ..
Portland , Me., clear . 40 1
Portland , Ore., cloudy 45 38 .35
Rapid City, cloudy ... 33 13 ..
St. Louis , clear .. , .. . 22 11
Salt Lake City, rain . .. 29 23 .03
San Francisco, rain .. 57 51 .42
Seattle , rain
49 43 .18
Tampa , cloudy
72 44 .15
Washington , clear ... 44 12
tT-Trace )

Career Day Set
At Blair School

BLAIR , Wis. (Special )—A career
day for .seniors from Wbilehal) ,
Trempealeau , T a y l o r , Independence , Gale-Ettrick and Blair will
be held Tuesday at Blair High
High School . Sessions will run
from 9 a.m. to .'I p.m.
The morning general session will
include registration , a welcome,
announcements , a kcynole speech
and a movie, "Planning Your Career and Finding Your Life Work. "
Afternoon speakers will be N.
Schultz , La Crosse district manager of Wisconsin ^State Employ 5*
ment Service; Perry Foriiam, employment manager . Trano Co., La
Crosse, and Miss Stella Pederson ,
dean of Women , Stout Slide College , Menomonic, An Army recruiter will speak nn "Your Military Ohligation. "
Lunch will he served at noon.
Juniors from the Blair school only
may attend.

Planning Commission
A ppointed at Wabasha
WABASHA , Minn. (Special ) Members of a now planning commission were appointed by Ihe
Wahasha City Council Tuesday
night after an ordinance creating
the organization was passed following second rending. "
doc Tritchler , Donald K, Larson
and Kenneth Nelson were appointed for three-year terms; James
Abbott and Harry Schniit ', twoyear terms , and Mrs. Knthryn McGraw and Alderman Gilbert Grancr, one year.

TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Special) — Funeral services for Arthur Drugan,; 75, Trempealeau ,
who died ¦of pneumonia Monday
morning at St. Francis Hospital .
La Crosse, will be Friday at 10
a. m. at St. Bartholomew's Catholic Chlirch here. The Rev . Edward
Sobczyk will officiate. Burial will
be in Holy Cross Cemetery.
Mr. Drugan was hospitalized
about a week ago. Recently he had
been a resident of Golden Age
Nursing Home, Whitehall. •
Born here in 1887, he was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Drugan.. He traveled extensively as a
salesman in his younger days but
had to stop because of poor eyesight, y
Survivors are: A son. Wayne,
North Dakota ; two daughters, Mrs.
Stanley (BlossomI Cass and Mrs.
Leo (Margie ) Jefferies , - both of
Michigan; a sister, Mrs. Ella Schmitz. Strum , Wis., and a number
of grandchildren. - great-grandchildren , nephews and nieces.
Friends may call at Smith Mortuary, Galesville, Thursday evening. The Rosary will be said at
8:15 p. m, Thursday. . -

Two-State Funerals

Robert H. Bollinger
COCHRANE , Wis. (Special 1 —
A funeral service for Robert H.
Bollinger, Cochrane, will be at
2 p.m. Friday at Christ Lutheran
Church. Cochrane, the Rev. Karl
Neviman officiating. Burial will be
in Buffalo City Public Cemetery.
Friends may call at Colby Funeral Home. Cochrane , from
Thursday noon to .'11 a.m." Friday,
and then-at the church.
Survivors inadvertently omitted
from Tuesday 's obituary are three
sisters, y Mrs. . Theodore (Florence) Eikamp and Mrs. Charles
(Lydia) Seifert . Cochrane, and
Mrs. Hester Schultz. Milwaukee.

Kennedy Asks
Steel Pad
Within Weeks
By NORMAN WALKER
Associated Press Labor Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-President
Kenned y reportedly wants a steel
labor settlement in a matter of
weeks. If there is delay, he has
full power to head off a midyear
strike and a disruptive steel inventory buildup as well.
The reason is '; that the 80-day
cooling-off procedures of (he TaftHartley Act can be invoked to
prevent a strike from occurring
as well, as to stop one that has
already started.
With both the President and
Secretary of Labor Arthur J.
Goldberg saying repeatedly that a
steel strike at this stage of halfdeveloped economic recovery is
unthinkable , it' s logical to assume
the administration wouldn 't let a
steel walkout occur if threatened.
But besides not.wanting a strike

the administration wants to avoid
Ihe usual overstocking of steel in
advance of a strike threat. Both
Kennedy and Goldberg have said
this should be avoided as economically disruptive—a production letdown inevitably following a production buildup.
Thus if the industry and Steelworkers Union fail to heed the administration 's advice to come up
with an early settlement , it should
surprise no one if the President
lets it be known public ly he intends to trigger tlie Taft-Hartley
procedures into effect early.
A promise of this sort—that
there , would be no strike when
present steel contracts expire on
June 30—certainl y would siibstam
tially discourage steel customers
from overstocking .
If all this came about, the threat

of any steel strike would bo put
off from July 1 lo past mid-September when the H0-dny "no-strikc
period t an out. Even then the
odds probably would be - against ' a
walkout because Congress , too,
could step in to prevent one.
Such ¦discussion is perhaps premature , . It' s still early in the
damn. The Sic el workers Union is
to come up wil l) its demands for
contract changes today in Pittsburgh. Such demands , arc traditionally a statement ol KOCI I S rather than realistically expected attainments.
Right now I lie admin istration i.s
pouring the heal on both sides to
get going lown 'rd an early agreement. A settlement date goal is
rumored to be March 1 or soon
thereafter. It is known officials
fear stockpiling -will-get under
way in earn<>st in the second
quarter . -April thr ough June.
Faced with this situation , the
industry and union probabl y will
engage, in some intense in formal
and behlnd-sccnes nego tia ting in
the next few weeks.

Building Ordered
Sold Is Missing
I50STON ' -MM - The auctioneer 's red Hag wns flapping briskly
in the breeze .
The city auctioneer and his assistants were there.
At least one prospective bidder
was there.
All thai was missing Tuesda y
wa.s die ihrec -fj unily house which
Huston officiuls bail ordered sold
for taxes.
It seems the building department razed the Soul 11 Boston
buil ding last October and forgot
lo tell lite real properl y department.
The auctioneer furled his flag
and went away.

Theft of Fruit
Would Be Felony

WEATHER FORECAST . ' , .. '.. . An extensive
area of precipitation is expected tonight in the
northwest with snow in the northern Plains, rain
and snow in the north and central Rockies and
rain along the Pacific coast . Rain is expected on .
the Texas Gulf, coast while snow flurries are

Whaf Kind

Of Person
Are You?
By HAL BOYLE

NEW
YORK
¦ ¦

you? . ' . ;

(AP)-Who

are

You can tell a person not only
by what he is for but also by
what he is against.
If you want to play an interesting game with yourself , sit down
sometime with a pad of paper
and write down a list of things
you dislike;
It is a form Of poor man 's psychiatry. It will help tell you Avhatkind of a person you really are:
If the " list : is too long, maybe
you 're finicky. If it is too short ,
maybe you 're wishy-washy.
H ere is an off-hand catalog ef

things I've found distasteful in
my first 50 years of living—things
that rile me up, annoy me, or
make me wish I were somewhere
else;
People who argue religion , or
try to sell you their own shortcut
to God.
Bus drivers who , when you give
them a doOar bill , hand you back
20 nickels in change.
Lamb, mutton ,; brussels sprouts ,
venison and caviar.
Hostesses who introduce you to
another guest with the remark ,
"You two should get along famously—you have so much in
common .''
Shipboard costume parties at
which fat ladies show up as undepressed Cleopatra s with a
giant rhinestone on their navel.
Middle-aged . lovers with a passion for necking in. public.
People who try to top your last
funny story—and do.
Chihuahua dogs, German shepherd dogs that, growl , Great Dane
dogs that want tp sit in your lap,
and hot dogs that aren 't all beef.
Military officers who try to put

\

Use of Drugs

Re-evalualed in
{Cancer Fight

LANSING . Mich. (AP ) . - The :
first woman , F.ve would be a j
felon under a bill proposed in the i
Michigan Legislature. :
'
The measure, introduced hy '
Charles R . Feenstra , R-Grand ]
Rapids , says that , "anyone who J WASH INGT ON < AP i
— Cancer '
steals fruit from an orchard , , researchers
working
with
animals .
whether growing or picked , is
: have found - that substantially , less
¦guilty of a felony. "
-. throu gh ' tumors than
Some Bible-reading senators \ blood flow?
'
j
had
bceh
.' . This' has led
.sus.pect.ed
.
were quick tr> point oul that Eve
j
them
to
the
conclusion
that less
picked a fruit. They quoted Gen-j
'
'
isis . third chapter ; "She took of j lnan. n per cent of any cancerfightin
g
rirti
H
makes
itto tha
the fruit thereof and did eat and
also gave unto her husband with ; mahgnanl area.
,¦ The Publ ic Health . Service disher ; and he did cat , "
"We assume that the Garden of closed on Tuesday the findings of.
re- 'Cancer / Institute
Eden was in -Michigan , according• :.National
:
to. . our tourist . puhlicity . I ju st.' .' searcher ' s. " who transplanted tu- , .
hope the '-bill "never becomes re- ;/mors in rats and .m ice. :
troactive —poor Eve ," commented ; Th<;y found that "much less
, !' blood flow .cd throu gh , the tumors .
Lt; Gov . T . John Lcsinski.
forecast for the Lakes region. It will continue
"i than had been supposed, " the
very cold in the east hut warrner weather is due
' : - service- said.
for the southern and central Plains, the central
¦ "This led- them to ' suggest that
..
Mississippi and the - Gulf region. <AI* Photofax
the
effectiveness
of drugs -. may; ,
: have Io be' , re-evaluated , because Map) : , ' : :ACCRA , Ghana 'A P I - Reliable i the; dosos roceivo<-| hy ?, tumor '
sources said ' Tuesday. "80. personsii in a single .t rcatm «enl . .may ' be too
have, been arrestrxl by ' the Ghana i small; ''
government since last Thursday.
An opposition member of Parlia-;. !. Th« service ' said the blood fl ow
uniformly true rement, Daniel Apedoh. was said to,[ findings . were
I gardless of .' the size , type or locabe among those detained .
J
ALMA , \Vis:—Roger L. HartrhaiV•1 The reports 'could not .be offi- / tion of the . tumor. " "
¦;.. The report emphasized that the :
Alma attorney, 'w ill 'be serving -his; ' j cially confirmed .
third consecutive years as Buffalo• Apedoh was elected to Pariia-.; findings were based only on"
County Heart Fund campaign rep-•jJ monl following the detention off i .n rti.mnl - experiments . and that
resentative , having recently beeni another opposition member , Mo-. I "more , laborat ory study will be
reappointed. He also is a mem desto Apaloo. The opposition now'[r equired before the findings can
her of the Buffalo County Heart; has 8 seats in the 114-member• I be applied to the treatment of
Council.
ihuman , cancer. "
Parliament.

Polit ical Arrests
Reported in Ghana

Cold Moves Info
New England
And Deep South

Boyle's Column

A

Alma Man to Head
County Heart Drive

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A huge mass of cold air held
a firm grip across most of the
nation from the Rockies eastward
to New England today . The freezing line extended deep into Dixie.
Below zero weather
again
chilled most of the north central
region. The raw , northerly winds
spread the biting cold into the ;
Northeast and below zero. " temper- !
attires stung: sections of New England and upstate New York .

iPEfllVEY&l CHARGE IT NOW for
™™iiSI VALENTINES DAY

The South felt the effects of the

fast-moving cold mass. Readings
in the 30s cooled the ¦eastern Gulf
Coast . . and norihern " Florida. It
was helow freezing, 31, in Mobile,
Ala. Temperatures were in the
teens in Tennessee and edged to
near zero in parts of Kentucky .
They were in the :¦20s in Alabama;
Georgia , North Carolina and; Arkansas.
Readings along the -entire Atlantic seaboard were 20 to 40 degrees
lower ihan 24 hours earlier , and
appeared headed for the 50s in
southern Florida. However , it was
62 in Miami compared to a nearfreezing 34 in Tallahassee , in
northwest Florida.
There was some hope of a little i

relief from the frigid weather in \
the winter-weary sections of the
Midwest. .' - .
A southerly flow of milder air
brought a moderating trend in
tern peratures from New Mexico
and northwest Texas northward
through the Plains states into the
northern Rockies. Readings were
some 20 degrees higher than Mon- J
day morning.
In Internati onal Fails , Minn., ':
the reading at noon Monday was j
14 below. This morning it was -24 ;
compared to -31 Monday morning. |
In the Northeast , where no immediate relief from the cold was :
indicated , temperatures ranged I
Iron) -6 in ivIontpeJier, Vi., and j
Massena , N.Y . to 12 above in ;
Boston
'

civilian s in their place by ostentatiously addressing them as "sir ."
Husband s . named Smith or
Brown who always speak of their
wives as "Mrs. Smith" or "Mrs.
Brown " instead of "my wife. "
Doctors who invariably treat
you with two-color capsules. Why
is a pink-and-brown capsule any
more effective than a plan green
or a plain white capsule?
People who wouldn 't donate a ST. PAUL (AP ) — P. Kenneth
Minnea poli s'
dime to feed a starving bum but Peterson , former
brag about how much blood they mayor , says lie 's getting-encouragement from individuals and
have given to the Red Cross.
groups to run for governor this
Women who automatically think year when the first four - year
any man who wears a beard is term comes up.
trying to cover up an inferiority
Peterson noting that Gov. Elcomplex.
mer L. Andersen "hasn 't declared
Letters that begin , "As a rec- himself ," added that "as of now ,
ognized leader in your communi- 1 am not a candidate for governor .
ly, you have been chosen among Dut the urging I get cannot be
a select few for this unusual op- ignored. "
portunity lo— "
Peterson said he would not chalWomen who talk about baseball lenge Andersen for the GOP conand politics as if they know more vention endorsement
about them than 1 do—nnd it "I had the experience of looking
turns out they do.
at conventions two years ago ,"
People who—
said Peterson , who losl his party 's
But enough alio til me. "Now tell backing for the governor race and
me about yourself. " What' s on wound up as.an unsuccessful oppoyour list of favorite dislikes ?
nent of Sen. Hubert ffumplire y.
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Beautifully tailored - coats -with , higher-price details-hand piped
buttonholes , taped armholes , luxurious linings and morel
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Small Lots 90C Cwl.

FOR GIRLS

FU EL OIL, # 2 . . . 16.2C

GASOLINE, Re 0

lafayotto and Front Streets

~~

NYLON HOSfERY

S,r,.tch„»,.,s. s,„n, M-am J-ss .
sheers or scivice
QQr%
IBM. 8.-M. . . . Pr- ^OC

28,9f *

8
- 3-9

SLEEPWEAR

'

1 WE ST ERN I

J

.

FOR MEN

(,,• |l l( ( ,
S "^ : .

Overhead Bin* — Quicb ond Eas.y Loading

DRAPER IES
jr ,98

FOR WOMEN

ADONNA SUPS

$16.7 5 Ton (2-3 ton loads)

*

m
F,BER GLAS

All wool topcoat s cut for stvle
and coinfort . 100% wool fabric.s in regulars or longs, Save
now at Peiuiey 's!

.
Nylon ^.titi tni-ot with sha,|««* panel, little or no iron.

HAUL IT YOURSELF

A

5
H I5S^
" l - '
Solid color riin 'r glas drapes
,),.,, swisl) ihrou gh suds .
.
, :,.,,,,,, .
V*"om,,
r,l,M mA, „u hnn„^, ' 'v
S*
shrinl-an g, .s tretchit ig - or sun
dama ge. I*'in* safe. ,"ii)\ !)0 .
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MATCHED SETS
0F STURDY TWILL
,(lirtJ
p anil
«V49 ^.98
of
Sanfori/ed shirts and pants
strong durable twill in proportinned sizes for bettor fit.
Green , grey or tan , buy as
sets or .separ ately. Long weariu^' and comfortable.

mf L ^ W

VCL_, FURNACE

v&

Plisse crepe gowns for easy
4 AO
care. I'aslcl prints.
4.B-JO
Sizes :M-t(i
.

BLOl)SES
Snu'MSE ':'Sr i;
'.
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MEM 'S H0SE
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Long wearing socks in solids ,
st r ip ( .s ( ,r dosigns . sizeMtc ,
Ut 13.

OlVlnlO
N,. w spring .s kirt s in j esi-ns
, ,,„',
sh|, |lkl ,s
r,

SPORT SHIRTS

FOR B0Y5

49c t0 98c

So |il) Si ¦ v] m . kf . n ,. |. llds
in
W( lsl , „ wt .. ir fahri ( . s _ s M
L XL
'

2.98 ,. 3.98

HEN-S SUCKS

Wash 'n wear acrilan iicrslic
il,u ' ''"ymi blends - C QC
so lotlg WCC intl g. , . Ol«J" J

2.98 ,0 4.98

—

SPORT
S
-vi wu n S
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'n wivir

Dan

Hirer

1.98

JR. BOYS* SLACKS

ftayon - dacron - nylon
lilend
slacks are wash ' t\
•*> QO
«J«*fU
vw . ar SlM'S -1 -10. .

2 Languages
BfingyApplause
For Cha nteurs

Mondovi vf niers
To Hear Reports

St, Patrick's
Altar Sodety
Plans pinner

Jeanne Weiss Wins
Mondovi DAR Award
MONDOVI ,: Wis. (Special>-Miss
Jeanne Weiss has been selected
as the Daughters of the American
Revolution award winner at the
Mondov i High School for 13152.
Jeanne has- displayed dependability, service , leadership and patriotism through
titer activities in
'the following or|g a n i 1 a(tions:
.G.A.A.,
iFU.A.. Pep Club,
;Band, S t u d e n t
fj Council , H o n o r
•Society, treasurer
<o f G .A .A., treasurer Pep B a n d ,
¦secretary Student
¦Council ,
Mathemat 'c Club SecreJeannf
tary, art w o r k
and production editor of school
paper and business manager and
typist of Annual.
Miss Weiss is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Weiss.

Ele-va , Wis. (Special)—Mondovi
Writers Club will meet at the Mondovi City Building . Monday evening. Anne Jordrieim will speak on
article writing and Jeanne Isaacson will tell of her experiences doing research on her article , "Ceylong Timberlands Owned by Goverpment ," which appeared in the
Quarterly, '"World Wood ," published in the Netherlands recently.
A workshop will be held after
the business meeting and magazines
will be exchanged by the members. Anyone interested in creative
writing or any oi the dramatic arts
li invited to attend the meeting.

LANESBORO, Minh. (Special)Pl ans for the annual St. Patrick's
dinner March 1) were announced
by Mrs. J. E, Westrup, chairman ,
at the meeting of St. Patrick's Altar Society Monday night. Mrs.
Charles Drake , president , presided.,- .- ' Mrs. Westrup named the following: Mrs. T«ed Bell Jr., co-chairman of the dinner and chairman of
publicity; Mrs. Thomas Lynch, cochairman of kitchen ; and Mrs, J,
A. Connelly and Mrs. Angelo Hennessy, : in charge of the dining
room.: ,
Members voted to sponsor a Fall
Festival. The president reminded
the group to attend the Missa Becitata practice Thursday night instructed by Angelo Hennessy. .
'.'. Using some examples from , the
liyes of (he Saints , Mrs. Vernon
Gchlihg spoKe on "How Marriage
Leads to Heaven:" Mrs. Ted Bell
Jr. discussed the promotion of the
Courier , diocesan newspaper. Mrs.
Gerald Murphy showed several
books and periodicals available
which should spark interest in
¦
reading during Lent. -.' ' '
Hostesses from St. Cecelia 's Unit
included the Mmes. Gerhard Borgen , Thomas Lynch , Dan Hennessy and Gloy Bennett .
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%|? Sparkling, Clean §!

Jf LAUNDRY I(

A' crowd "of . 900 - 'who attended
the "Chanteurs de Paris" concert ,
Tucsdlay evening at Winona Senior
High School auditorium found
latigti-age no barrier. They brought
the Fiench vocal group hack for
¦¦
repeated encores including selecPHONE 2888
IM (i*¦; ¦¦ ' '
jj^P
tions from "My Fair Lady " and
"Ave Mafia. "
PICKUP & DELIVERY
¦The varied program of French
^
d
i ^K
X
^V
1|^
^
and .American songs conveyed the
BIRTHDAY CLUB
enthusiasm of the eight ebullient
The birthday -club . of the Winona
Frenchmen .— ' six graduates of the
Chapter , Nation al Gold Star Mofamous "- - ' children ' s chorus. "The
ther s was entertained at the home
Litt le -' . • -Singers of Paris , " and
Mrs, Joseph Cieminski Monday
of
's
ji
ong-writiiig
team,
top
France
afternoon:
Schafskopf . and 500 were
Andr<-Yn .rel and L'harly Bailly.
played and lunch was served. The
¦
''
Their magnificent voices , their
monthly meeting will be held at
»
_^P^«S8'^
^
^5^^^*^^
*
iris'ity imagiiiativc and intensely
^
^v
¦'
1:30 p.m, Feb. 15. '
t hythmic approac-li lo music , their
wonderful¦'¦- .stage , effects ' — ithese
^^'
CIVIC ASSOCIATION
FINISHING
\
'%
Iff
* SHIRT
arc - the •thing 's responsible for
A pork hock and sauerkraut
¦
r
¦' ¦ "
¦
¦
FINISH
:
FAMH-Y
hrin eing this French singing group
'
K' •
^§SS
«
, will be served after the Wi'
^
.
|
f
lunch
'
'
miilei!
Slates
for
repeated
to the
'BU iipLB . -my
nona Civic Association meeting
tours since their first appearance
^I^K^^y^'^S ' *. *a*CHEtOR"Thursday
at
8
p.m.
at
the
Winona
Percy,
THE
1962
MAID
OF
COTTOM,
Miss
Penne
a
do-it¦*• DAMP WASH
in the 1956-57 season.
if»
Athletic Club.
^^M^L^^^^^ '" •THRIFTY BUNDLE
yourself fan. herself , is shown with ' two "heart" -shaped smocked
Varel and Bailly have composed
T
IP
A
!J
j
*%0^^
'
songs.On stage
pillows made of red . cotton satin fabric. These pillows will travel
more . thaiv lfiO.
IF YOU LIVE IN A
5
LAUNDRY
I|
t T myr^&ls. \. • FLUFFYDRY
Bailly is the pianist and willy em(he length and breadth of the United Stales with Miss Percy, who
SUBURBAN
FLUFF
cee. Varel who is in Paris now did
will model her exclusive , all-cotton wardrobe in fashions shows.
j l*
s ^ '^m<''-^*
not appear in the Tuesday perDEVELOPMENT
totjeh
for
the
pillows
—
smocking
—
which
can
only
be
Tho
special
formance. Hats , gloves and tri-col - : A distingu ish'
cd Iftmgarian pi andone by hand , is accom plished by ironing smocking marks directly
orcd handkerchie fs give¦ each song
ist , Miss Iren Marik. will be at
"Schtfjer Care .
ELEVA CIVIC CLUB
j l•
'
,
surprise
p
articular
on to the wrong side of tlie fabric and following the easy instruction?.
its
\^^ ^^m^^S ^) m m W
the College of Saint Teresa next
ean
ELEVA, Wis. (Special) - Mems
¦
'
51**
."y er Wenr"
^
"
M^^i^^V
^^(li^\mW
week. Miss Marik will conduct
bers of the Eleva Women 's Civic
master classes for students of the
Club will meet at the Perry Kolve
department of music, give private Piano Students
home this evening.
lessons to a selected group of stu- To Give Recital
CHRISTIAN ANCTPOLITICS
dents , '¦ hold, faculty conferences
and give a concert.
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)BLAIR , Wis. (Special ! — Mrs.
Miss Marik is a graduate of the Edmund E, Olson will present her
"A Christian:and ' Politics" will be
Franz Liszt Academy of Music ih pupils in a public piano reci'-al
the topi c of the program present&^$ig0iX$r8ol> Hop*
Nn^jyj^^^' l.ina Turner |
Budapest. There she studied with Tuesday at 7:3Q p.m. in. the Zion
\
ed
at
Family
Night
Luther
League
,
Groettum
'John
,
R.
The Eev.
Miss Harriet Kelley, It. govern" ™
Phono 2888
164 West Third Street
Bela Parbk and is one of the Lutheran parish hall. .
in BACHELOR
\ (TT
at North Prairie Lutheran Chuich
Como Park Lutheran Ch urch , St. foremost interpreters of
"yfa : Pupils participatin g are Gerda or of the North Centra l Region of Sunday, at 7:30 p.m. Al pancake
the
1
IN
PARADISE
.
.
\
Paul ,, will be guest speaker for mous comr>oser. The guest pianist
from ti C U in CmimaScont
, Melatiie the Soroptimist Federation of the supper will be served following the
the Central Lutheran Church; Wo- has given -a. series of recitals in and Carol Engebretson
aid MetroCOLOR
.
Jean
McAtiliffe,
Ellen
Mathson
,
is
leaving
to
attend
sesAmericas
,
meeting.
men in the chureh fellowship IJudapest , Berlin
, Munich , Vienna , and Betsy Paul , John Berg , Kathy sions of the regional board in
1..
Men
of
Thursday
at
8
p.m.
hall
n
.
— .
^
—
1
.. " - _ ¦:—r ^—^ .
'—
Venice ..and Rome i
and has appearJan
Nereng,
Erickson
,
Theona
guests..
church
will
be
the
Sioux City, Iowa , Friday through
ed
as
soloist
with
leading
orchesJonaHuibrcgtse
,
Davis
,:
Connie
Ameriis
Cause
of the month
¦¦
tras in Europe. ,
than Olson , Janet Miit'hson , Chris- Sunday, Plans will be made for
cars • ' missions. Hostesses will lie
Her American c a r e e r was tine Pederson , Mary Pat , Beth the regional spring conference
Helping ' Hand Circle. The . new
which is to be held in Fargo ,
slate '- of officers installed last launched in a concert at New Ann and Judith .'Schneider..
York's Tovwn Hall,
N. D., in April.
month arc Mrs, A. L. Nelson
This is Miss Marilc 's third visit
Mrs . -. ' V.ir gi' n 'i a Sbepherdson ,
president; Mrs. Stanley Boyum,
to
the
campus
of
Uie
College
of
Roy
Mrs
.
president;
Sioux
Falls , S. D:, governor of the
first vice
Saint Teresa. She combines her
North Central Region , will . -conr 'latlum , second vice president; profession of concert pianist
.with
duct- the board session. Other
Mrs. A. F. Brandt , treasurer;
that
of
teaching
and
is
currently
secretary;
Anderson
,
members of the board are Miss
Vaydcn
Mrs.
Sue Stevens, Lincoln , Neb., secMrs; Arnold Stnehjem, education- on the facility of Sweet Brj ar Colj¦ l secretary : Mrs. L. ' E, Brync lege. Of iter teaching she says ,
retary ; Miss Ardis Lotipee, Newton , Iowa , treasurer , and Mrs .
start , stewardship sccretary, and "I give m;y students a basic , sim—
(Special)
ARCADIA , Wis.
^^ - ' ' ::
mwm
' ¦' ¦¦'¦ ¦y ^ mmmmm \m\
H ,m
Inex Hutchinson , Perry, Iowa,
Mrs.¦ Lawrence Santelman, organ- ple knowledge of piano technique
¦
Dk AHa O OOOT
on which they can build further Two new members were added board member.
¦ ¦— : .. - :- ¦
PnOne O'tVaL I
ist. .- -:".
YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT IS INVITED
if they wish to continue their stu- to the Itosary Society of St. Stan,
While
in
this
area
Miss
Kelley
:
Sunday
dies." Miss Marik schcdules her- islaus Catholic Church
will make her official visits as It.
B6TH BIRTHDAY
self to five hours of practice a afternoon at the meeting held governor to clubs in diaries City.
, BLAIR, Wis, (Special)-Mrs. day. This, she says . "I do, in or- in the church recreational .room, Algona , Oftumwa , ' Burlington, Fort
.
Bertha Solberg, resident of Qie der to ke«p in better hand."
Mrs. Thomas Chisholm was Madison , Fairfield
and Cedar RaNyen Rest Home , observed her
placed in grpiip 13 in place of pids, Iowaybefore rturning to Wi86th birthday Sunday. The former 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Mrs.: Alb'ert Schreiber and[;? .Mrs. nona,:;
Bertha Bjorgc she was born in UpMr. and Mrs. Arnold (Barney ) LaVerne Lisowski was placed; in
Miss Kelley 's name has been
per French Creek , Ettrick Town. Majerus , 366 E. Howard St. will grotip 16, which is inactive , until
submitted
by the Soroptimist Club
^ for a place is made vacant in anHer husband died several years be honored at an open house
of Winona as a . candidate for govago. Mrs. Solberg who is blind liv- their ?5th wedding anniversary Sun- other group.
ed at Northfield until 1959 , when day from. 2 to 6 p.m. at Jack's . A .committee - consisting' -of offi- ernor of the North Central Region
she came here. Nieces and neph- Place. No formal invitations have cers, including president , Mrs . when elections are held in Fargo
at the spring conference.
ews were present to help her cele- been sent.
Leonard Pierzina; vice president ,
brate. She has ho children .
Mrs. Adrian Lisowski; secretary,
SQUARE DANCERS
Mrs. HaroM Giemza , and treasAdvertisement
Starting Friday the Winona urer, Mrs . Susan Sobotta , will
Park Rec reation Square s will spon- send invitations to women of the
sor square dance lessons every parish who are not members, inRock , Slide or Slip? second and fourth Friday at 7:30 viting
thern to join the society.
FASTEETH , »n Improved powder to, p.m. at the East ltccreation Cen- Any women of the parish who
upper
or
lower
platw
fee BorlnlCled *«"»
ter . Nor man: Invick , Lanesboro ,
holds false teeth more flrmly in pUoe. will be guest caller for the Park wish to join the society should
Do not Mtde . Blip or rack. No Kummy,
contact one of the officers.
- Recreation Squares Feb. 17.
Kooev, pnsty tnste or fcellnR. FAS
The society decided to purchase
DOB*
•OEE-TH Is nllcniln * (non-BCldl. (dBUdishes and silverware to be used
not sour. CheoKs '"plate odor
HOUSTO
N
COURTWARMING
ture breath ) . Get VASTEBTU »t enj
TC
HOUSTON , Minn. (Special) - in the church ; dining room for
dniB. .'ounter.
Seniors of Houston High School dinners sponsored by the church.
'
will hold their annual Courtwarm- Following the meeting, a social
' ;
ing Dance Friday. The seniors will hour was held with group 11 in
.
^
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charge,
Mrs
.
Aloizy
Kulig
as
provide the music and entertainN0W
——
NORELCO SHAVER
Plus tax
1
2
.
5
ment. Avii admission charge will chairman. The attendance prize
b
Guerlain
vent
to
Mrs.
Perfume*
Alfred
Kupietz.
y
Onl y 14.95
be made. The dance will follow
¦ ''¦ ¦
Hostesses for the next meeting ,
~~~~
:
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~*
'
the Houeston-Rushford' game and
"""^
:
¦————-——
*SHALIMAR'
i
V
\J/Vt&toH4<4
J
will he held in Ihe elementary •Mar ch-4 at 2 p.m, in the church
6.OO
«nd
lO.O0
recreational room , will be group
school gym.
PIPES
by
— .W...1W
fi
13, Mrs, Peter Pyka , chairman.
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^ Valentines :tf s
^flX^
. *BIUE HOUR
90TH BIRTHDAY
9'
Frank Medico
6.00 and 10.00
PnCCCC MAI/CD
/^\
HARMONY; Alinn. (S|K*c*inl) - TOWNSEND CLUB
C0FFEE
MAKER
h9S ,0 60
Member s ot her family, neighbors
Townsend Club No. 1 will have a
AW
MITSOUKO
and friends spent Friday afternoon business meeting Friday at fl p.m.
Yellow
Bowl
6.00 and 10.00
1S-cup capacity.
helping Mrs. Austin Morcrn cele- «'it the West Recreation center.
/^0^\) ""*" «/
1.50 fo 5.95
Valentines ' —.' Valentines —
•plus
tax
Equipped
with
/|rp
^
i
|
brate lier 90th birthday at the Members are to bring sandwiches
at HHOWN DRUG — all of
Stop in today and choose yours
_-—PWesl-irtghouso thermostat.
Pi pe Racks
Green Lea Manor Nursing home , for lunch. A social hour and grimes
*^
—
—
4[01fll|Wl]
C
them by Gibson —- besides the
Mabel
,
31inn.
Birt
will
follow
the
meeting.
hday
cakes
were
from our new exciting ValenlJS
CORDAY
usual types , you will find the
m
.m
,
'° $5'00
¦
-^
H
L? *Hrj
ft
brought hy a daughter , Mrs. How_^
___
,
jl
..
little packets for boys and
.
.?
t,
tine
display,
'Touiours Moi Cologne
Part of a bottle of red wine
«#i«P9
girls — 20 for 30c — with en- ard Matson , Austin ; -a daughterV
J
CAMEO WALLETS
in-law , IM rs. Harold Moroni , Spring left over after a company dinner?
2 .00 to 5.00
velopes — to send to SchoolValley, and bv Mrs. Nansen Span- Stew prunes in it; sweeten to
3.50 to 10.00
r
i
mates and Playmates — cute
*c
Cologne
'Fame
taste, Serve, as a dessert, if you
cut-out juven ile designs •— a de and Mr s. Hoiuild Unhl . Mabel.
Exciting CLAIROL Discovery
'
2.00 to 5.00
Ice ere:nn , cake rind cookies were like , topped with whipped cream ,
nice assortment from which to
ZU>PO LIGHTERS
953 W. Fifth St .
„,. „„„
fitniislu-d by the family for .ill pa- crushed macaroons and a garnish
cfor L
• untouched
L J ,
choose—
Spray Mist 5.00
hair
by gray
o «-« .
*-, ~
of candied violets or cherries.
3.50
to 5,75
Yes , w<« now have the white* tients avd staff at the home .
» , ,
eve shadow you girls hare
he,.'it ask in;.: for , and are bcintf
Uh l ck Com P a «
DUBARRY
shown iii tin* fashion magazines
w<* also have the Itevlon Kyi- Velvet - - the first
.^P^mWwJM^"fi; ii
2.75 and 3.50
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, ,hair
, with
fluid eye shadow In a tub e —
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Showers your
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creates a mat te finish eye sha'
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plete line of Cl/AIKO ) . I'liOI )I TTS
be .sun* 'whi 'li you
com e here for a shade you
\». oti ' l livid an 'nut ' -•• - inolti* it
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TEN-DAY SALE STARTS THURSDAY
_r
one ' stnrr -- s-hnppitrg—t»tt—Im-ir!'
I
PICK UP OUR CATALOG
eiiod ^ - we pride ourselves on
our silicic upkeep •-- also reiii i - 'tilhcr we keep up on all
new items in C'lairol - - when
they « l;-rt advertising the new
HO
thiol ' s, you will find them ;il
llrowns . Have von seen Ihe ads
on S P A U K I . I N G COLOR and
IIAIIt SO NEW ¦ we have .-dI
FOUNTAIN
ol these •'-- remember wo love
Listing More Than 100 Popular Items
WEEK - END SPECIALS
In help you with the correct
way to use them - Our mag azine ruck has a fine assortChocolate
• HOUSEWARES • ELECTRICAL ITEMS
ment of Hair Ile auly and Hair ^
Do Martii '/ines - f u n to keep up
on all ihe new fashio ns—
Still '« few speciald lef t In
DuHarry products — th e wonilrrful Dry Skin Cleanser , regular S2.H5
now 51l.aO --.also
I
MIRROR COSMETIC
the Sk in Freshener , and Shin
"
w ith purchase of
L^ i^ ? 1 V
£
^
Firming Lot ion at bargain
prices .Handy -Vi gal
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With Valentines Dav tipR
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LEV , IIOUIW 'ANT—
»5J W. Fifth
Phone 8-3601
Watch for this column every
U.S. Coital Station No. 3
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Wednesday.

Concert Pianist
Schedules Week
At St , Teresa's

St. Paul Pastor
Guest Speaker
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Iowa Can!

Collect Fro m
Minnesotans

MINNEAPOLI S (AP ) - Minnesota residents cannot- legally be
compelled to help support their
elderly parents, living j ii and receiving old age assistance* from
the State of Iowa.
District Judge Theodore B\
Knudson made that ruling Tuesday m turning down petitions the
Iowa State Board of Welfare had
filed against three Minneapolitans
— Stanley Maschino, John &¦
Arndt and Harry W. Miller.
, Th» Iowa agency had a&ked that

Ihe three be made to contribute a
fair and reasonable amount" Toward parental support. The actions were filed under terms of a
uniform support act which was
adopted in Minnesota a decade ago
and a decision of, the Iowa attorney genera l had held it applicable
to parental support.
The law primarily had been directed at compelling arrant fathers and husbands to contribule
support for families abandoned in
other states .
But Judge Knudson. cited that

the Minnesota statute is narrow
spelling out who shall be liable for such payments. He said
the law specifically . mentions a
spouse, divo rced spou se, or legitimate or-', illegitimate children.
Had the legislature intended to
make the law applicable to persons for support of parents , it
would have said so , the judge
maintained.
"As they stand , the law 's word s
of enumeration are words of limitation¦¦¦," Judge. Knudson concluded/ - .

Forever Feminine

'

Doubt Many
32nd Men Will
Be Released

j

FT. LEWIS, Wash. W-A spokesman said Tuesday it ¦was impossible to estimate Jiow' ' many men
would be mustered out o^ Wisconsin's 32rid Division as the result
of an order to release men called
by mistake.
The Army said in Washing;on
Tuesday that some reserve members called to fill units ordered
to active duty last fall were summoned as the result ol an error.
The Army ' said the: men should
have been assigned to the standby
reserve^ from "which filler troops
were called.. ;;- .
Harry Hunk*, auiitant information officer , said there were between 4,000 and 5,000 fillers among
i>on -t- be silly! Of course it 's coincidence I
the 20,000 National Guard and reserve troops who arrived here last
year in a mobilization during the
Berlin crisis.
Argentine Military
|I Six Youngste rs
Hunke said officials were awaiting instructions and will not kno\v
Men Boycott Banquet IiEscap-e ini Fire
how many men would be- released
¦
Wis,
W — Six young- until personnel records are exBUKNOS AIRES (AP ) -Argon- : RACINE,
sters
escaped
without
inj ury to- amined.
tine military leaders boycotted a
.' day when fire swept their apart- At Minneapolis/ Maj. E<fwin Cal.
banquet given by President Frbn- ment,, causing some S3,0OO damfery, information officer for the
dizi Tuesday Ttight in honor of, the • age. - ' .' •14th Army Corps headquarters,
j
visiting Belgian ex-King" Leopold. !¦•
| They -were Gary Parker , 5; said the reservists picked for WisThe move was linked to continued ij Cheryl, 3; Grace, 2; Vanessa, 6 consin 's 32nd Division were screenstrife between Frondizi . and the ][ months , and their uncles, 18-year- ed thoroughly. He said he -doubted
military over Argentina 's Cuban
¦ ¦ ] old Fred Shelton and his 13-year- many men were called up because
policy. . ' .
. ; . ¦ii; old brother Gilbert.
of the error. . "..'
None of the 24 top military of- j Authorities said one of the chilj
"If there were 10, that would be
ficers oi' the three - armed forces '
apparently was playing with high , '' he said,
secretaries showed up at the ban- jj dren
quet. Inste ad , they held a meet- 1; matches and started the blaze. ing reportedly to discuss the gov- ¦i
ernment's attitude to their de- 1 ETTRICK PATIENT
niands for an immediate break in Ij ETTRICK, Wis. (Speciall~Therelations with Prime . Minister Fi- i odore Swenson , Ettrick farmer , is
• j} hospitaJized at Madison.
del Castro 's regime.
¦
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Seven Candidates
At St. Charles

Film Answers
i

Questions About
College for PTA
Ernest Buehler ,' gindance counselor at Central Junio r High
School, presented the film , "Should
Your Child Go to College." at the
February * meeting of the Madison
School Parent Teaclier Association Monday evening.
The film stressed the fact that
anyone who has the desire and
ability should have the opportunity to attend college;
"A child's' school record , especially in the last three years of
high school gives the best indication if he can get into'college and
stay there;" Mr. Buhler said. "In
spite of aii we hear about overcrowding, somewhere in the nation there is space in an accredited college for everyone who wants
to attend. Parents can assist their
children by establishing a home
atmosphere w h i c li encourages
learning."A discussion period followed
showing of the film.
Frank Cofieid , PTA president,
urged all members to attend the
lecture to be given by Dr . Harold Plummer, science consultant
for the state of Minnesot a, at .Somsen Hall Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m. Hi.*,
subject will be, "The Impact of
Exploration of Space. '. '
The attendance prize was won
by - Miss McCleod' s third grade.
Refreshments were served by the
third grade mothers with Mrs ,
Vernon Hemming; and Mrs. William Hetse in charge.
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MANKAT O, ' Mi nn. *-Charles
Ingham pleaded innocent'. Tuesday
to a charge of first degree murder in the shooting death of a
Rochester man last October .
Ingham , 28, will go on trial
March 19. His plea was entered
before Distxict Court Judge Milton
Mason.
Dan Stoll , 24, was shot to death
outside a "Mankato motel . /
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ST. , PAL*I./-':(AP) ' — Brig. Gen;
Chester J; Moeglcin ',. Minnesota 's
ad jutan t genera ) , .'announced Tuesday that ah officers seminar will
open Sunday to inform . members
of the ' National Guard about the
menace of international Co'm mu-

In the wilds of Netherlands. JCew
Guinea, some tribesmen have not
fully emerged from the S t o n e
Age. They chip tools from stone,
fight with spears , wear little or
no clothing and consider head
hunting an honorable , duty. They
believe airplanes passing overhead
are great spirits. . • '..

Plea of innocerice
Entered by Ingham

cotton. Sizes 12 20.

National Guard
Seminars Set
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ST. CHARLES , Minn. tSpeciaD
!
— Seven candidates filed for city
Got you down? Try
recorder at St. Charles by the
deadline Tuesday. All other candidates are incumbents. The election will be March 6. ,
OINTME NT
Recorder candidates* are: Stew - For long-lasting relief
art Clarkson , serving by appointment for the unexpired term of
the late Einar Bank; J. P. Hoffman . Mrs. Everett \Viskow, Louis
Wilkins , August Fick, G-edrge Kieffer and: Mrs . Clarence Budnlck.
Filing for re-election without opposition are; ." Don Hankerson ,
mayor ; DeaJi Gaultce and James
Wilson , aldermen; ' Ray Wiskow,
treasurer; Archie Cocker, assessor,
and James Fix and James Hewitt ,
two to be elected.
No one filed for ju stice of the
peace.
George N- Eckles arid John Locan are holdover aldermen.

off

C r e p e c o t i o n in
dainty prin-t; Dobby

i

I

nism and America 's responsi- March 4;- Brainerd . March it;
bilities to the free world.
Worthington , - -March 18; Duluth ',
The program , titled "A 'World in { March 25 and Detroit LaV s,
I ;.
Conflict ." is .designed to reach all April 8.
. ;,.
10,000 members of the guard dur- : The St. . Paul " seminar , will being the next four months , - . Col. I held in the State Office " Building.
Leon II. Hagen
is in charge oi the ,
program. . :
( Ever make a nest of lettuce
Sunday 's seminar will be ' at ' leaves to hold salad'' tj se' .iceberg- '
Wilimar.
|lettuce and cut out the core, Hold
Others".,all;-scheduled in National ! the head , core side ': ti p ,-under cold •
Guard armories with the; exception ! running water , until the leaves
of St. . Pair! , ' are: ' Owatonna. Feb. I loosen. Drain , remove -the larnc
18; St. Paul , Feb. 25; Minneapolis , loose leaves , dry them and "nest. "
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Everything

you

love about wool knits
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Is re-

created In cotton knits for spring. The same
rm 00
the same originality
abr
^ ' ^ °' ^ 'c • • •
weara°' des '8n « • . the same wonderful
bility. Start wearing this lacy, completely
l,'I* ec' cotton knit now!You'll love ft. Corzl,
beige or black. 8-to 20.

0ther sPrinS Dresses from 10.95 to 29.95
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NEW BATTER WHIPPED SUNBEAM
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BROWN DRUG
1 17 WEST THIRD ST.

CONVINCE PRSELF! COMPARE!

See the heavenly smoothness that makes
SunbeamBreadlookbetter ,toastbetter, slay
fresher longer. One bi te...and you will (liscover Sunbeam's heavenly flavor. Sunbeam 's
i WE TOOK'

X "THE SECRET
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Sunbeam is whipped nt

high B peed-thc W ay you ,

yourself "Whip cream.

fiigh-speefl mixer whips it in small batches.
Regular bread-slowly beaten a ton at a
time-can't compare. Reach for Sunbeam —
sec and taste how good bre ad can be!
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Tough Going
For Incumbents
At Virginia

IIIV l\t • 10W PRICES /

A

VIRGINIA , Minn. (AP) - Residents of Virginia turned out in
only moderate numbers Tuesday,
but they made almost a clean
s\Veep of city officials in the regular biennial election .
Mayor Arthur Stock , who previously served eight years on the
council , was denied a second*, twoyear term as store clerk Ernest
F, B. Johnson polled 2442 votes to
23415 for the incumbent.
Only one of six incumbent aldermen survived.
Returned for .another four years
in the 6th Ward was Fred Borg,
who defeated Byron Rowell 607337,
In other aklermanic races ,
Leroy Guss defeated Vaughn Bryers, 489-397 , in the 1st Ward;
Edward . Hoff beat :: Joseph Vukelici), 496-261, 2nd; Melven Maki ,
a previous council member , won
over Jalmer Maki, 368-276, 3rd ;
Donald A. Carlso-i defeated Herman Eaton , a former mayor, 514344, 4th; George Hill edged . Robert Sabich, 366-354, Sth.
Ke-elect-ed without opposition
was Treasurer Henry W. Tillman,
His term also is for two years.
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who declined use of his name, "if
the governor wants y a special
session it's up to him . to call it.
We've Jiad three already. "
The meeting was called by "Rep.
Fred Cina , Aurora; House majo rity leader ,who. presided.
The rules committee since 1954
has been constituted as the Liberal Legislators Volunteer Committee for election campaigns.
Rep. D. D. Wazniak, St. Paul,
assistant majority leader, is executive secretary.
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for legislative races for the House
and Senate and for the state
campaign were , discussed.lle said
key problems expected to arise in
the 1363 Legislature also were
aired .
It was learned that Rep. Charles
Halsted , Brainerd liberal , has
been concerned about , the condition of the Unemployment Compensation Fund wliich has been
declining due to heavy payments
of j obless benefits.
General concensus ,
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ported , was that the fund is not
in jeopardy— at least until the
1963 legislature convenes .
Aliens thos e reportedly at the
meeting were Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag . -Secretary of State Joseph
Donovan , Atty. Gen. Walter F.
Mondnle , DFL slate party chairman George Farr , representat ives
of labor from the Twin Cities and
Duluth , Ihe Farmers Union, and
Iron Range party leaders.
An old barra cks joke says ' that
Gl clothes comein two sizes—ton
small and ton big.
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FRESH, WHOLE or CUT UP (FANCY) Delicious with Dumplings

MORRELL PRIDE PORK

ST. P.4UL (AP ;—Th e taconite
amendment is a dead issue this
that
veaf ¦
and there ¦
is- a feeling¦
"it can 't get throu gh the 1963 legislative session. :
That .' ; -was the report Tuesday
night from an executive session
of the liberal-controlled House
Elites Committee , which met with
liberal senators and ¦ DemocraUcTarmer-Labor ' state offioiah and
party leaders. :
One spokesman on the taconite
¦question said it would not be
possible to muster a special scs-.
sion :ih time to get It befo re the
voters this year.
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Fresh Frozen Apple, Cherry, Peach and Boysenberry
See Plllsbury Recipes
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Instant Pels Naptha - 33c
Fels Naptha Soap 2 - 23c
FOR GENERAt PURPOSE

FOR DISHES
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Soft, Fluff y

Scottissue - - - 2 * 29c
Scottowels - - 2-43c
<_T'a,gon ' " " " s " 77c
Kitchen Helpers
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John's Pizza - - "" 83c
Wonder Rice - 2d„ 45c
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Bond-ware

Joan of Arc Red
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Soft-Weve - - - 2 »°* 29c
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Fluffo Shortening ' 77c
Crisco Shortening ^ 86c
Kidney Beans - 2 £. 29c
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Supreme Saltines - '£ 31c
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Tough/ But Families Making Out

Bobrtr Comesto Olynipia
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By LEROY HITTLE
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OLYMPIA, Wash. IB-A minor
HH
ewnomic boom with a midwest
flavor has hit this northwest corner of the United States,
It started four months ago when
President Kennedy decided to
build up the nation's armed forces
because ot the Berlin crisis.
About 20,000 National Guardsmen and Army Reservists—most
of them from Wisconsin and other
(nv^^KL^^mmA^ii^mmA^mmt^M
Midwestern states—were called to
active duty at nearby Ft. Lewis.
With the troops came wives and
W BST'J LOWEST -ji
m JT MIDFOOD
ic h i 1dr e n who required homes,
PRICES
_1
¦
1
food , clothing, schools, fuel, .-transp o r t a t i o n , gasoline, electricity, services and other items. ¦
Most of the available housing at
Ft, Lewis already was occupied
by regular Army troops and . their
families. . •
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As a result, the civilian soldiers

"You're going to find our state
very much like Wisconsin with lots
of blue water and forested hills,"
RoseUini told the troops.
They did;
Many of them spend their off
duty hours on motor trips north
to Puget "Sound, Hood Canal and
the Olympic National Park ; south
to Portland and tbe Columbia River; east to snow-capped Mt. Rainier National Park, and west to the
Pacific Ocean Beaches;
There are indications some ol
the Wisconsin colonies established
in Washington may become permanent settlements.
Wives of many of the servicemen have taken jobs. They attend
church in, Olympia and Tacoma.
Some, like Mrs. Bruce L. Hahn
and Mrs. John D, Hahn of Clinton , Wis., sing in the choir.
The Hahns, whose 32nd Division

husbands are second cousins, both
work in a medical clinic in Olympia.: The two familes jointly rented
a furnished house to cut down expenses, a common practice among
the civilian¦ soldiers called to active duty. ,
"It's beautiful here," said Mrs.
John Hahn , 22, a medical technologist. "If there is any place we
would have picked to come, it
would have been here.
"The people are real friendly.
They have invited us to their
homes and taken us on sightseeing trips;"
She said she was in no hurry
to return to Wisconsin even though
the 32nd Division is scheduled to
be released later this year.
For many young couples it was
their first real experience at being
on their own, away from their
Olher millions wers to be spent home towns and nearby parental
guidance.
for food and supplies.
Most of the military migration The biggest problem th ey faced
was from Wisconsin to Washing- was making ends meet.
ton as a result of the call to ac- J'We took a heavy reduction In
tive duty of the 32nd Infantry Di- our income and the cost of living
vision, '- . the Wisconsin National is higher here," said Mrs. Bruce
Guard.
, 24,. whose husband was in
"Fillers" came from other Mid- Hahn
the
grocery
with his fawestern states to bring the Red ther back inbusiness
Clinton.
Arrow Division up to its authori- "We couldn 't possibly get alongzed strength of 13.748 men.
the wives didn't work," she
More than 5,500 other troops re- ifadded.
"We help make ends meet
ported at Ft; Lewis as part of
buying our food at the Army
30 smaller National Guard and by
and by two or more
Army Reserve units mobilized commissary
couples
jointly
renting a house, "
,
Id
a
h
o
,
from California , . Utah
She
said
the
rent
on their house
Wyoming, South Dakota , North
Dakota , Texas and Washington. was increased from ,$105 to $120
Being of military age, most of
those wbo made the transcontinental trek were vigorous, young
\persons who brought new blood
and new life to the area.
with wives and children descended
on Olympia, Washington 's capital
city 15 miles west . of . Ft. : Lewis,
and Tacoma, the state's third largest city , 15 miles east, of the
army post.
Almost overnight the available
housing was rented. The long lists
of furnished apartments disappeared from the classified advertisement pages of Olympia and Tacorna newspapers.
Merchants reporfed an upsurge
in business. :
. The Army hastened to tell them
why. A representative of the Et.
Lewis Public Information Office
reported that the 20,000 additional
troops would boost the post payroll about $4 million a month to
a total of more than $100 million
annually.
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Bandleader Les Hite
Dead of Heart Attack
LUBRICATE OFTEN
During Winter Motittii.
Stop In todiy.

West End
(¦133) "66mo" Service
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".. ' .- . stocks closed slightly lower . . . industrials down
iri mixed trading . . . tonight's weather cool
with snow flurries in the central plains."
DENNIS THE MENACE

enlisted in the U. S. Army for
three years and are currently at
Ft. Carson , Colo., for eight weeks
of basic training !
They are : Ardell S. Gran , son
of Mr. and Mrs. Einar Gran ; Darcy R . Greenwood , son of Mr. and
"Mrs. Marvin Greenwood, and Gary
T. Haines , son of Mrs. Susie
.Haines.; :'; '
The trio- enlisted under the
Army's overseas assignment program and picked Europe. Upon
completion of basic and technical
training, they will be assigned to
an Army, station ' in Europe. They
also enlisted under . the Army's
buddy program , assuring them of
remaining .. together through basic
training. G ran and Greenwood are
1960 graduates of Central High
School, :La Crosse.

ALTURA , Minn.—Paul L. Andersen ,, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Andersen , recently enlisted in the
U; S. Navy and is now taking basi c training at San Diego Naval
Training Center , Calif. Andersen ,
a 1959 graduate of Rollingstone
Holy Trinity High School, enlisted
under the guaranteed schooling
program and chose aviation as his
career field . Upoir successful completion of nine weeks training, he MINNEISKA , Minn. -Pvt. Lewill be given 14 days leave before roy Frisch , son of Mr. and Mrs.
reporting to school.
Clarence Frisch, has finished basic
training and is now attending truck
LA CRESCENT , Minn. (Special) mechanics school? His address is:
—Three La Crescent men recently D-17-4, Ft. Jackson , S. C.
¦
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By Alex Kotaky

SANTA MONICA , Calif. (AP>A heart attack has claimed the
life of former bandleader Lcs
Kite , 58.
Hite, who died Tuesday, was a
partner in the Hite-Fain Artist
Agency in recent years. He was
a bandleader from 1926 t 0 1945
and his musicians at one time included such widely known instrumentalists ns Louis Armstron g
and Lionel Hampton .

first half of l961. And many also
thank mechanization programs
that cut operating costs, bringing
slightly better profit margins in
ratio to sales.
Return s by W7 corporations,
first to report for fiscal 1961,
show widely divergent trends,
even -within industries. There
were 203, some large ones, reporting a decline in profits in
1961, but the number operating
at a loss was a bit lower—48
in 1961 and 54 the previous year.
Combined,

the ' 647

"

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Dal Curti»

bettered

their I960 showings by 3.3 per
cent-or $10,673,397,000 in 1961
vs. $10,328,656,000 the previous
year.
Big .gains by some companies
in the final three months of the
year gave the brightest promise
of better days ahead—both for
stockholders and for the U.S.
Treasury . Dividend
payments
have risen—some 200 advances
were reported last month .
And the Treasury is counting
on higher corporate income tax
collection s to balance the fiscal
1963 federal budget. Declining
corporate profits—and tax collections—in the early months of
1961, the recession's low point ,
helped increase the fiscal 1962
Treasury deficit.
Profits brightened steadily last
year. In the first three months
they ran 19 per cent below the
same 1960 period. In the second
quarter the decline was cut to 2
per cent. Business recovery
brought third quarter profits 8
per cent above the like 1960
period when the recession was
being felt . Fourth quarter returns , when all are in some
weeks from now, may show
profits , higher than the previous
year liy.nho ut one fifth.

NANCY

By Ernie ButhmilUr
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Succ 1912

Taste the difference;
enjoy a g lass of good fresh Spring dalc milk.
Phone 36*26 for Home Delivery
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SPRING G-ROVE, Minn. (Spe cial)-^The Spring Grove Village
Board sold a $350,000 general obligation bond issue Monday night
to build a 50-bed hospital with
30-bed nursing home attached.
The contract went to Kalman
& Co., Minneapolis , and associates,
Juran & Moody Inc., St. Paul , and
E. J. Prescolt & Co., Minneapolis, who were the low bidders of
three at 3.742 percent interest.
Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Minneapolis, and associates bid 3.778
and Paine, "Webber Jackson and
Curtis and Associates bid 3,955.
Gordon Goodno, village clerk, said
the village expects to let construction contracts in April.
Balance of the $540,000 estimate
f or construction and equipment
will be raised by contributions,
which already exceed $115,000.
Voters, last year also approved
another general obligation bond
issue for a sewage system project whichWas sold to Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood at 3.925 percent.
Associate bidders were AllisonWilliams Co.. and J. M. Dain Co..
Minneapolis, and MannhairnerEgan Inc. Then Kalman & Co.,
with the same associates , bid 4.042
percent, Construction of the sewage system-is under way:
Tlie new hospital will replace
the present Spring Grove hospital
built in 1916.

n-fOP GRADE "A"
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WILLIAM

son ol Mr. and Mrs, Frank W.
Cunningham , 368 W. King St, was
sworn in Jan. 18 as a member of
the U. S. . Naval Air Reserve at
Minneapolis. After he has comnleted iraim'ng, one
[.weekend a month
I for a year he will
[be eligible to apIply for special ap|p ointment to the
sNaval Academy
fat Annapolis, Md,
{Such training ap'plies toward disI charge of his milj itary obligation
Jand enables Cunningham to enter
Cunningham the active-d u t y
phase of his obligation at a higher rate of pay than if he enters
without reserve training.

BIG GEORGEI

APARTMENT 3-G

Young crowds rate Spring-date milk as tops ! "Coolest " refresher . . . "Craziest" way to get your
vitamins, minerals . . . All-day zip 'n zoom !

I -fPf]

Cmdr. ROY W. R . ZIMDARS,
son of Mrs. blga. Zimdars, 314 .TV .
4th St., took command of Escort
Squadron 3 Jan. 13 in ceremonies
conducted on his flagship, the destroyer escort Hooper, at San Diego. Calif.. Naval Base. Cmdr. Zimdars succeeded Cmdr, Maurice £.
Wall. Cmdr. Zimdars was formerly on the staff of
the Pacific Fleet
Training Force.
A resident of San
Diego the past
six years, he formerly commanded the destroyer
T a u ssig. His
squadron includes
10 destroyer escort type shios.
some armed with Crr",r « Zimdars
the most modern antisubmarine
weapons in the Pacific Fleet. The
squadron was operating at sea last
week in good weather. It will be
based at San Diego until November, when it will be deployed to
the western Pacific. Cmdr. Zimdar's address is: Commander, Escort Squadron 3, FPO, San Francisco. Calif.

Hospital, Nursing
Home Bonds Sold
Af Spring Grove

Business Gains
Reported in 7961

NEW YORK (AP) '-T'wo out of
three companies reporting their
1951 profits pulled ahead of their
1960 net income af ter taxes. As
a whole, U.S. corporations reporting so far made 3,3 per cent
more.
Most of the gainers thank a
pickup in output and sales in the
final months which helped reChurches held coffee hours to verse the earnings .decline in the
visitors. Soldiers
into "Washington
homes. Club s and social organi- 75 Mourners Get
zzations opened their doors to the
men and their wives/Efforts were Bequests of $10
made to find housing for them.
The welcome for the civilian LAPEER , Mich. (API— The 75
began in October when mourners at John R. Rood's funsoldiers
?
the first elements of the 32nd di- eral last December are to get $10
each for having been present.
vision arrived at Ft. Lewis.
As they stepped off their char- Rood, former University of
tered air liner at nearby McChord Michigan law professor, made the
Air Force Base, the National bequests "as a slight testimonial
Guardsmen were greeted by the of my appreciation for their
usual Army brass plus a civilian friendship. "
delegation that included Washing- Rood died at 93 last Dec. 23 of
ton 's Gov. Albert D. RoseUini; burns suffered in a fire that deTacoma 's Mayor Ben Hanson ; stroyed his palatial home. Most
Olympia 's Mayor Neal McKay, of his half-million dollar estate
and S e a t t l e City Councilman was left to a trust fund.
Clarence Massart.

fll
I ABSOLUTELY j
I NOTHING j
the
I TO BUY ;welcome
were invited
'
¦
I to Parents Only
¦
j
.

We used to have a few luxur ies at home, but we buy only
necessities here , " said the wife of
Pfc. Jack Christopherson of Racine,Wis.
"We eat more stew and less
steak," asserted Mrs. Raymond
Maro of Milwaukee whose husband was with the 32nd Division
when it fought its way to a brilliant jungle combat record during
World War If.
"We manage OK," said the wife
of Sgt. David Thomas of Barron ,
Wis., "but our savings have been
hit hard ."
"The cost of living is higher
here," declared Mrs. Robert Becker of Milwaukee, a newcomer to
the Wisconsin colony here. "We
will find but at the end of the
month how we are going to manage." - y : .
While individaual family units of
the civilian soldiers felt the pinch
of lower income and higher prices ,
the ousiness communities of Olympia and Tacoma reported an upsurge in retail activity .
The personnel section of Wisconsin's 32nd Division estimated there
were 5,500 dependents of the officers and
men in Washington ,
most of ¦them living in civilian
communities near Ft. Lewis.

BUSINESS MIRROR

at Ft.; Lewis reported a 60 percent increase : in the maternity
rate. The baby boom was attributed to the heavy influx of new
troops.
Residents of Olympic and Tacorna welcomed the young civilian
soldiers and their families like
long lost relatives.
There was virtually none of the
rancer that some times is reported when Army families move into
a community .
The Washingtonians accepted the
Wisconsin immigrants and those
from other states as "our kind of
people,'' probably because the
troops were so recently civilians ,
themselves.

'H

a month when the owner learned
two couples would live there.
Pfc. George" M. Bickel Jr., 23.
Milwaukee, said his income drop-"
ped almost $400 a month when he
was called from his civilian job
as a salesman for an oil company
and placed on active duty as a
32nd Division cook.
To make ends meet, his . wife
took a job with the telephone
pariy here. He helps out by cleaning the apartment end doing the
dishes on his days off duty.
"Prices are higher here," he
said, "especially food.
"It's not a luxury go, - but we
are not having the problems of
some of the iellov/s with children."
Washington's mild winter weather appealed to Bickel and other
transplanted Wisconsin residents
who read of zero weather and
heavy snow back home. :
The same lament of lower income and higher prices was voiced in the basement of an Olynnpia
apartment house where a number
of the wives of Wisconsin National
Guardsmen gather in the laundry
room for the daily "social hour."

Armed Fortes
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WINONA'S HOME-OWNED DAIRY

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd

Ramblers Win;
Title Hopes Up

-^ OWATONNA, Minn , (Special) - last night ," Cotter

Coach

Bemidji Tips
Redmen Six

John

Bemidji State College, featun
turned back SU Mary^s College hi
in .a non-conference game at Terra
"the victory was the seventh in
marked St. Mary's second loss in
St. Mary 's used only , seven ]
skaters besides goalie Dick Cald- '
well, and Redm-eh Coach Max Molock . termed his team's effort a
"tremendous one."

mamgmmatataatmmMmmmummm
(Cotter 's Ramblers squeezed past Nett said this morning. "Judge

1

^^(Owatonna -"M arian 49-47 for their (Bob ) and Modjesk i (Larry) really
^^¦r/!)1^!

<
mmmmmmm^______________ m fourth
Rav oux Conference
against two defeats. ¦;¦;)

;
victory did a job on tlie boards."
The offensive attack went by
The win turned out to be more spurts again in this contest. In
than
expected as Rochester the opening,period the Ramblers
Lourdes tipped Austin Pacelli. The built an 8-0 lead before Marian
]Pacelli loss leaves Cotter . just one- closed the gap to 16-11 at the
quarter.
half game off the pace.
Judge hit six of his 17 . points
Victories in the last tw'o confer- . in the initial period while Mod'
The
¦clashes
are
a.
must.
i ence
.
jeski added four of his 13.
j Ramblers have a tie for the title
An the second quarter Judge
' cinched if. they beat Rochester opened with two quick driving
Lourdes and Waseca Sacred Heart shots to push the Rams to 20-11.
in their nex t two tests.
Marian , behin d John Weller, who
"I THINK WE did a good job scored five points during the
period , got going in time to wind
up on the short end of a 26-21
halftime margin.
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"BEMIDJI i* a good club," said

Molock. - 'Their goalie (Bob Sinclair) did an outstanding job."
. Sinclair swatted " out 23 shots as
the Redmen peppered him heavily.
Another dozen or so St. Mary 's attempts were wide of the nets.
"BEMIDJI grabbed a 1-0 lead
on Earl Benson 's goal with 1:37
gone but St. Mary's matched that
when Ed Tierney scored from Andre Beaulieu at 5:47.
The Redmen six minutes later
took a 2-1 ad-vantage when Tierney , again tallied , this tirhe on an
assist from Jim Anderson.

Behind the 1

MARIAN CUT one point off Cotter 's lead to make it 35-31 wilh
'
* ei ijiit minutes remaining.
The Ramblers spurted to 47-34
at the outset of the fourth period.
Marian made a great attempt at
a rally as they came within 47-46
i
with two minutes left -.. -Joe . Kos¦
' ¦ : > ' . B'y y .
y \ cuuiski entered the game, was
fouled and dropped two free
AUG1E KARCHER
throws to put Cotter out of reach.
j
(Jotter shot 38 percent for the
Sporfs Editor
t game, another point that pleased
Nett. Marian put in 35 percent of
its shots.
Cashen,
tays
Bill
"ONE MORE YEAR , (ust on* mor« ya»ar,''
, Wit-bout, the mighty free throw
Uie dean of coaches in this area and patriarch of Arcadia High tine game "wouldn't have - been
close. Marian held a 17-11 edge in
Scbool .
The long-time Arcadia football coach isn 't quite ready to retire that department,
THREE COTER playen wer«
yet. "I'm just starting my second term her« — Hiat Ls, my second forced to .the bench via the foul
35 years!" he grins.
route. Sam Czaplewski , who pick¦'
It was a pleasure to chat with Cashen at Arcadia 's Lions Club ed up his iirst on the opening
jump ball , Gene Schultz and Rick
athletic banquet Monday night.
Starzecki all went out in the last
And
that'
him.
s
He hasn 't changed much from how I remember
stanza.
't
be
Bill
Cashen
if
he
good, because it just wouldn
"Judge was the player that real •had changed.
ly looked good," Nett said. "I' ve
been waiting for him to break
Cashen admits he has good reaspn to want to
Loose in the scoring depai tmen t
keep his football job ". Arcadia will have eight of
ever since 5ie played center. He
its 11 starters back when the gridders report next
rebounded rea l well."
fall. Of course, Chuck Killiart will be missing,
Paul Gasner led the Marian atbut look for Cashen to fill that big gap somehow.
tack with 15 points, Chuck Stienbauer had 1.4¦ and Weller 10.
THE NEXT two Cotter game*,
CASHEN HAS nothing but jood wordi for
are
crucial ones. On them ride
Kiilian , both as a high school player and ¦college
the Ramblers' hopes of a confer'
.- prospect. .
ence championship. Tlie big test
' "I'd tike to go to cither Wisconsin or Minne'.¦
comes Friday at St. Stan 's. Rochester Lourdes will be the opposiiota ," Kiilian confided the other night.
Cashen
He has the size and competitive spirit that it takes for Big tion. With Cotter riding the crest
of a . three-game win streak, that
ten football.
iias brought its record to 9-8, and
Lourdes fresh from a win over
THE REV. JOSEPH Atidreiewskl of Arcadia pointed out fa Pacelli anything 'could happen.
Tuesday it is Waseca Sacred
Billy Bruton that he was in the stands the day that Milwaukee
Coun ty Stadium opened in 1953 and . Bruton hit the first homer in Heart. Feb. 16 the Ramblers wind
up against Arcadia and then its
the new park to win the Braves' first hom« game in 10 innings.
on to the tournament wars.
"I' ve got news for you , too, "Rev ," said Bruton; "That was tho
cottar («)
. "Marian (47 )
only home run I hit all year."
Ig llpMp
fg ft pf tp
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ONLY TWO BOWLING Warn* from thi« area will ba .- competing '
In the American Bowling Congress tournament in Des Moines.
Lambert Kowalewski's Hot Fish Shop crew of the Athletic Club
Classic League goes April 8-9.
Pel 's. Cafe of St. Charles, which bowls in the HaMlod Four-City,
' shoots ; Feb. 18-19.
Jim Schneider has booked 16 spots in the
Tribune Classic for 3:lj p.m. April 7 in Minneapolis. See him if you want on the shift.
;

;

>

¦ • ' : •¦ :

"•
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¦

FOR THREE MONTHS now, I' ve been hearing
Art Kern complain that he 's going to quit bowling,
that he's getting too old and that he hasn 't got
time to bowl.
And yet he keeps om bowling and keeps on
beating me, which of course isn't too hard to do.
It'll be a sad day if Kern quits bowling and
converts his battered ball into a doorstop. Then
Karn
the only thing we'll have to argue will be the Republican party.
CONGRATULATIONS to "new bowler" Mary Hengel for a 20&
game in the Hal-Rod Pin Dusters League . . . Condolences to Lou
Martin , 163-average bowler, for a 375 series in the Hal-Hod Legion
League. One "300 Club" patch coming tip!
OFF THE CUSHION: Jim Roberts, former manager of Westgate
Bowl , has joined the Daily News classified advertising staff . ...
Highest men 's series in several years at Wabash a Lanes was rolled
recently by Ken Nelson who smashed 679. Previous high was John
Eurrichter 's . 056. Nelson is business administrator nt the Wabash a
Community Clinic . . . . Bill Bruton feels l ack of secondary pitching
hurt Detroit last year. "We picked up Sam Jones in that ' trade
which will help, " says Bruton . . , Dan Dobhek , who spoke in
Winona recently, probabl y feels pretty good about ' being traded lo
Cincinnati. He wasn 't getting.much piny with the Twins ' - -outfield
pretty well set.

5 3 4 1]
I 3 1 5
l l i t
I 1 317
0-000
10 5 4
1 1 S 1
_ .— —¦• —
Totalt l» al J4 4»

Mo<i|eskl
Keprowskl
Ciaplcwskl
Judge
Burley
Schulti
Starzecki
COTTER
MARIAN

MCAnsiany
Gainer
Weller
VonBuden
Sullivan
Marllc
Slolribauer
McCarthy

1
5
3
0
1
0
5
I

0 J z
3 0 is
4 J 10
0 1 6
14 i
111
4 5 14
I 1 Q
¦
Total! 131711 47
1» 10 » 14—49
.11 10 10 14—47

tahar Returns
To Colgate Job

HAMILTON , N.Y. (AP) - Harold W. (Hal ) Lahar, who had
three winning seasons in iive as
Colgate University football coach ,
is returning to direct the Red
Raiders' 19-62 edition ;
Lahar , h ere from 1952 through
1950, was hired Tuesday to replace Alva Kelley, who resigned
curlier in the day to> become an
industrial engineer in Buffalo.
Lahar was head coach last season at the University of Houston ,
where his team compiled a 5-4-1
record. After his resignation at
season 's end . he opened an insurance business , in Houston.
His retiirn to Colgate wns
"something of a sudden turn in
events ," h« said at his home in
Houston Tuesday night .
"I Went to New York Friday
and talked to them Saturday and
Sunday, " be said. "Then 1 catne
home , called then; and - accepted
the jo b."

GOODHUE ROMPS TO 10T H

Wabasha Loses 65-57
rallied to lend 27-22 nt the half
and 44-3.1 with eight minutes left
lo gain Ihe win.
Lowell Grosshfieh paced the wintiers Willi 23 points nnd John Sands
got 10. Don Lyke flipped in . If> for
( .ioodlitu* ran its win streak in Dovcr-E'lyota which won . the prethe Onlemiin! ('(inference to 10 liminary 2(1-14.
Tuesday wilh a lUM'l victory ovor
—141ft4n, In olher " loop names Han .
ilolph nipped i Wiilmshn <i5-57 and
Ma/ep im blasted Dovet' -Kyota 6337 for its first win.
Goodhue hail little trouble in
recording its win, The Wildcats
led lti-H , 'Ul- 'il) nnd fll-33 at the
quarter turns ,
A pnlr of Jims hookoil tip in a
Tim O'Kciliy fired In *J4 points pitcliin i*' duel for tl\e Cnlholii * HeMIK I Curl Call strut)) nt fur the win- ereiitl on Center 's City hiduor .sottners. Dave Uelin kon gut 10 for K|- bull title Tuesday nit-iht ntul Jim
L*in which !o.st Ihe "!'," game :)H-i!l . LwiROvvski of Shorty 's t'liiorcecl
tin* viol or over Jim Sovitrlun o-f
AFTER RANDOLPH hfld moved Lanes i' -Q to take the crown .
(j
I a 2(1 17 flr.st nu/irtcr lead WaLim^owski Rnvu up four hits ntul
hasha rallied for u 40-3H luilltitii c struck out 10 men while SoveriKii
ninrgifi . H.-tiidolph got its offensive wliiifwl four mid nave up five hit s ,
machine p .o inu in the third period Latin * Carroll had three hits for
find, npened a .*V.H-l gap liemling Laii|*s. Hich Mitr i'iu-r U*il Shorty ' s
into Ihe final period .
all nek with Iwo singles while leinnHick I'rcsMiiill . nncI Dave Korcn- mate <i«*ne (ioi iicy tripled .
M)ii got 2li and ill jmint.s for the
I'layoffs start f it e s d n y , wit It
il delicts. .Ion Gilltnoie hit 111, Jim Watkins Products noiiii* against
C' oncidine 14 and Leroy Kckslrnnd Shorty 's
in the opener mid Lan^ s
13 tor tlie Indians.
iiHH 'tiii i! .S unshine in th e .socoiid
Wahash a salvaged a 4fl-2'i "Jl" eonleM ,
H imte win.
(Jeor i'c ,S(-|tiln*s , a native of K IIR AT THE END of tho first period land , led Wyo ming ' s sofcer .scur;il Ma/t*ppii Ihe score was deiid- ers during the past wason wilJt
locked ul JO-JO . Th<< home forces l(i H uak.
CENTENNIAL

W
Goodhue
10
'
Randolph .., ,.. •
Wabasha
6
Elgin
4

L
W L
0 Far. Deaf
... J t
1 Oover-Eyote
, 3 t
4 Maieppa
I f
4

Shorty 's Wins
Softball Crown

)
)
:' PHOENIX SCRIBES
1 HONOR WARMATH
PHOENIX , Arlx. t/Pt-Mlnnesota lootball Con-ch Murraiy
Warmnt"h Tuesday nlghf was
named-Sports Pt-n-sonallty cf
the Year by the Phoenix Press
Box Association.
The honor was given Warmath »1 the group 's 13th annua) sports awards dinner
honoring Ariiona's. outstanding
athlefes and coaches ot 1941.

Sports
Calendar
BASKETBALL

Fob. ;—St. Mary 'i «t liamllm,
l eb. f—Wlnonn Hloh «t Albtrl L*;
Kachoilor Lourdes »t colttr.
Feb. 10 — OcmldJI -Jt«l» tt WI MCIU
Slat*, Macalaitur at St, Mary 'i.

HOCKEY

Feb. 7—ll, Mary 'i at, Augaburg,

SWIMMING

Feb. >—Oflnnell at Wlnon* 51»t«.
Feb, 10—Winona It lo ll at St. Loult
Paik ,

WRESTL ING

Fob. t—Altirtl L«a at Winona Hlom
Michigan Tech at Winona StAta ,
Feb. to—South Dakota {lata «| Winona Slafa.

BEMIDJI,

REDMEN DOWN ¦'. . . Bob Trytek , St; ': Mary 's
wingman , lies to the left of the goal as Bemidji' s
Bob Classman roars past him; in this bit -of action
from the St. Mary 's-Bemidji hockey game Tues-.

day afternoon at Terrace Heights . The Bemidji
goaiie is Bob Sinclair . St. Mary 's lost the game
5-2/ (Daily News Sports Photo)

Winona Glovers Shoot
For Sectional Crow n

VV worm s Country
Kitchen
Golden Glove boxing team puts
its chances for the J9C2 seci tonal title on the line tonight at Itochestcr's Mayo Civic Auditorium
in the finals of this year's ¦ tourne y- - .- -.
In last Tuesday 's Opening
round , four of .Winona 's five entered
fighters
ca m e through
with victories to
push the Country
Kitchen team into the lead in
point standings .
. Duane Huwald,
welterweight ,
Tom Van Hoof
and Gary Knaupf ,
both lightweights, ;
and Larry Du- :
Bo is , featherKittlesoti
weigh t, .all fough t

ST.

¦
; ¦: ' .- . " '

THOUGH TIME Is running out
as far as;title hopes are concerned , Hamline is in the driver ' s sent
for the NAIA stale playoff , since
Duluth is ineligible , having won the
MIAC last year.
Can St. Mary 's he the spoiler?
The ltedmcn are only fi-12 for
the year but Mondny snapped n
seven-game winning streak by healing Loras. Coach Ken WiKgen 's
crew should be n relaxed club and
«"n uiSet 'ls not nn impossibil ity.
WITH WINONA teams in action

every night for six straight nights,
they take Tlmrsclny night «>ff before heading Into tuiolher hl^ weekend.
Kriday, Winona High 17-ti ) .journeys to Albert Lea and Cotter dill) plnys host to Rochester Lottnles
Sat urday nifihl Winona State
(n i l ) entertain * Bemidji Stale nt
Memorial Hull and St. Mary 's (012) takes on Macalester til Terrace
Heights.
As a foursome , the city schools
have compiled a 'lO-Hii record to
date with only the Winhnwks and
Hiiinhlers almve |he .Ml) mark.
•
BADGERS SWIMMERS WIN

MADIS ON , Wis. w. Wisconsin 's
suimnior.s ciiplitee d the 4i(HI-yai d
free style rel ny—lhe final event
on the prog riun—nnd eilned Illinois fi-l-fiii Tuesday night lor their
first dual .swimmi/i*,1 meet viv Uiry
over the Jllini in *l\ years ,

LOC/LCotter 4t, Owntorna Marian 47.
Marian "B" 30, Colter "B" 54.
RAVOUX—
Rochester Lourdei 47, Auitin Pacelli 38,
ROOT RIVER—
Spring Grove 71, Houiton 73,
CENTENNIALGoodhue 60, Elgin 41.
Randolph 63, Watj aiha 37.
Mmtppa 63, Dovor-Eyota 37,
MISSISSIPPI VALLEtr—
tlUck River Fall* 66, Mondovi 41.
Crtlppowa Falls it, Durand ii (3 OT).
Arcadia J«7, Cochrane FC 37.
DAIRVLAND—
WMlohnll 71, Auguita 41.
EI«va-t»rum-J». A Ima - Contir 3J. V •
Blair 68, Osioo 36,
NON CONF ERENCEMlniloro 63, Onalaska Luther 44.
La Croiso Aquliiai "B" 5(, Hokah St,
I'fltor 30.
Chatllold 3B, Malcl 33.
Sprlnn Valley 63, LoRoy 37,
H.irmony 6B, Caledonia 48.
Wykoll 85, Canton 56.
NOflBoiton 11», St. loulj 114.
Now York 116, Loi Angolci 111.
Syracuse 137, Chicago 133.
Detroit 11V, Cincinnati lie.
ABt.—
San I'ranclico 116 , Cleveland 113.
K amat city 88, Hawaii 63.
MAJOR COLLEGES—
Mill. 73, Rhode Island 67.
Penn State 60, Gettysburg . 41.
Main 78, Now Hampshire as,
St, BonavcnlUro III, Tonn. Slate 104.
M,C. Slate 71, Dnhn 55.
Maryland 7», North Carolina al.
Memphis Stale «8, Willia m J. Wlary ;o.
Gcomla 91, The citadel 86.
Loyola (La.) 106, Tampa )!.
Smith Carolina «, Clemson 74.
l«4ofi« Oamo 80, Canlslu* 73,
Marshall 47, Miami (Ohio) J». TCU 63, Texas Tech 43.
linvlor 74, Arkansas 60.
SMU 84, Texas 83 (OT).
THKas AAM BU, R ice 73,
UPPER MIDWEST COLLEG ES—
Wnttiburn 63, Onij ha SI.
Oilitrosh 83, Mlcti , Toc h 63.
Mayvllle (N.O.) »8, Ellcndalc 31.
Pakola wcslcyan *», Yankton <o .
Morthlnnd 10], rtorlliwesleri) (Minn.) II.
Saiflhern (S.D.) 80, Huron 6».
Iluuna vista 91, trVtstmar to.

MARY 'S

today

*play« at

GOPHERS RA/Sf
GRID TICKE TS
MINNEAPOLIS^-T K ai UnU
versify of Minnesota, traditionally the lastf member of
¦
the Western Canfere.net. . . •**•>.
anntunj;edl
raise ticket priiet,
today through athletit director
Ike Armstrong that a corrtbinatioh of clrcumstancet is
forcing it to raise its football
game ticket* for the 1942 »«a, son from $4 to $4.50 per game.
All other conference schools
has increased football ticket
prices to $«.S0 and $5 prior te>
the' -.1W. I season. .
t h e University 's Athletic
Senate by whose action the increase was made gave rising
costs of operafliig Minnesota's
mammorh intercollegiate and
intramural athletic programs,
the necessity for additional fa~
cilities, and mounting maintenance costs as the reasons
for the price raise.

Maple Leaf
Teams Sweep
Non-Loop Tilts
Maple : Leaf Conference teams
proved themselves superior to the
teams in the Root River Confer-y
ence Tuesday night, AH four off tht
teams iri action turned in non-loop
victories.
Chatfield pulled one surpris-e as
it moved past Rtabel i - undefeated - :
iri . nine Root Kiver games,. 58-52.
Harmony had no mercy for Caledonia which it beat 68-48 behind
30 points by Jim Jensen.
In other games Spring tV alley
romped over Leroy 65-37 and Wykoff smashed Canton 85-56.
CHATFIELD kept Mabel behind

all night as it broke to a 11-9 first
period lead stretched it to 28-25 at
halftime and 38-36 heading int o the
last quarter.
Al Bernard flipped in 16 points,
Dave Harwood 15 and Dick Tuohy
MR. M
13 for the winners. Dave Milne got
Wrestles Here Feb. 16
13, Davis Usgaard 11, Jim Sidebot- ' - . .
torn and Butch Sanderi 10 for MaHOUSTON- LAP) — Joe Brown, bel. . - '
a little guy who likes to fight,
hopes to put a twist to the usual
HARMONY LED 13-7, 23-15 and
Las; Vegas tale, y
53-40 at the quarter turns in dis"Instead of leaving there broke posing of Cahko-nia.
I'm going to bring about $60,000 Don Haugen got 10 for the Can!
back with me," the lightweight inals and Lyle Besse and Mi *.
boxing champion of the world Percuoco 13 and 11 for the War- ;
grinned.
riors. y
Brown fights the No. 1 lightTexas, and weighs in at 238. weight challenger , Carlos Oritz of
CANTON NEVER had a chance
Scarpello , 226 pounds , is from New York in Vegas Feb. 24 and as Wykoff broke to a 20-10 first
Iowa City, Iowa.
.he's looking for his biggest pay- period lead. -At ' - .h alftime i t - .was'
Rikita Kalmikoff , 240, Rustov, day.
47-16 and Wykoff went to its reRussia, opposes Duke Hoffman,
serves.
This is ths little Negro's 12th
237. Buffalo , N.Y/., in a one-fall ,
Ray Neis hit 21 points , Jim Wagtitle defense, a record for light30 minute special bout.
ner
19 and Merlin Hare 18 for tin
'
Back to Mr. M. Has he ever weights. Brown s plans were in- Wykats. Don Halverson and Lynn
terrupted
a
bit
Tuesday
when
he
been defeated ? Once in his life.
Dale Turner had 17 and 15 for
Early in his career an opponent was **harge<d with carrying a pis- Canton.
cracked him over the head with tol . He was released on bond and
In "B" squad action Chatfield
a chair and he was called a los- said he . plans to make the fight.
pounded
Mabel 29-17, Harmony
forgotten
Brown
said
he
had
.
er, Since then he has run off
500 consecutive victories in eight that the pistol was in his car. He tipped Caledonia 37-36 and Wykoff
blasted Canton 48-21.
made $800 bond.
years.
A note to the fans. Stay your
distance from the ring. Mr. M
doesn 't like people. He says,
"Pm the No. 1 loner in the
world. I don 't like peopl e in any
1Winona^mmm*XI * "
. *W I f I { \w j \y * wm
capacity. In fact , I'd go 1,000
miles out ot my way to eat if
it means avoiding people."

Brown Expects
SoDjOTake

Mr. M to Head
Mat Card Here

Redmen Meet
Pipers Tonight
In St. Paul

the

POI.
Bemldil C5>
St. Mary's (2)
Sinclair
Caldwell . . :....... G
i
.........
O
........
Magnussoi
— Brandt
Beaulieu
'...,.. D :..,..... Sanderson
LaFohc.
MtCormick . . . . . . . . C
W . . . . . . . . . . . . O'Ntll
Tlerney
.' . . : W . . . . . . . . . . Slocomia
Trytek .
ST. MARY'S SPARES: Berrlgan, Anderion.BEMIDJI SPARES: Chaput, Benion.
Glaumsn,
Scalotta,
Harvey,
Milter;
Drev/ei, Hietla.
FIRST PERIOD: Scoring, Bemldil—Benton (unassisted) 1:37; St. Mary 's—Tlerney
(Beaulieu) 5:47 ; • St, Mary 's—Tlerney (Anderson) 11:10; Bemldil—Sloconibe (Sanderson) 12:07. Penailfles—Hont.
SECOND PERIOD: Scoring, SemldJI—
Sanderson (Classman, Drewes ) 3:34. Penalties—Scalotta (pushing), Mccormick (pushing), Beaulieu (kneeing), Slocombe (roughing), Drewes . (II legal checking).
Third Period: Scoring, La F ond (unassisted) 6:55i Chaput (Harvey) 8:30. Penalties
—Benson (pushing), Berrlgan (pushing),
Magnusson (charging). ' .
STOPS: Caldwell (5M) . . . . J 1 4—14
Sinclair (B)
* 5 12—23

PALM BEACH . Fla. (AP ) ¦Veteran pro Sam Snead — competing against
a field of top -wom¦
en golfers ' — nursed a one-stroke
lead after 36 holes in the Royal
Poncian a
Invitational
Tournament. . . . .
Snead got into the final 36 holes
today with a 3-under-par 105 on
the plush Paint; Beach Par 3 Golf
Club. He: is the only man in the

One 'Stroke behind Snead was
Ruth Jessen of Seattle who fired
twin 53s. .
Mickey Wrigh t, Murle Lindtheir way through opening bouts. stronx. and Marilynn Smith were
They will be going for titles to- next with 107s night along with Mike ¦Kittle-son;
EX-fAARKSAAAN DIES
middleweight, Gary Puterba '-u 'gh ,
LA CROSSE,Wis. UPJ-Will Ott,
light heavyweight and Ron Puterwinner of a Gol d Medal in rifle
baugh , heavyweight.
shooting at the " 1893 World's Fair
Kittleson and the two Puterin Chicago and a one-time prombaughs were seeded into the
inent bowler , died at a hospital
semifinals. ' • "
Tuesday- at the age of.96.
Coach Chuck Puterbaugh figured his team had a good chance
to . take the title if . some of the
fighters in the lower weights
came through with victories: in
tho opening round. With four of
the five winning: the first nigh t,
he now feels that with a little
luck this will no longer be a "hope
but reality.
"We 're going to have to have
some luck , but if the boys come
The red mask and the mysthrough the way they did last
Tuesday we should be in good tery surrounding it will be a big
part of a professional wrestling
shape," Puterbaugh said.
All fighters winning tonight card set for the National Guard
will represent this section in the Armory Feb, 16 in Winona.
Tlie red mask? Mr. M naturalUpper Midwest Tournament at
ly. A 310 pound giant that hides
Minneapolis.
behind a mask to force his opponents to go- all out when
wrestling in an attempt to unniask him.
Mr. M could possibly meet his
match here in Winona. He will
be going against Tiny Mills , a
rugged 270-pound grappler from
Gamrose, Canada: It will be a
best ' of three falls , one hourtime limit main event.
The semifinal will send Bob
Geigel , a main event altraction
as part of Ihe Winter Carnival
St. Mary 's Hodmen , with every- program , against Joe Scaipello.
Geigel hails from Amarillo ,
thing to win and not too much to
lose, invade . 'St. Paul tonight to
take on Hamline which has a lot
lo lose.
The Pi|iers, B-2 in the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Athletic C o n f e r ence , need n victory to stay on the
heels of unbeaten Duluth.

tied

Augsburg in ZMinneapolis and Saturday is host to Gustavus Adolphus
in an afternoon tiff.
Molock announced the remainder of the Redmen card as follows:
Feb.—At Bemidji ; Feb. 13—At
Hamline: Feb. 15—St. Thomas
here "and Feb . 17—St. John 's here.

Snead Carries
2-Slroke Edge

field.

however,

count at ' 12:07 on Reggie Slocombe's goal and assist by Mervyn
Sanderson .
The Beavers went ahead 3-2 on
the only goal of the second period ,
a shot by Sanderson who teamed
with Bob Classman and Jerry
Drewes on ' a ' perfectly-executed attack on Redmen goalie Dick Caldwell.'
Paul LaFond and Vic Chaput
put the game out of reach with
third period goals.

ig a hard-checking aggregation ,
ckey team 5-2 Tuesday afternoon
:e Heights.
nine games-for the Beavers and
10 starts.
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Francis Bags
36 for Saints
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Jim Francis is one of tiie reason s wh y tho San Francisco Saints
are out in front in tho Western
Division of tli-e American Basketbiill League,
lie put on a slick performance
Tuesday night as the Saints'beat
the Cleveland Pipers 126-123 at
Sandusky, Ohi o. He flipped in'the
winning basket from underneath
wit h only 19 seconds left ns a fitting climax to liis game total of
¦1I> JIDMltsThe Kansas City Steers beat the
Hawaii Chiefs 88-1)5 at San Diego
In tlie other- scheduled leagu e
game.
¦
Grady Wallace holds the season
basketball scoring record for South
Carol ina , Ho made DOB points in
'tin- f!*57 cum paign.
I ....

..

,..

..

BRAND NEW BEDS!
GENUINE U.S. ARMY CONVERTIBLE
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AC Teams Juggle Tourney
Leaders; Hamm s in Second
Dobberphul
Cracks 660

City Meet
Bowling

HAMM'S lEEtt
CI«»«lc-AC : .
Hi
Jama* Bimbenak .
BUI Ball . . . . . . . . . 3)4
John Bill
. ... ... . I M
H»rv»y SUvtr . . . . . . 3S0
Andy Kutcllnikl . . . . HI
1041
SEVEN-UP
CLASSIC—4C
Claranca B*ll . . . . . . 171
¦' .....r-.- '-lM
Ev Cora
Stan Wieciwtk
ill
. Ill
Jo« Lojltek ¦ - . '

111 H*—M
Stl 10-4)7
linn- jll
in IM—«]»
W »»—JW
«M» MJ-100-JW
111
l
il
lti
1T«

I74—S1B ¦
ltt—JOJ ' • ' .
14J-454
114—S»

I DAIRYUNP

Eleva-Strum
Nips Lincoln
DAIRYLAND
w t

wt

downing Augusta 71-62 .ind Blair
romped over Osseo 68-,")6 .; ' - . -

' Sam
Gerson Counts Shuffliri
Settles Case
433; Women's In lower Court
Team Hits 989

¦: . LOUISVli.L 'k , Ky '
'APi-Shtifflin ' Sain - Thompson: who con- '
vin 'cc<! , tne U.S. Snprentp- .Court . he
pot a fast ' shuffle nn a loiterinj ;
charge, is ' leaving - - his latest case
at a lt>*er .- level, Thompson, K> . a Nogro handy man , appeared ia police ' court
Tuesday and was fine d -*?25 on
charges of . disorde rly conduct ,
amended from malicious ' - striking.
The matter ' stemmed' fro fn an . aW
gument with . a neighbor , in which
both were accused of hitting each
other with - a hamrrjer . The
¦ neighbor also was .fined , . . '
The . Supreme ' - ' Court , ruled in
Sam 's favor 20 monthf ago when
he appealed the two $10 fines on
the loitering arrea;. . Police said
he was dancing in a tavern . Sam
said, .' .'he was just "sluiffiiii ' ". his
feel 'o keep warm. ,
,.Sam failed to pa y, his fine Tuesday and was takcj i -to. -jail ,

Three ' BOOS were t olled at 'Westgate
Bowl and one ' ' at- Hal-Rod
Bob WoUbrod
177 VS IIJ—51J
17 at the .quarter and 31-2*3 at half111 MO 1DOJ—lit—1W
Lanes
in Winona bowling action
lime before playing the Hornets on
BOB'S BEER
Tuesday night. .
CtaMlc-AC
even
terms
in
the
second
half.
The
. Eleva-Struni won the one that
John cmictnl .... ... UI in US—»S
Bernie Gerson , Home Furniture
Phil Bambenelc . . . . . IM 175 ItO—S»l
counted the most in Dairyland win was the eighth against one loss in the Llks league at Weslqale,
Vic PellowiKI - . . . . 110 111 177—571
in the loop for the Cardinals. Alma
Conference
Action
Tuesday
as
it
Frank Dobberphul .. I
l
l 114 11J—M0
toppled 235—f.33 for the night ' s
Five teams from the host WiEd Mroistc
. . . . . 151 IM 16*—505
,
•defeated Alma Center Lincoln Center stands 53.
Sunbeam Bakery nil .l ,'i> &—
hi#n.
M5
H3
Ml—17*—im
nona AC Lanes smashed into the
Duane Sctuiltz fired in 16 point s,
59-52 . The Cardinals now- own a
HOT FISH SHOP
2,772
lor
team
highs:
top ten in the Winona Men's City
Claulc-AC
two-game lead in the loop as the Dale Olson and Ken Riphenburg
lti 112 17g—Jll
jhn Yalmk*
Westgate also had the second
bowling tournament Tuesday night.
14 and Jack Davis 12 . . for . ' the
race heads to the end.
IM 112 1SJ—511
Clar Rlvirj
Hamm 's Beer belted 3,027 to
Cards. Ron Hart hit 13 and Jay high in Gary Match' s 223—-524 for
Lambert Kowaltwikl 1*1 t» l«-554
;
Inother
contests
White
hall
got
Westgate Bowl in the .American
. . m m Hi—$n
Gordon Pakler .
take over second place, four ; pins
' lit lie 1»J—SM
its' fourth win against Six losses by Buckley 10 for the Hornets which League. Fran Hengel hit 617 and
Jerry ourtikt
shy of Mayan 's Grocery which took
"B"
lost
the
game
20-26.
in ioo» m—no—mi
the team 1020—2 .938. . '
the lead Monday night,
KEWPEE tUNCH ANNEX
•WHITEHALL trailed Augusta 14ClasiK-A-C
Tom. Nichols crashed 623 for
'
Rich ciweHna
Hi ITS 1»»—J57 ¦
S E V E N- U P SHOT 2,9W for
13 at the quarte r but . led at- half- Del s Cafe in Hal-Rod 's Four-City
Rudy Eflel
. . . . . . . . . 1)7 IM IM—IM '
third , Bub's Beer 2,975 Tor fourth ,
time 32-29, In the second 16 min- League. Ralph wj ieczorek's 225 led
Andy Keller ........ Ut 180 20J—$42
Dan Glubtca . . . . . . . . 212 1SI 170—540
Hot Fish Shop 2,903 for sixth , and
utes the Norsemen outscored the Holmay Motors lo: 942—2,688 and
Jerry Roie-k .. .. . . . 110 141 110—501
Kewpee Annex 2,885 for ninth.
Beavers 39-33.
the second half championship.
•04 143 «rt-134—IMS
WINONA PLUMBING CO,
Chuck Christiansen nette d 23
WESTGATE BOWL: HiawathaHowever , - only 60 teams have
Clajslc—AC
points, Don Hanson 17 and Francis Lew Hatleli , Norman 's Electric,
now bowled and another 132 have
Lambert Blank . . . . . U4- 101 I7J—53I
Ralph Palbictcl . . . . . l»o- Ita 151—53»
Kokott 10 for tlie winners. John hit 222 and Neil lJocbbcrt , Dutcha chance to unseat the leaders.
Dick paiky . . . . . . . . ; 114 140 1J2—424
Smith tossed in 24 and Jim Thomp- man 's Bar, 531; Team honors went
Jim Schneider , city association
Ches Poianc . : . . . . . . 162: 121 111—4*)1
Frank Chuplla ;...:. Itt 1*1 208-401
son 14 for the Beavers.
to Federated Mutual *»vith 936 and
secretary, this morning: revealed
«2 I2« 8<5—IK—Jill
Whitehall won the "B? game 37- Speltz 's Garage with 2,597.
that , actual team entry was 192
FEDERAL SUNBEAM CAKES
22. .' .
.y - ." :.'
Retail-Hal-Rod
teams, six more than originally
Wenonah — Eleanor Przybyl Walt Woeg«
:, . . . : 134) 187 Ut-JW
announced.
Gordon Nyseth . . . . . 1*6 I4» 171—514
GOTEBORG, Sweden 'AD InBLAIR LED 16-9, 25-21 and 44-35 ski tumbled 187 to lead; the Un•
¦;-.
1SJ»
137
Ruisol Flsk
Hamm 's smashed a record 1,068
gemar Johansson has a three-part at the quarter turn s iri gaining tbucbables to 84(5— 2 ,418 and a first
Byrle Tschumper . . . 137 174 Us—474
Emil Natcak .
16B 157 245-541
plan for his . comeback , providing victory No, 6 against four losses. place tie. Margo Triibl , Go-Gators,
scratch game and a 2,9 27 scratch
7?3 104 848-114—277*
he beats former British champion ' Don Nanstad and Dennis Dale lipped 488.
GRAHAM 4 McGUIRE
Joe Bygraves in their ]0-round each hit 19 points for Blair and
City-Hal-Rod
HAL-ROD: Ladios—Marlyn Pci¦
Bob Giossel
.. . : . . 1»« 183 1*1-572
heavyweight bout here Friday Paul Larson 11. Ed Morris scored kert, lleddy Killowatt . with 577 led
BURLINGTON ', ¦ Wis. , fAP *> . . Newel Pcdenon . ... 179 174 174—527
'
nighL - y
. 19, Darrell Bagley 13 and Steve 50O scorers in this league. Betty This city 's nine policemen have of- ,
Ken Parker
.. 155 134 166-455
.. . . - ; ; . . . . --181 18* 183-533
At Smith
Mayan Grocery - Legion, H.-R .'. . 3,031
Biltgcn -hit 237 for Cozy Corner fererl to give up a week' s vacation
1. Challenge Dick Richardson of Void It for the losers;
Andy owe<ke
.: 14^ 121 178-444
. Hamm's Beer - Classic, AC . . . . .. 3,037
Blair was a 34-31 winner in the which blasted 989. third highest pay each .. as their contrihution to
157 801 8*2-228—277* Wales for the European title.
Seven-Up - Classic, AC . , . . . ; . . . i,«mWATKINS PRODUCTS
women 's team £ame : this season; the wife and two childre n of slain ,
'2. Fight Sonny Listen in ari out- preliminary .
Bub's Beer ¦ Classic, AC . . . . . . . . t,97S
Eagles—Hal-Rod
.
Robb Bros. Store - Classic, WG . 3,936
Ed Buck's topped 2,650. Other 500s brother officer Sgt Anthony Eilers.
Dick Otloson
. . . . . 171) 133 123—42*
door
bout
there.
Old Doe's • Bay State; WO . . . . 1,910
Dean Eberhard . .. '- , W 125 147-344
came from Esther . Pozanc 3-"i2,
The 39-year-oid Eilers was shot ¦
Hot Fish Shop • Classic, AC . . . . . J,«J
. . . . . . . 18* 171 145-503
Bill Luklts;ch
3. Take another crack at the
Biltgen 551 , Leona Lubinski 545, to death with his own gun early ' •' • '
Central Motor - 4-Clty, HR
. . . . 1,900
Tom O'Connor . . . . . . 181 21J 155-54P
.
title
,
world
Kewpee Lunch - Classic, AC . . . . 3,885
Harry Johnson . . . . . . IM 191 180-54P
Phyllis Thurley 535. Irene Gos- Monday morning.
Sfova 's Cocktail - Vie., ' KK . . . . . . 2,884
Sll 840 750-314-2717
"I'm still young," lngo, 29, said
tomski 519. Eleanor Stall! 504 and
A 21-year-old es-eonvicf , : Wilson
BUNKE'S APCO
today, "and I' ve got another five
VFW-Hal-Rod
Joyce Harders 500.
Brook
of nearby Racine , has adKen Hubbard : . . . . .; 14.5 181 121—447
years of box ing in me. I think I
mitted
the slayin g and has been
Lucky
Ladiet—Merlene
Hailiday,
170-442
1S411I
Roger
Semted
.
.
.
.
series in its assault which was
am still good enough to win back
Del prodrlnskl
. 14.1 142 136-439
Sammy's Pizza , knocked down 233 charged with first degree. .murder.
led by Bill Bell's. 637 and Harvey
the world title if I get a chance."
John Sandstede . . . . . 160 135 141-43*
—536 , R, D. Cone 915 and -Scv-eri- Brook , held in jail without , bond,
: 2« 140 17»-S4»
Stever 's 630. Bell shot 254-171-212.
Dick Seeling
The former champ, yvho hasn 't
830 734 747—3*8—2481:
Up 2.590. Jo Biltgen posted 527 and implicated his -17-year-old brother,
ROOT RIVER
;
KALMES TIRE SERVKE
fought since he lost by a knockout
STEVER OPENED with a 250
Max, . - .' y . . ¦ ¦• '
: Harriet Kirchner .507.
' -'
¦
'
Redmen—A
-WL
.
WL ;
.
to heavyweight king Floyd Patgame- which;;included nine strikes
Roy Wlldgrube
143 174 122-43*
KEGLERS
KLUB:
Commercial
Wabet
» 0 Rushford . . . . . . 4 5
Authoritiet stiff have not dt«
Art Brom
123 131 156-400
terson in Miami last March , has Caledonia . . . . . . I Houston . . . . . . . l » ---Bert Junibeck' s 563 series led
and three split conversions. He
Bcrnle Kalrnes . ; . . . . l«6 14* ls»-4»4
seemed, serious about training for Peterson . . . . . . S Canton . . . . . . . 1 * Teamsters Local 799 to "Jy8—2.596. cided about ' charges against . Max. ,
started his second garne with anStan Hansgen . . . . .. . 137 147 124-308
Spring Orov* , . 5 4
Racine County i)ist; Atty. John
the Bygraves fight.
Herman Sehoth
. .. ISO 17* 1M-51*
other converted split and finished
¦ -¦ . .
Don Skappel fired 197 for N. A Peyton said he would ask juvenile
7CJ 797 751—4CM)-r2*S7
(Special) - H/!verud.
with 192-188.
W1NOMA BOILER 8. STEEL
; "I went on a d' iet , "-]ngo said.. HOUSTON ,. Minn.
authorities to waive ju risdiction so
Wed.-S1. Martin's
Spring Groye tipped Houston 78Hamm 's had an even 100 pins
"Previously,
I
used
to
ST- MARTIN'S: Tuesday Nite— that Max could lie prosecuted as
.
.
.
.
.
.
K7
140-3*3
eat
any11*
Edgar FMeld .
73
in
a
Root
River
Conference
handicap, lowest of any team in
Ken Morrison
. 184 140 124-370
thing and everything at anytime.
Red Owl fired 981 whilj Hern Pet- an adult. Court offic ials involved
Frank Darby . . . . . . . 133 14* 124—448
makeup game here Tuesday. The
the meet.
¦'. „ 131 13* 142-3M
Now
I
don
't
and
I
feel
fi
tter
and
Andy
Gesell
TWO FOR CHUCK . . . Chuck Killian of Arcadia jumps into
win was the Grovers ' fifth against er, Merchants Bank , registered 532 were out of the.city Tuesday.
Top individual of the night was
Carl Brertlow . . . . .. HI 11* 121-401
harder. " He said he weighs.' 198!
aiid Howard Bradley, Out Door
The plan of Burlington • ' police- '. <35 > '. and John Wolfe of
the
air
to
shoot
while
Xarry
McFarlira
four- losses while Houston is 1-8.
673^-344—2J57
«7I
«0
Frank Dobberphul of Bub' s who
Store
193.
men
to raise funds for Mrs. Doro- y
His
friend
and
adviser
Edwin
,
'
After trail ing 18-17 at the quarCochrane-Fountain City prepare to stop the attempt Killi an scorconnected for 660 on 223-224-213.
Ahlquist , ; is encouragexi by Jo- ter Houston climbed on top 37-36
thy ' Eilers and her son , John , 10,
ed 18 points during the Mississippi Vall ey Conference gam e TuesStan Wieczorek was lop gun for
hansson 's condition and attitude. at halftime before falling behind
and daughter , .'Jean. 8. were an¦;
day night to lead Arcadia to a 59-57 victory. (King Studios Photo) ' ¦¦ '
Seven-Up. Af ter 191-196 openers,
Tuesday .
nounced
59-51 heading into the last quar"I 1ho*>ght Irigemar had decided ter, y
he roared home with a 267 and
Tho Common Council would
to quit after he lost the second
Seven-Up rolled . 1,005 " scratch in
:¦' Elli .n gson fired in 26 for
Tom
have
to approve the action , under .
Patterson ; fight,*' Ahlquist said.
its last game.
which the week's pay due the nine
"But he is determined to try to Sprin;; Grove to go with a sterling
ONLY ERRORLESS count for
officers would be turned over to
get back-to the top. He looks great rebounding and defensive game, j
the night was a 601 . by Frank
the "Sgt. Tony Eilers Fund." On
in training and is anxious to get Larry Anderson goy 23 and Rick '
' cotn'pTet ilioh of a drive lo raise
Bjorlo 11 for ; the winners. T o m
C hupita of Winona Plumbing, Emil
as many fights as possible."
Runningen paced Houston with 17y
money for the fund, it will be preNascak of Sunbeam Cakes started
"If he oeats Bygraves," Ahl- Ron Anwash and Steve Bremseth ;
sented to: Mrs. Eilers by Police
his last game with seven, straight
quist said, "then he will have one 16 each , E>on Carlson 12 and J.
Chief Walter E. Gabriel,
strikes and finished with 242-568.
' -i i ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special )
other .fight , probably next month , O. Benson 10.
Brook told Peyton Eilers was . -'
Low payoff at this point in the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
before challenging Richardson for
The Grovers
won the "B" game —St. Charles High School wrest- ^hot because the ex-convict feared
¦
classic is 2.811.
¦ - ' -. .
lers defeated Cannon Falls 30-15 the officer would ch eck Brook 's
North Dakota hockey hopes the European title. I plan to
i, Valley Conference 68-65 to Chip- against the Minnesota Gophers match Johansson and Richardson 32-31.
M1SSISSIPPI VALLEY
Tuesday to capture the South-sves- j car and find loot taken from a
W..L
W L pewa Falls!
tcrn Conference mat title with a burglary of the high school at
this weekend suffered a blow in an open air fight at Goteborg
7 1 Mondovi . . ; . , , ; A 5 I
Durthd ' • '. '
J
In other action Black River Falls Tuesday when high-scoring Dave Stadium in May. That fight would
:
perfect 8-0 dual meet record .
BR Falls . . . . . . 3 « Arcadia . . . . , ,. 2 . 4
' Janesville.
. .. 1 8 moved just one half game off the
Chip. Fall* y . 5 4 Coth.-FC
' ¦ ¦ . - .• ¦ ¦ '
scholastideclared
pull
around
30,
Merrifield was
Jim Heim , 103 pounds , and Ar- 1
000 spectators.
pace with a 66-61 win over Montie Hamati n , 127, scored pins for
Durand Coach Vaughn Hoffman dovi while Arcadia ni pped Coch- cally ineligible.
"If Ingemar gets back his Euthe Saints who won nine -matches
, ropean crown , the man Ingemar
has been -having his share of ulcer rane-Fountain City 59-57.
5-8
junior
from
Port
Arthur
The
.
and . drew in another..
troubles as a result of recent
¦Ont, has dropped out of school. would like to tackle i$ Listen. I
Heim and his ' brothers ,- Dick, 95games.
"WE DESERVED to. get bear,'*" North Dakota plays the Gophers am- "certain we. could get up to
pounder,
and Jack , 133-pounder ,
, Tuesday the Panthers were forc- Hoffroan said. "For the past few Friday and Saturday in Minne- •30,000 people and tfee takings
Three Bi-State teams were deRochester and Hopkins, respec- ed into their second straight dou- games we haven 't been , function- apolis. Merrifield had been the would be something like $l!i feated in non-conference games c o m p i I e. d - an unbeaten record
among thenu winning 23 matches
million .
tively, rank as the No. 1 and No. ble overtime thriller and suffered ing as .a unit. I hope it isn 't season- No. 2 scorer for the Nodaks.
Tuesday ni ght.
coach Barry
:
North Dakota
2 swimming teams in this week's their first loss in the Mississippi end stateness."..
Lewiston smashed Caledonia while tying in two.
OWATONNA . Minn. (Special!—
Don Furst , 138 pounds , was unstate rating.
The Panthers led- .- '28-21 at . half- Thorndycraft said he plans some
Loretto 69-41, La Crosse Aquinas
The- Cotter . "B" squad , had its ¦
beaten
in
nine
matches.
up
lineup
changes
and
may
come
time , but Chippewa pulled even
"B" romped over Hokah St.
Hibbing, the strongest of the
The Saints Saturday compete in three-game win skein snapped 30- .- '
in the final quarter. 3n the first with a new third line combination.
Peter 56-34 and Mindoro lipped
iron range teams, suffered its
the
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ELEVA-STRUM.moved ahead U-

Johansson Has
3-Parf Plan
If He Wins

Burlington Police
Offer Vacation
Pay to Widow

TOURNFY LEADERS

Spring Grove
Downs Houston

ARCADIA WINS

Durand Beaten
In 2 Overtimes

Sioux Hopes
Dashed; lose
High Scorer

Hawk Tankers
Rated No. 8

HeimSy Furst
Spark Saints
To Mat Crown

Three Bi-State
Quintets Beaten

Little Ramblers
Streak Snapped

Twins Kaff
Signs Contract

Lary to Draw
$35,000 Salary;
Haddix Signs

SPECIAL BUY!

Savings Up to 50%

FACTO RY
SECONDS

6.00x13
6.50x13
6.50x15
7.50x14

8.00x14
8.50x14
9.00x14

8.00x15
6.70x15
7.10x15

NELSON TIRE SERVICE

IMoore , Fullmer
To Fight in May

COVER ALL | your bills

CleanXUmf/

Action al

Mobil heat

LARGER LOAN
$100 to $2500 or more

East End Coal &
Cement Products Go.

MINNESOTA

LOAN & THRIFT CO.

Story of Niagara Falls

Millions Spent But
Community Is Broke

Cuba Tightens
Controls on
Transactions
By

GEORGE

ARFELD

HAVANA IAP ) .. — . The Cuban
government enacted new regulations Tuesday nigbt to give it
tighter control o yer- monetary
transactions and aid it in "the
cardinal task of reaching in a
short time the Socialist . ordaining " of production.
The new law will make cash
practically obsolete in transactions between business organizations . .

1 P.M, New York
Stock Prices

GRAIN"
"MINNEAPOLIS - . * Wheat "'r eceipts ' Tuesday 305; year ago lfi(5 . j
trading basis unchanged to one 1
cent lower; prices "* to 1"4 lower;- cash spring wheal basis. No
1 dark norihern 2.32" i-2.35'i;
spring wheat one cctit premium
each lb.ove r 58 - 61 lbs: spring
wheat one cent discount each " '.-i
lb under 58 lbs; protein premium
11-17 per cent 2.32^-2,53'i.
No 1 hard Montana winter

Abbot t L
72H Keimoeolt fil»V
Allied-Ch
M'i Lorillnrd
62%
Allis Chal ' 20'* *, Mpisi Hon 125
Amerada J23V i Minn MM 6!nv
Am Can
37^ * Min n P&L' ¦lO'l*
Am M&Fy ' .37*>fc Moii Chm 49Vj
lfi* 'v Mon Dk U —
Am Mot
AT&T
.13I?*. . MOn Ward 33'/«
Anaconda 'M) ~ » - Nat t)Bixy &P*
Arch Dan "Mr s No Am Av 67 7/«
42'*4 2.28MI-2.47',*. . ¦" ". "
Arrnco St. 07. Nor Pac
Armour
5r>% No St P'**. 34
Minn . - S.D. No 1 hard winter
A'v' co Corp 28
Nwst 'Airl' 33-V« 2.25ii-2.45>
2,
48!i
Belli Steel 4IT's. Penney
No T hard atnbcr. durum 3.50"Boeing Air ¦ 54-li Pepsi Cola 53^4 3.55; discounts, amber 1-2; durum
Brunswick Slf 'ts Phil Pet
5f>Vi 4-6,-y.
62
Chi MSPP ' -WA - Pillsbury
Corn No 2 yellow ' S8-l-.00-1i.
Chi & NW . .22% Polaroid
198%
Oats No 2 white 60*;'*; No 3 white
Chrysler
55% Pure Oil
35'/j 59T's-62%; No 2 heavy white 64 7/»'
55 66% ; No.3 heavy white 62Ts-657*.
Cities Svc i aS'j k RCA
.
Rep Steel . .- 573,4
Comw Ed . 45
Barley, bright color .1,17-1.50;
Cont Can 46'/a Rex Drug 50',i straw color 1.17-L50; stained 1.17:
"
'
"
78 1.46; feed 1.05-i:i7
Cont Oil
54 . Rey Tob
Deere
S6'A Sears Roe 81
Rye No 2 1.26%-i:30?i.
39'/8
Douglas
34'i Shell Oil
Flax No 1 3.55.
Do-w- Chem 70'/4 Sinclair
39
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.401s.
:
du Pont
241
Socony
54 > 8
CHICAGO (AP ) — No wheat,
East Kod : lOG^'s Sp Rand
23E4
,, oats or soybean sales.
a
corn
Ford Mot 109% St Brands 73 /4
Gen Elec 74 s s St Oil Cal 57-14 Soybean oil 10%. .
Barley: m a l t i n g choice 1.35Gen Food s 87% St Oil Ind 56
Gen Mills • 29% St Oil-NJ
53% 1.62 n; feed 1.06-1.20 ' jj . - .'.
Gen Mot ' , M% Swift &' -Co "47V«
Gen Tel
27% Texaco
55
WINONA MARKETS
Goodrich 67'A Texas Ins 107
Goodyear ' 4418 Truax: Tra 42T's
ReporUd b>
Gould Bat 53
Un Pac
34
Swiff & Company
Buying hours are Irom 8 ».m. to 4 p.m.
G t No Ry 4,5% Un Air Lin 36*vi
through Friday. :: These quotations
Greyhound 29 , U S Rub
59% Wonday
apply- as- ot noon today.
Ilomestk
47,'/8 U S Steel 73%
All livestock arrived afler closing time
be properly cared for, weighed and
IB Mach 553
West Un
37% will
priced the following morninB.
IniUarv
54-*« VWes 'tg '. El ,' 37W
: HOGS
The. hog market is steady. .
Int Paper . 34Vi Wlworth
85
meat type additional 50-40 cents;
JoneS&L 681/ B Yng S k T 101% tatStrictly
hogs discounted ' 20-40 . cents per hun-

Wont Ads
Start Here

(First Pub. WrtiiMdHY. J.* «n. . »4 , .1*51 )
STATE .OF . ^IN'lWbt'V
COUNTY OF WINONA
DISTRICT C O U R T .
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Slate ot Minnesota. ' by Walter P . ivwndale, Its Attorney General,.
Petitioner,
. -vs. I BLIND ADS UNCALLED TOR
Gertrude Saner Gordon. . «t.
at,
¦
' . Respondent!. j C-JI ," IV 43, , j i , ; 55, ' w, 67, 49, 7), ?},
0RO6B tO* MBARINO
. : 35, 81, «4. .

ON PITITION t=OR PAYWeMT OP

AWARDS AS tO PARCELS 1, 3 , 4 AND 7 I
S.P. 8504 -{ll-.-1) »1
Jeennelti H. Salier an<J La Crotst Trust
Company of La Crosse, Wisconsin* Executors of the Will of Kenneth E. Salter, deceased, and Gertrude SaUer Gordon, having filed a pellllon wllh this Court asking
for payment of the awards as to Parcels
I, 3, '6 and fi .and
WHEREAS, the _ report of 1h« commissioner In connection with ihe four mentioned awards in the above enfttleor matter
did name njgeftier with th* petitioners the
following persons, to-wlt:
Parcel 1—S.P. 8504 (61=3) V03: Gertrude
Gordon, Jeannelte SaUer, Jeannette - Salter
Campbell, unknown heirs of Henry Salter
and Clara Salzcr, partners known as Salter
Land Company, and Kenneth E. Salter, all
deceased; Chandler Campbell.
Parcel 3—S.P. 8504 (61=3) 903: Gertrude
Gordon, Jeannelte Salter, Jeannette Salter
Campbell, unknown heirs of Clara Salter
and Kenneth E. Salter, deceased; Chandler
Campbell.
Parcel 6—S.P. 8504 (61=3) «303: Eteklel
Clarke, Eleanor Holcomb, upknoyvn heirs
of Daniel W. Marston, deceased; Wilbur
Holcomb, unknown successors In Interest to
Salter Land Company, also known as J. P.
Salter Land Company, a dissolved corporation; Mary Salter, Gertrude Gordon, Jeannetfe Salzer, Jeannette Campbell, Ruth
Thompson, Ellen Lyons, Bertha Salter,
Helen Blair, Florence Salzer, Helen Salzer ,
John I. Salzer, George W . Salter; unknown
heirs of Henry A. Salter, . Clara Salzer,
Kenneth Salzer, John P. Salter, Helen
Salter, Vtmilam Salter, George Salzer, Emma Salzer, Irvin Salzer and John E.
Salter, deceased; Chandler Campbell , Russell Thompson. Robert Lyons, Maxlne
Salter, Elaine Salzer ' • • - ¦ ¦
Parcel 7—S.P. 8504 <61= 3) 903 ; J. E.
Wheeler, J. A. Edwards; S. Clark , unknown
successors In Interest to Salzer Land Company, also known as J. P. Salzer Land
Company, a dissolved corporation; Mary
Salzer, Gertrud e Gordon, Jeannette Salzer ,
Jeannelte Campbell, Ruth Thompson, Ellen
Lyons, Bertha Salter, Helen Bialr, Florence
Salter, Helen Salzer, John I, Salter, George
W, Salter, unknown heirs of Henry ' A.
Salter, Clara Salter, Kenneth Salzer , John
P. Salter, ' Helen Salter, :WIIIIam Salter,
George Salter, Emma Salzeryirvin 'Salzer ,
and John E. Salzcr, deceased; Chandler
Campbell, Russell Thompson, Robert Lyons, Maxlne Salzer, Elaine Salzer.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED
That a hearing on said petition be held al
10 o'clock A.M. on the T2th day of. March
1962, at Ihe Wtnona County Court House,
Winona , .Minnesota, and that a copy of this
order be sent by certified mall to all ot
the persons named in ' the award' of the
commissioners as to each parcel If their
addresses are known. to the petitioners; and
In addition thereto, a copy of this order be
published in. a legal newspaper with in fhe
County of Winona once a week for three
successive weeks prior to said hearing.
Dated at Rochester, .Minnesota,
this l«?th day. of January, 1962.
ARNOLD HATFIELD,
Judge of-the District Court.
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. - NOTICE
This newspaper will-be rcsp'onstblt for
bhly one Incorrect Insertion ol any
. classified advertisement . published In
the- Want Ad secNon, Check your «d
and call 3321 It a correction must b»
mode, . . '
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extras medium (40 . lbs With No, 1 pells 1650; good and choice
.
deliveries, etc, writ e to STUDIO GIRL
tho me.- il industry emp loyes -union
the place of beginning ; thence SoutherCOSME
TICS,
Denl.
23-M,
Glendale,
Calaverage i 3(i'-i-37'-- ; top quality (47 wooled slaughter ewes 4.50-5.50; most
saved him . They saw to it. he
ly and along the Westerly line of the
llornla. Route will pay up lo 35.00 per
)
choice feeder lamh«. 16 00-16.50.
'
35
feet;
thence
at
(41
alley
a
distance
ol
for
win.
3!)y--43*
j
:
United
Stales.
lbs.
min
.
mediums
born
in
the
i
would be put out to graze and
hour.
By RAYMOND J. CROWLEY
ICAGO
right angles Easterly a distance of 20 "
~
lie writes lh;il if the Am erican lbs, averagei .'> i;, i-- ,')J)'i; smalls (36 CHICAGO lfl CH
revomade him an honorary member
-(USDA)-- MofM 6,000;
DOES "" AN AVON
REPRESENTATiVE
feet; llwnce af rlahl anrj/es Northerly
WASHINGTO N (Al" - Two ! In 1!IM , Ihe I' audio Villa
choose
for
should
butchers steady to 25 cents lower; mostly
people
over
CALL ONI YOU?
and
average)
Ron
ineys
lbs
.
33-34,
and along the Ensterly line ot said
lution
forced
tin*
of Ihe union .
never-defin ed words in Ihe U.S.
190-220 lb butchers 17.35-17.60; mixed
We may need someone In your
alley a distance ol 35 feet; thence
browns; extras (47 lbs. min.) 1-2
Said a union official: "We ap- Constitution .are coming up for in- \ other Mormon colonists back to president "a person horn abroad
1-3 190-230 lbs 17.00-17,50; 230-260 lbs 16,50neighborhood. No obligation.
Westerly al right an'olcs a distance ol
parents
,
it
i.s
highly
of
American
(47
j
;
3«'i-:i!)'
Write Hel en Scotl
top qual ity
lbs, 17.00; 2-3 240-280 lbs 16.2.5-16.75 ; mixed 1-3
preciate his lu-lnlwl militant ac- cioasin g discussion as the name ; the United Stales.
20 leet lo the place ol beginning;
411 !4th
SI. N.E ,
320-400
lb
sows
14.35-15.00;
2-3
400-600
lb)
¦
be and Ihe same Is hereb y vacated and
improbable that any olher const i- min. 39-41; mcditinis (41 lhs. avtion in sinking. "
Rochester , Minn.
12.75-14 .25.
ol Ceorge W. Romney figures in
abolished.
Article II of the U. S, Constitu. tutional agency would venture to erage)
(36
7-3H
<
3li
;;
lbs.
smalls
Cattle
11,000;
calves
none;
slaughter
'
This ordinance shall take
Section 2.
presidential lalk for lt'Mtion contains a paragraph saying: challenge th eir decision—a beli-el average I 32-33.
steers steady to 50 cents higher; several effect and he In force Irom and atlor Its
SHE WAS FOLLOWED
loads prime 1,200-1,300 Ih slaughter steers passage, npproval and publication.
requires a
The Constit ution
"No person except a natural supported hy the fad that Mr.
28,50) high
GirOHKr Art/. . i/tv-Mrs. Dorothy president to he a "natural- burn '-' horn citi/rn
and prime 1, 125-1, 400 lbs
Passed at Winona, Minnesota,
CHICAGO (AP. ) - 1US11A1 - .22J0.2a.35; choice
, w "- eiti/. en of Ihe llnoVer ' s--ti! U' -lo the presidency
choice 900-1,400 lbs 36,00-27 ,25;
-eebrunry_ .5, 1962
Kim/ Ilmii fd it
Mitnctliiiig
vv a s cllb.4 >n of this country. Hoes auto- United St al es
'at Ihe l ime of the was not challenged idlltoii gli he Live poultry: Wholesale buying tont) mixed criolca And prime 1,500 lbs
H O W A R D A. BAUMANN,
wrong ar, she drove away (ruin
loud lots mlxnd good; nnd cholca
Acting President ot the city Council .
maker R omney, who was born in adoption ol this Constitution , shall bad nol been l-l years a re sident prices fi lower to '-j higher; spe- 27.00;
25.00-2S.75;
utility
nnd standard steers A t t e s t -.
a i .llolic tiiarkf-l in her pickup.
Mexico of American parents , fill be eligible to Ihe of lice ot presi- of the United States immediately cial fed White llock fryers 22; 19. 00-12-.50; load high choice with a prima
ROY C,, .WILDr,RUBE,
A .s ti7i!i|! <- car wns followin g her
City Recorder.
dent ; neither shall any person he preceding his assumption of ol- roasters 2(i-2H ; i'lyiiuiuth llock fry- end 990 11) heifers 27,00 ; choic e 75,25-2675;
bill ?
this
vorv closely.
good 22, 50-25,00; utility nnd commercial
Approved t h i s - 5 t h day of February, 19-62,
ers 22' is-23.
Romney himself says ho does eligible tn that olfiee who shall fiee. "
cows 13.25-15.50 ) utility anil commercial
R. K. ELLINGS,
She drove thn-o blocks nnd the
bulls 18.50-20.50; few standard nnd good
Mayor,
For well Ri'oomccl young lady.
nol know. Some of the best con- nol have ntlained to Ihe age ol
car still was right behind her,
>
(
venleM
20,00
27,00.
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"
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r
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200; slaughter Inmhs steady;
I'tillih over to investigate , she
.Stwicly nnd interesting work.
cantile
'Exchange
—
Butler
steady
Unite d the country on international relief
vv i I li i n the
cholc» and prime 90-109 lb wooled slaughSTATE OF MINNESOTA, COUNTY OF
disi 'o\ored she had been lowing (he people shiMld elect Romney resident
Must be . hiR-h school gt-n<luate.
wholesale
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u
y
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n
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Inmbs
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.0O-ia.25;
package
prime
90
is.
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PROBAT6
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\.viirl<,
VWINONA,
much
of
the
lime
during
States
."
n car whose Initnper had he- president , no branch of governNo. 15,259
changed; 93 score AA "<!'•' 'i; 92 A lbs lfl.50 ; flood and choice H.00-1775;
Ah\c to tn)<(* short hand nnd
Just what dues "natural born *' World War 1 and the postwar
three
decks
cholcr
and
prime
91
lb
shorn
In
Re
Estate
ot
conn- lodged in a tr-uler hitch ment would ra ise any issue about
.W'4: 510 11 511(i; till C 5« :!i; cars led lambs with No, 1 and full sliorn pelts
Felix L. Pclowskl, Decedent.
type acciiralely.
it.
inean '.' The courts have - never years.
oh the pickup.
)
17.50; rull to choice wooled slaughter ewes Order lor Hearing on Pellllon for AdminUp
lo
lliai
, Ihe exact meaning ".III 15 Ml-''.,; It'. I! :, 7\*.
ta
Fed eralist
papers ,
s:tid.
The
,
soo-ivm
4slratlon,
Limiting
Time
lo
File
Claims
Eggs sti'iidy to firm ; wholesale
Romney has boon mentioned, which often throw light on what ol the M-year residence requirePaid vacation s , hospi talization
""
and lor Hearing Thereon.
(Pub . Dale Wednesday, Veb. 7, 1963)
WHERE THERE'S A WILL
John 1. I'elowsM, having filed herein a
hy such Republican li 'iidecs as the bounding . Fathers hud in incut had lieeti a matter of dis- buying prices unchanged 1O I
and other liberal benefi ts.
AN ORDINANCE
pi-lltlon for general administration stating
SAN DIKliO UI*)
Traffic was former President DvigJii 1). Eihigher ; 70 per cent or lietler prado
rntl
e
To Amend the Code ol Ihe Clly of
.
However
Ihe
1!>2H
elect
ion
i.s
ivgni'd,
thai said decedent died Intestate and praymind
,
are
no
help
In
this
5
day week.
so conji-sted Unit Dr. David Sny- senhower nnd former Vice l'resiA whit es 3(i ; mixed 35'. i; riie <liuins
Winona, Minnesota , 19)9
ing that Tho f- lrsl NatlonM Dank of Will is certain that a foreign cili- widely cons idered lo have settled :U"j ; slandanls 34; dirties 30;
The city Council ot the Cllv ol Winona, nona be appointed administrator;
los couldn ' t get to the psirldng dent Richard IM. Nixon , as a likeTel , £M(i Trust Department
Mlnnmot.i, do ordain.'
IT IS , ORDERED, Th«t the hearing
nn- ,1 at Municipal Airport in his ly prospect for , the ( ' O P presi- yon is not eligible for Ihe presi- that it does not inean a man checks 2!) .
Section 1. That tha classlflcnllon In Iho thereof be had on February 16, 1962 , al
must have lived in Ih i s country
dency,
It
also
is
certain
that
n
ear,
MH. NEIL SAWYElt
Zoning Ordinance of the North One-halt 10;4S o'clock A-.M., before this Court In
dential nomina ti on in 1%-t .
continuously during the M years
The medical radiologist , nlso n
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA ) — (N*' i> of Block t: Inhty-f.lx (8ril Original the probate court room In tho court house
Koniiiey ' s
grandparent s
mi- person horn abroad of foreign xirior lo tnl-dng office.
City of Winona, he md It in Winona , Minnesota; that the time within
licensed pilot , drove lo the oilier grated from the United Stales to parents hut later naturalized is
First National Bank
Potatoes arri vals 3ti; total U,S. Plat nf Is the
changed Irom an lf-2 Zone to an wiilcli creditors ol said decednnt may tllo
The "nn lurid born " <|iicst ion shipiiK-nls 3ll|| ; old — supplies hereby
hide of the f ield , borrowed a Mexico in lltl lli to escape ' what also ineligible .
M-l /one ; and that the ionlnrj map ol their claims he limited tp tour months
lias, conic u p before. II wa.s raised motlernU*; doniiiiid slow; market the Clly b« cliannccl accordingly.
Irom tho dnle hereol. and that tho claims
plane and taxied it to the airport Ihey considered politic al perseBut many hold that a person in l!ll!» when , upo n the elect Ion dull; eiirlot lr ;ick sales ; Idaho Section 3. This ordinance shall tin In I. Q filed be h«nrd on June 1, 1967, ai
terminal biiildin;;, lie picked up n cut ion of th emselves and others
toice and lake cllecl Irom and alter Its 10:00 o'clock A.M., bolore this Court In
The Want Ad Nurrber
horn abroad ol American parents 4if Franklin 1) . Roosevelt Jr., lo Russets 3.25; Idaho bakers 3.90 ; passage, approval and publication.
package of air freigh t and taxied
the probate court room In the court house
of their Mormon .faith. Their son. is a nat ural born U .S. citizen.
In Winona, Minnesota and that notice
the house , there was some talk "Minnesota Ninth Dakota Red Riv- Passed al Winona, Mlnnesoln,
it away.
Ci.-iskell , was M at t h e lime ot
February 5, 196?,
ht-rc-ol be olven by publication of this
Since (he cmnls Ji/ivi* never thai lie miejil one dny f ollow his er Valley round reds 2.55 ; new ¦OAUMANN,
HOWARD
A.
order
In the Winona Dally News and hy
Cultured hiilti- i' itiilk Mlir kind (lie Migrat ion .
ruled , tbe Justice Department has fid tier 's footsteps lo the White track (fading in.-nffieienl
notice «is provided by law.
In quote . Attest - Acting President ot C l l y Council. mailed
Dated January 22, 1962.
that is sold in fund markets ) i.s (leoi'ge H OIIIIK 'V was born Julv no comment . Rut oltinal s there House , l*'l>lt the younger was
ROY G. Wlt OGRUO C ,
t. O, LIBERA ,
'
made hy In-aling pasleurizi-i l .sliiin- 8, I'M l. in Cliihiialiu/i , lo (Jaslieil call attent ion lo a ¦inssajj e in n horn in (' j iin ixibello , New Driin.sNKW YORK <AP ) - Canadian
City Recorder- . -.
Probata Judge.
nicd milk by n iciiiis ol a .s uitable and his wile , the lor uier Ann ;*, hook "The President , Office and wlek , while his pare nts were va- dollar in N.Y , today .95-I3 , preApproved this Mb day ot February, 1962.
(Probate Court Seal)
R.
K.
ULLINC.5,
Libera,
Maiold
J
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
,
culture ol lactic acid bact eria.
I' ratl. She , like (ia.skell , had been Powers ," by I' rol. Edward S. cat ioning there.
vious day .95-1:1,
Mayor.
Attorney (or Petitioner.
By HAMILTON B. MfZER
Managing Editor ,
Niagara Falls , Gaiette
Written for The Associated Press

Stocks Gain
For Seventh
Straight Day

California Bank Rookie Authors
,
Smash
Y.
In
M.
Robber Leaves
'fly Blackbird'
$1,665 in Bus

Uncertainty
Awaits New
School Bill
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Constitutional Question

Wil l Birth in Mexico Keep
Romney From Presidency ?

"
"

Excellent

Opportunity

3321

¦*

N«lp AV*nTed--!sem»ltV__ j J26 ! Horn*, CMHe, Stock

""

y 2 ( Y e a r s . .v ' / H

Starting salary to $275
monthly/ depending on
qualifications^
Liberal fringe ben-efils.
Submit written resume
to C-86, Daily News.

___

Sldbs & Lumber

For good quality llabwood ansT
lumber t»n

•:

B. T. U.

Give Telephone Number , «
Farm Location In Reply.

Is the amount of !ie»t It takes to false
¦ the temperature of one pound ol water
J
•one desree. One ton ol Commander i
Lump coal contains J9 million BTU' s I
There Is no other coal like It.

Poulfry^ Eggs, SupplieiX ~M

Must type . .a nd 'be familiar
with office routine.

-~
'~~
SPELTZ
CHICK
HATCHERY-bei<alb
Chicks-Standard Breeds. Winona Ollice
now . open, corner 2nd and CenteK Tel.
. 3910, Send lor free price list and folder. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollj Ml E. 8th
ingstone, Minn, Tel. . . 23*19. .
. .

1949 DODGE ¦ ¦¦<>. ton pickup. 8
•speed transmission . Try ', it out. .

Tel. 33W

: o
iJ
JUu

"Where you .get mora
heat dt lower cost"

j
46 j

.Waht .ed~Livesf 'o<k

HA MP SHi R E~"BOA R'-^Around~'25b lbsr~D-avld E. Olson. Tel . 8-12«0.
.

Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64
~
WANTED LIVE'STOCK-"OF "anntTndsTTer SPECIAL—2 piece corner-sectional .. .Green
Lewislon Sales Barn collect. Tel. 2667,:

nylon frieze. Foam, and dacron cushions,
Sales every Thursday tllernoon. We b«jy
protective arm pads. Regular $349.95
\ . hogs every day of the week.
now $1 99.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNI'
.
TURE , 30J Mankato . Ave. Open eveni^RTES^^ANTED^WiT^n
^^ay more
ings. .. .
than anyone else. We pick up. WALTER
MARG, Black River Falls,
Wis.
Tel.
¦
¦ - .- ¦ ¦
¦
'
.
.
7-F-U . . __
. .
_
¦
Top prices for all livestock . . •¦ ¦
. - OREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
(.too many. Small
Lewiston, Minn. '
Apartments , Flati
90 j
Dally. Hog Warket
Chairs and - Rockersli
: ' Tel, 4161 on springing ccws-helters .
BDWYTiwriiM—Tlpstalrs 3-room apt., heat '
aha not Water . furnished . S7D. Tel. 91 21.
$64.50 KROEHLER Mcnioty

CHAIR CLEARANCE

Prefer some bookkeeping
machine experience. .

Farm, Implements. Harness 48
~^
KELLYybuFLE)T^¥b S^'i/r'ton".

No Shorthand.
; Full time.

' ;. Swivel Rocker.
Foam. 'Back -and- 'Seat;

complete with ?. h.p. motor. Like new
R.ay_ _Hllke ¦&' .Son . AJtura,-- . Minn. .
_
r;
T
LET 'S &§'T TOGEfHER- noiv"' and |ns" tail
that new Clay silo unloader for winter
feeding. Oak Ridge Sales 8. - . Service,
Minneiska.
_
'" HOMELITE 'CHMN~SAWS"~
PARTS, SERVICE. SALES
, Chain saw rental service
¦
AUTO - ELECTRIC SERVICE

Better than average.
compensation ,, plus
sick leave.
. Paid vacation and fully,
paid hospitalization , y

$49:00 w;t.
BURKE'S

Start at once.
Call for appointment,
Altura , Minn ;
Tel. 6821
27

~
EXPE^ENCED Sfaln«f' Glass Repair
Man . to work In fhe . Greater Naw y.-jrk
Area. Excellent Working conditions; Top
Pay. Westminister Studios, 3_« White
Plains Road, Bronx, Neyr York, or call
OLInvllie- 4-730O Colled.
. "^TNGITE AiW^FOR^.e'neTa^
Starting March 1, Write C-85 Dally News
staling wages and experience.
. GENERAL FARM and. dairy work. Married couple. . Separate living quarten. '
David Nlenow, St. Charles, . Minn,

-

Tel . 5455

-• McCullough saws.
¦ •' ¦¦•
- Remington saws. '.
• USED Sa\v-S.yy
. • Chain Sharpening. '. - ' . ' , .
'
• Saw Rental. . "- -..

kitchenette.
Wl j.

Gentlemen j

Fa rms for Rent

93

Houses for Rent

95

-

'W ANT: ACTION
6U ,.'
; ;

\
¦
\

,.; .

/
/

.

Tel, 2849

Accessories, Tirol , Pertt 104

"~^~TiRES

~
~
~

NEW AND USED.
We recap, retread and repair;
also repair endless belts.

Winona Tire & Retread

1261 East . 8th

WANTED -^
Tel. . 21^3 alter * p.m.,

Tel. 8-1925

¦ '¦ ¦¦

POTATOES

Feiten Imp I. Go.

___

.-Tul. 8-3J88
. 164 W , 2nd "
Open Mon. - Frl. Evn. __
_

. . yj X r T X y : $495 j
. . .
y "C" VENABLES ! •
"
C
VENABLES
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-27U
i

Right
Right
Ri ght
Right

Tol. 8-2711
| 75 W, 2nd
Open Mon. - Fri, Eve,

~"~~
"^ I960
Ford

Time ...
$2995
Gars ,..
Nyst rom Motors , Inc.
Prices.. .
A
NCAV ... — 60 Chev/T"

107

^hundpfblrd coupe, while , with lurqooii*
Interior, lyll power , spotlesj throughout.

.I.M W .

Corvalr Sedan, straight slick, rad'o,
local car. .OK In all respects. J14950 0.
¦ j f - We Advertise Our Prices . .
^

^S^f. 37 years In Wlnbna ' \mSmY
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon—Comet
Open Mon. 8,-Frl. Eve. 8, Sal,cm.
'

¦
-

LOANS ?oa

Valu£ Homes

Still linve n few liewl of

Registered
Polled Herefords

ft-Bred cows lo calf be_ . innhi fi
March 2(i(li. .
1— fi-yenr-oki hord hull ,
Several yciirliii* . heifers and
hulls ,
< !Mlt. KEH. Al.F. mid
DOMINO BRKEDINi ;.
Tliese nnimiils would . imprnvo
nnyone's herd , Triple nnd polled Herefords,

John W. Marsolek

BUJPF SIDING , WISCONS IN.

May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
NO DOWN PAYMENT
On enrpet , tile or lln (ileum ,
ceramic or p lastic wnll tile.
Wards ' will make compl et e installation hy trained experts.
Satisfaction guai aiilecd or your
money back , Write or call for
free eslimntes.

WA R^]

•

Sam Weisman 8< Sons

450 W. 3rd

INCORPORATED

Rooms With Meals

FOURTH r.- . "~ ' 33l- "' (Vlv«l '«
irru.ils. Tel. 70J3.
""

Tel. JI47*

SSi

room ""* Itlii

Rooms Without MoalV

ftfl

!

BOOMi FOR
GENTLt MCN-VVIIh
ol
without light housekeoplng prlvlltgci,
Private onlranco and bath, Tel . 4f)5» '¦

Apartments, Flats

_

,9(1'

PICKUP S

W. L. (Wlh ) Helzer B-MJ1
John llnndrlckion 74«1
Laura FKk 2110

1900 I-'LKMTSIDE 'i ton , long
wheel liasc* .
19(10 CH KVROLET Klcetsido li

fTEuovtR

ton.

1Tel: 234!)
I J II
110 Exchange
Bkli *.
,
">w*,..v*iiia«:^-»«'?-*'*r" r'^'*«w.wr^

'"
ft EAR WE STGATE " Shopping " Center . This
It • boauty. Mo^t attractive 3-bedroom
modern home. M Ig deluxe kitchen wllfi
dining arei, liulll-ln rnnrje ADIJ oven, t x -;
hausl Inn, lovely ilvlnu """^ . w>lh wall to;
wall carpeting, oak floora, purcpllonatly
nice basement wllh recreation room. Immcillato posseiilon. Priced an only SI9.500 .

RW

W , STAHR

174 W. Mark

Wanted—Rea l Estate

Tn/

Mil

¦

102

WIH HB F.0 3- and 4-b»droom homes. Ouy«r« arn waiting. Call

~
So " BLOCK " ON HARRi E'T , 4 roorn hcai
rd apartment wllh bath. In Iwo Inin
lly iiwelllng. Prlvati entrance. Cnrngi
Tel. ««.*)
374 W TA/irl ,
Arlnlts. Available M-irch 1st. Tel. 605J ,
"
"
" Will
PAY HIGHEST CASH fRICES
LAI AYnTE "' ST. "42l :i "rooms "and pr'i
T O R VOUR CITY M Rn p F B T Y
valo bath, Ileal furnished.
5GI j fll
Baby Morclvandito
B. W< i-3-room, i-b«'droom~Yp't. ~' Pri
""
"
'
'
"
(WlnrMa ' i Only Real filtnle Buytrl
vate hath, newly redecorated , Avallwitil •
BABY STROLl ER -- A - I con- rt ltloo? riin
Immcdlnlely,
Tel. 3W
P.O. Box 341
bo- ieen at 114 VV. Droadwav. Til . SO01l.l

:
,.

W, STAHR

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

1955 GMC '-j Ion.
1955 CH EVROLET 'i ton.
1952 CH EVROLET ' «. ton ,
1950 CH EVROLET <i ton.
Choice of ,1.
1050 Ci\JC ' a ton.
1919 INTKRNATION'AL "i ton ,
4 speed .
19-11 CHEVROLET •' * ton pickup.

GUNDERSON
CHEVROLET
OSSEO , WISCONSIN
Tol, rie.'isantville 2flA
Osseo 135

40 !MORE TO CHOOSE FROM.

-

:

- \

""
'
(~

¦

'

¦'
.

. '. Salesman . .Instructed to .
Submit Any Offer.

¦

Jf r *,'<¦¦¦ '--

fe^t^Sra .

^SED^ CAft S';

1958 FORD 2-door Hardtop,
radio , heater , automatic transmission , tu-tone salmon and
white: ' :: .:¦- . . . : . . ...,. $1195
1957 FORD ' Station Wagon ,
automatic transmission , radio,
¦heater, snow As-hite color. $995
1956 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon ,- healer, automatic transmission , tu-tone green .: $705
1957 MERCURY 2-door Hardtop, radio , heater , automatic
transmission , p o w e r brakes ,
power steering, tu-tone black .
anci white:.,.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . $995
Exclusive
"Bank Rate Financing " l
No payment until
April 7, 1962. :

EVERSOLEROGERS
165 East 2nd St.
Tel. n-:)i98.

y

105 Johnson
. Tel. 2396
Open Tonight 'Til 6
Wanted Automobiles

110

:
'
"
: LOW - .-IN- CASM? .- .- . -y

¦ft- Will buy your car or truck. :
. tr Will trade down .
-A-, Will consign,
QUALITY CHEVROLET CO.
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Mon . - Fri. Eve. Till 9.
Auction Sales
FOR AUCfi6N"^ERvTcE^"caU Henry
. GScnzlnski and Son, auclloneers, Arcadla, Wis , rel. Centervllle 24-F-32. .
~
^--~—
ALVJN ^KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and stats licensed
,
and bonded. -<52 _iberfy St. (Corner
E. im and Liberty). Tel. 4980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Ever-etl J. Kohner
8-3710, after hours 7814 '
_ 158 «//alnut
- "'
r
9—Fri~f"
FEB,
-No-on! ? mUer N7~ o(
. West Salem on Hciwy. 108. Perry M.
Anderson, owner; Kohner J, Miller, auctioneers; vlominunlty Loan and Fin. Co.,
clerk.
^
'
FE B7~ lO^Sai. 1 p.m. 4 ml ies NE. of
Onalaska In Sons Lake Coyjee , Everett
'
. Skolos, Owner; Russell Schroeder, auctioneer; Community Loan S, Fin. Co.«
_cterk.
~ ~
~
~
FE 8 12-Mon! I p.rn7~U'a mlT«>r"w . of
Alma Confer on 95 lo County TrunK
"A," then 3 miles W. 1o Town Road,
then 5 miles NW. Raymond E. Arneson, owner; Kohner & English, aucfioncers; Northern Inv. Co.,. clerk, ,
~ _
'
" "FE O . IV- -TuesT l2730^ir~rniies NT 7f
A.lma, -Wis. on- Hrjwy,, 37 , Marshall Salwoy, owner; Helke & Loos, auctioneers; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., cleric

Farm has been sold nnd owner wilS dispose of personal property
at public

Preston and Fountain, Minn.

j
j

-'

i
!" ¦: ' l'-i miles west of Alnia Center on !»o to County 'Trunk "A ," \
y then 3 miles west to Town - Iload , then "> miles nortlnvest or 7 :¦
miles west of Humhird on County. Trunk "H" to Tind ahl
\
. School , then 3 miles south. Watch for arrows.
.,5
, ..;.

¦

" Monday, February 12 ¦ $
,- 1

>'

Trucks and Pickups

--I

! AUCTION I

Gunderson Motors

~

ANIMAL HEALTH CENTER

:

¦

Sl.'Dfl .

Bonanza Buy

¦ ' '5R - C hev-.' -4-dr. , radio , wsw . fi .
.
•cyl. and economy stick
shift . Surf Green.
Bonanza Buy: . -'. ' . ' . ..-¦. .:$1 198
- '55 Chev. Mr. . .Custom job * V8, floor, box trans. Immaculate in every respect.
Looks' and runs like new:,
¦ • Must see. .
Bonanza Buy. ..
$998 ¦'

Jf'57 .STUI>KBAKE It ' * Inn with
8-ft . box ami rack.
1957 GMC 45( 1 tractor Willi 5
speed Iroii.snm.sion and 2
speed nxli* .
llf.yi ( 'HKVIIOLKT '-.- ion
1052 LNTEIINA TTONAI , L-IHS
t ractor wilh 5 .speed transrnlssfoti find 2 speed n\ le.
1951 INTERNATIONAL 2 (on
with rack ,
HMD FORD l' v ton with nu -k.
1048 STUDKBAKHH l' -w bm
villi rack.
19-16 EORD l '-i ton with rack.
All cars reconditioned ,
winterized and Rimiant eed.
HANK FINANCING .

"
"

Vi/M."' MILLER"iCRAP IRON 8. WI:T^[
CO, pays highest prices lor scrap Iro-n,
mctali, hides, wool am-l raw lur.
Tel. 2047
222 W. 2nd.
Closed Saturdays
~
HIGHESfTuNK PRICE5
M. «, W. IRON AND METAL CO.
307 W. 2nd, across Roynl Gas Station
~
"
HIGHEST PRICES >AID
for scrap Iron, metals, rogs, hides, raw
furs anil wnol l

'59: Ford Gala-vie -4-dr: .' " f ully
equipped, A black beauty.
:• ' . - ¦" Locally owned. .

Lunch wagon on grounils.
¦
29 HEM) OF CATTLE - 24 Guernsey cows , milking; 5
; '.': Guernsey lieifers , I year old. Mostly all vaccinated.
DAIIt Y KQini'MKNT - DcL-aval ' millier- pump and 1 H.I* .
motor ; pipeline lor __ cows; 2 Surge seamless Inickf .'ts; 1 Do
Lava! p ;ill; Met ) . 5-cnn milk cooler; .Stnrline wash lank,
j<
EKED — 250 bushels oats; 250 bales striiw.
i
UM5 INTKRNATIONAL K-5 T1UJCK _ Wth plat form.
THACTOU MACHINERY - Oliver 77 ' tractor , overhauled
t year as;u , good eomiition ; Farmall Model ii tractor - with
plow and cultivator: M.ll. 2-tiot tom , U-inch tractor plow on
riibli .r , :i years old . J.D. 7-ft . double tractor disc ; ,l .il li ft.
, ' field cultivator on rubb er , Kelly Kyan I "I'd inanure .-.[H eader - .
.11 ) . /( Ti power mower; New ilollnnd Model 07 1'TO hay baler ,
.. . . Jike nt"-1,'...-baled "00 hales; -H!..chopper '.vith .. eoni .ajul .. .;hnv .
head , M.ll. 2-row traclor corn planter w i t h f'ertiii/i-r ; New
Idea ;;li corn picker , 2-row; McD . silo filler with pipe , ; tractor
saw rig to (il Oliver; net of chains , I2x. 'll; beat hmi -> -r; l,uuls ;iy
i riibbr-r iired wagon with rack; tractor trail er; iiarlm - scraper.
'. ')
OT1IKH M A C I I ' N E I t Y -- ..-section steel dr;i » ; li ft, lime
: ' spreader on rubber ; M.ll. fl-ft. _ *r;iin drill Willi fi-rf . and *:. ...s.-i
;-i altai 'luiH -iit , elevator ; McD , corn hinder ; coin sheller , Mel ) .
, 3-bar side rake; New Idea push type liny loader ; hale lur k;
some rope , grappl e fork ; H;irvey liam i'i ieimill , ciiiiij -li-te:
rubber tired wheelbarrow; Hy-ltne electric feneer; some elt-ctrie steel fence posts; extension ladder; ' i II I' , electric inote -r;
;io-ft . bolt; Stewart Cllpmnster clipper: some alfalfa seed;
some limotliy seed ; :)0o galloai overhe uii bane! , complete;
barrels; '•.- Im. DeKalb seed corn ; electric ilehonier; old
,| iron ; plastic hose; > 4 ine-h electric drill; V-t H.l* . 7-ineh skil, ' saw , other small items ,
HOUSEHOLD (JOODS - tncludiii R a wood rntige , glass
front bookcase and desk ; buffet; other miscellaneous items.
TKHMS: I ' Diler $10,1)0 cash ; ov er (liar aiiiniui ; c;i>b or V t
dow n and balance in monthly payments. :•;-';¦ added t,> balar.ee
for ti months Your credit is nhvnys gotnl with the Northern
;, Invest ment Co.
y
riAYMOrVn ' F. AHiVKSON , mV \ F.(£

You Fix It

DAI[Y T4EWST
MAIL
SUBSCR IPTIONS

.

; >^£^«EVR0L!T-t^CO.

"C" VENABLES

'
"

ir. No . Cash Needed!
Tr Up to 36 month s ' to pay! :
it No . payments 'till Spring ',

T '^^^ i't-mC^m^C:

F. A. KRAUSE GO.
"BREEZY ACRES'

G„ S'

" - '62 Che v. ". Super Sport - Impala
Coiipe, 250 engine , 4 spe^d
¦
.' trans. ' - •Bucket , seats! Roman Red -with matching
interior. 5,000 actual miles.
Bonanza -Buy
Rave Jfioo
'61 Ford Fairlane 4-dr ,, radio,
". ' - , " \ysw.. "6. " . straight shift.
«
Immacuiat o throughout.
Bonanza Buy .. . ' .' . $1903
: ' .. Pontine Bonneville Coupe ,
loaded with accessories .
power steering, p o v / e r
brakes , radio , w .w., Er. rnine White, blue interior .
' ." 29,000 ¦'-scttiai miles .. . -.Ownf .
.
. pr ' s name on request.
¦ Bonanza B u y . , . , . . , $ 2 0 9 3

»rfj^~* -~ J§

WARDS !

TED MAIER DRUGS

'¦
¦

BUY S

BONAN ZA

¦ysfc^i^-'isl

BARGAINS

be sold later In sale. Sale O.iy every
Frl ,
Irilect lhl'* Vetoriiiarlan"' Penlcllln,
10 i.c vl/il
Ctn. nf 10, J2.50
(Oltor expires Feb. lOlh )

2nd
Tel . B-35S8
. Open Mon. -. Frl. Eve.

J. N. SQUIRES

YOUR FIRST
CHOICE IN
USED TRUCKS
AND PICKUPS

'

195? ' CADILLAC Coupe- DeVlUe, tu-lone finish, white- .
. wa ll tires , radio healer, automntlc Irahimission, tinted
glasi.- New car condition.
'- . A-T mechanically, positively
not a patched
<t >
10t^
V up wreck
•P'HVJ

FA RMERS :

. :^Yb.ClNeT/^;rsr7:

YOUNG MAN

j 956 -0)ds;

"88 '. Holiday 3-<loor . harntop, turquoise
nnd whim, , new tires, local low mileaga .
car. Spick and span- Throughout. ,

Royal - 4-door. :
V:B motor , Powcrflite Iran*!- j
mission, tu-fone green finish , i

1961 PONTIAC , Star Chief 4door H a r . d-t o p. automatic
Business Property for Sale 971
_
_
transmission, power steering,
~
7
"
P'
TOiJ"
SAVE l7j r oni
ReW 'Tr iump !
IN STOCKTON—apartment " building * for . . Cub CAN
power brakes. ' ' ;
if you make your JelecfIon now.
sale. Desirable investment .propert y. InKEiVliiBEC — Choice white:
Jus)
«
small
deposit
required
and
jm»ll
1961 CHEVROLET Parkwood 9
Naliorial Bank, Trust
quire Merchants
¦ ' monthly payments. See Al lyn Morgan,
Dept.
$2.50 per 100 lbs.
passenger Wagon , automatic
Lak e Blvd.
113 Washington
Winona . .
- ;
transmission, radio , heater.
Less than 100 lbs.
F-arms , LandJFor Sale
98
Trucks, Tractors, -Trailers 108
"r__ lFC0SSTHUCTT0l>r?
30 -per lb. y
~
~
1960 CHEVROLET Impala 4T20"^CRE FARM—ATr>IllaberTTi 7ril |el
.r"
_
~
;
door H a r d t op, automatic
of Elgin. Contact . Forresl Wal- TRUC K BODllS Iind^Tatiomij — bui'iPor
5. E.
WE ARE looking for special type -person
Free city delivery .
lers, Elgin, Minn.
who is tired . ol seasonal work and threatrepaired. BERG'S .TRAILER, 3950 ¦ w.
transmission , power steering,
¦¦
'
ened layoffs. America's most respected
Saturdays
on'100. lbs.
ith. Tel. 4W3.
power brakes.
¦
Houses for Sale
99 RE D^TOP ~TR AI LERS- NeTTFwidesTand
Sales Organization offers you ' an indeorders.
Now is the time that you will
pendent business of your own at no in_
1959
RAMBLER Super Wagon ,
some
rjood
buys
oh
used
8
vvldes.
See
vestment.. Persons considered must . be : want to overhaul your tracVV 7ST HTGHWA Y 35—Alt modern 2-bedroom
us about thi rental purchase plan. 1845
automatic transmission , ramarried , 21 to 40, and have a pleasing,
home, combination living and '.dining
W.
Sth.
tors, balers, combines and
personality. For details, . write , to C-M
room, downstairs carpeted , draperies in- ;
dio, heater.
"
' Dally News. - - ' - . - , ' other machinefy.
eluded, forced air oil heat, drlve-rin ga-. FORD — 1957 2--fon truck, ijraln box and
909 Gilmore Ave. :
,
1959
CHEVROLET Impala 4hoist/
2
speed,
new
fir
m,
in
very
good
¦
. rage. 2 miles from downtown Wriona.
Tel. 4848 • ¦
condition.
Roy Lord, across Inlerstale Bridge, 5th
We have the rnechanicsdoor H a r d t o p automatic
'
house W. of "Y>'Te1. Fountain . City
We liave the parts—
O ¦& J Motor Co.
transmission power steering,
'
'
Age 23-35.
8-MU 7-3258.
_____ .
"You r Ford Dealer "
We
have
ti
me
NOW—
^
the
Household
Articles
67
power brakes.
to manage Sporting Goodi
G. BIG FAMILY home. 5. bedrooms. Ti . ' - '. - . - - . - .
'
St.
Charles,
Minn.
.
:
baths: Big: kitchen. Garden and
, to do the job right. For the
1959 CHEVROLET Impala 2and Paint Dept.
WHY buy a Carpet Shampooer? We'll : space. Nice shade trees , 2 short ,garden
blocks
Excellent opportunity for .
door H a r d to p, automatic
month of February we will . loan you . oiie Free with p-Jrchase of . to maln : line bus^ Jefterson School disSlue Lustre carpet and upholstery
'. Must be sold fo settle . estate.
.
trict.
y transmission, radio, heater.
advancement.
pick up and deliver your traccleaner. Deposit¦ - required.
H.
Choafe
ABTS AGENCY; INC.. Realtom, 159 Wal¦:
- - & Co. . ;- . _
. --.¦
Contact Mr. Borgen at
tor or machine at no char ge
.
1958 FORD Fairlane 500 4-door , :
nut St. Tel. 4242 or after hours: E.
•59 Chov. 2-ton c 8. C,
R. Clay 6:2737 , Wm. R.- . Pagel 4501, E.
on any repair charge amountautomatic transmission ,' ' powMusical Merchandise
70 A.
2
speed
axlo
JIW8
Abts 3184. . _ ~J_ ^ -.- . : _
¦il Chev. Hi-ton C sV C
ing to $100 or more.
...»1»S
' . ' • er steering, power brakes.
~
USED -STEREO' and HI-pTcOnsolei. Several VV EST LdcAT ION—By ovyner, Modern 6
.»..
.$498
',56 Ford Vi-ton panel
room house/ garage. Kitchen wltti birch
models to choosa from at
Come in and see Kenny for a
1958 FORD Fairlane ; 4-door ,
¦
'56 Foid 1-loii C 8, C, dual* .......S898
m* It mm * O et mt t *' m <*m m m O 9
cupboards. Carpeted living roorn auto'49 Ford U-ton, -grain tight- box ...$69i,
flat rate figure on your tractor
automatic transmission , raHardt's Music Store
matic oil
heal. Combination' metal
Willys 1-ton-p.u' ., 4-wheel drlv» ....J1098
¦
overhaul job! Financing can be
dio, heater,
119 E, 3rd
Winona
itorms and screens.
Ample
garden
'47 Int. *A-ton plcKup .............$498
space and lawn: 2 'blocks fr-om bus
No Cash Needed.
arranged if necessary. Come
1957 PONTIAC Catalina 2-door
Radiot , Televiiion
71 line. Tel. ~~
8-3530.
Up to 36 Months to Pay
' on in , the weather 's fine.
~
No payments 'tll Spring. .
Hardtop, automatic transmisKYNG ST. —2 becfroom fiome. By
Winona TV & Radio Service f SAST
owner. Tel. 8-1408.
sion , radio , heater.
Chevrolet
Go.
Quality
6,
2nd,
78
Bob
Noaosek,
.
Tel.
J834
To learn automotive
O. LAKE FRONT house. 2 bedrooms,
Tel. 2394
105 . Johnson
1957
MERCURY Montclair 2large living room, dining area and
Open Mon.. - Frl. Eve. Till 9 ..
Don Ehmann TV Service
parts business.
7
door H a r d t o p. autotna tic~
kitchen: Oil heat. Modest taxes. Priced
"
Wlnone 'i Flnast Electronic Repair
^1
o
wl7irpiaTn
AGENCY", INC., STUDEBAkER — 1M7~i
under S8,OO0. ABTS
transmission , power steering,
for All Makes
forrh, new tires. Real economy. Good
;. Excellent opportunity for someRealtors, 159 Walnut . St. Tel. 4242 or
South
on
New
Highway
14-61.
980 W. Filth
Tel. 630J
running truck. Now $695. Priced to sell.
power brakes.
R.
Clay
8-2737,
Wm.
after
hours:
E.
yone interested in cars and willAUthorlied dealer for
R. Pagel 4501, E. A. Abts 318t.
O & J Motor Co.
1957 FORD Custom 300 4-door ,
ADMI RAL-MUNTZ-ZE NITH
ing to work,
Hay, Grain , Feed
5( USED TELEVISION SETS-all sire picture GOODVIEW 830 :47TH AVE.-By ownaT,
"Your Ford Dsaler "
automatic transmission , pow3-bedroom rambler, 2V» years old. AtSt . Charles, Minn.
tubes.
Get
that
second
set.at
Prefer man with military oblier steering, power brakes.
fached oaraga. Extra
large
kifchefi,
OAT STRAW—square bales; honregrow
built-in stove and oven. Oil heat, 'ull
gation completed or in reserve
red --lover seed. Alfred Mueller, Wlfoke
"REDUCED 1 IN PRICE. 1949
Hardt's
Music
Store
1957
FORD Custom 300 4-dpo'r .
bath _with . shower Tel. 7020.
"
program . For further informam E, 3rd
"¦ - .
Winona
INTERNATIONAL
•» ton
EAR CORN—feed oats; baled hay an
automatic transmission, ra£o. ROLLTNGST ON E. 3 bedroom home,
motor,
good
chives.
Passehl
Trucking
Service.
Te
pickup.
Good
tion write :
¦
Refrigerators
dio, heater.
-tires, solid cab. This older
, Wlloka 2214. ' .
72 all on one floor. Neat end clean. Its
a choice home, a pleasant, economical
¦model still has a lot; of gotSTRAW—300 bales; also some hay. Leste
1957 FORD Custom 300 4-door ,
P.O. Box 419, -Winona ' , Minn.
property to buy and own . ABTS AGENEd'
up-and-go
left.
s
Refrigeration
&
Supply
(tOO--^
Beardsley. Rt . 1 Winona. Tel. L-ewlsto
CY, INC., Realtors^ 159 Walnut St. Tel.
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦- ¦
overdrive , radio , heater, '
Reduced to . .:. S> X-7U
Commercial end Domestic
3119.
.
*242 or after hours: E. R, Clay 8-2737, V
5K
E.
4m
Tel.
SS37
32 GOOD HEAVY FEED oats, Newton. Wt _
1956 BUICK Century 2-door
Correspondence Courses
yym. R-- Pa9«l -4501, E. A. Abts 3184 .
Albrecht, Rt. 3 (Witoka) Wlnom
Sewing Machines
73 MODERN HOME—2 bedroom, oil heat,
~ fred
Hardtop, automatic trans'
Minn.
~~~TlIGH SCHOOL
~
west location. Can be bought tor Con"mission , power steering, powpbRTABLE HdiMEMAk'ER • S^EWTNC^nia
75
W.
2nd
Tel
.
8-2711
. tract lor
Deed. Price . under S8.000,
YES, you can be a hlg*h school graduate.
, ch ine. Very good condition. Can be seen
'
er brakes.
Articles
for
Sale
57
,
.
Write
C-83
Daily
News.
Open
Mon.
Fri.
Eve.
time.
New
Finish al homo In you r spare
af Red Top Motor Court, Lot 36.
~
~
- ~
texts furnished . Diploma awarded . Buloearuum FORD — 1940 *4-ton~ plcki,ipV 8-ft boxTl
1955
PONTIAC Star Chief 2wea l
uu*-A i iurN—rviouern i
RTTfy9
to
FREEZE
Used
refrig?
S259.
letin free. Our «Jtri year. Write American
74 I house. New oil , furnace, attached ga- cylinder, 3 speed, deluxe cab, lust like
rators S25. Used TVs J50. FRANK Specials at the Stores
door H. a r d t o p, automatic
School Dlst. Office , PO Box 3555, St. Paul
See:
corner
tot.
16.350.
rage,
large
.
"~
new.
No
belter
pickup
anywhere.
LILLA & SONS, HI E Sth.
CLOSE-OUTS-lwr' Phllco dryerj, - choice
1, Minn,
transmission , power steering,
.. ' .._
Chester Shank
^
of 3. Prices starting at S124.95. FIREINTERNATIONAL Library of MusTc, , 15
O '& J Motor Co.
HCMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE
power brakes.
37 volumes. Very Hood condition, some STONE STORE, 300 W. 3rd.
Business Opportunities
' "Your Ford Dealer "
522 E. 3rd. __
still In wrapper!. Tel. Founla ln City
1955 CHRYSLER New Yorker
St . Charles, Minn.
.
"""
"
Another
nice
3-bedroom
WEST
FIFTH
—
Stoves,
Furnaces,
.?
without
—with
Parts
75
TAVERN FO RT S ALE
8MU7-3155.
modern homo, hardwood floors, hew car4-door , automatic transmis' building. This Is one of tha best ones
"
peting, new oil furnace. Right on bus tine. .
In Trempealeau County. Write C-82 Daily DIRTEX—rough on dirty floors , walls and GAS STOVE—Very good condition! Tel.
sion , power steering, power
.
woodwork. Kind lo your hands, GOLTZ I W0
•
$11,000.
See
'
'
News.
°DRUGS, _ 274 E, 3rd.
brakes.
_____
ELECTRIC
and
gas
ranges,
water
heatW. STAHR
Money to Loan
40 SEE~OUR LARGE seloc 't7o'n"~oT used Te- ers. High trade-Ins. Inslall-Scrvlce.
1955 DESOTO 2-door Hardtop,
374 W. W-arK.___
Tel. 6925
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
Irlgemtors, electric ranges and TV sets.
automatic (ransmission , powBOND FINANCE CO.
St . Tol. 7479 Adolph Michalowski.
All reconditioned.. B 8, B ELECTRIC,
WEST MARK-Owner Iranstwre-d. Let us
—
~
~
I25-J6O0 on your furniture, car or
155 E. 3rd.
er
steering, power brakes.
show
you
this
sweet
little
home
In
a
loveCOME
1N
AN
D
SE
E
Sleg
!cr
paY<lnied
'
signature. Tel. 8-3603, U9 E. 3rd St.
"''
ly ' neighborhood . T w o bedrooms, living
automatic home heaters. The Siegler exSEE OUR STd'ClTof qood used furnlture.
1955 OLDS 98 4-door ' H.irdlop,
¦ Hundreds of other items. Come In and I elusive built-in blower system pulls In
room, kitchen, lull bntn, utility room,
ri
new oil furnace and garag" . Near bus
full power.
room air, super heats It In Inner heal
look around. OK USED FURNITURE,
line. Priced for quick sale, SeS.OOO.
lubes, then forces It out over Ihe floor.
J73 E. 3rd. Til. B-3701.
1955
DODGE Coronet 4-door ,
It
pays
for
ilsolf
with
Ihe
fuel
il
'
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
BEDROOM SET - l-plecerwltrfsprlng and
-W. STAHR'
1950 CHEVROLET 60 Series, 2
saves. WINONA FIRE & POWER, 78
automatic transmission , ra• 170 E; 3rd SI.
Tol. 2915
mattress) McCasteey cash register; gun
.925
374
W.
WWk
l
e
t
.
E._ 3nd._ Tel. 5065.
'
ton , 2 speed , 6 cylinder.
Hri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. to noon.
dio , heater.
type oil burner. Tel, 4509.
liMM INTERNATIONAL BClf.0,
77
FACT, no moro wax for llnoie- Typewriters
1955 PACKARD Clipper 4-door ,
REA.L ESTATETOANS" IT'Surn Acoated
~
with Glaxo, Dries quickly,
low cab f orward , 124" C.A, will
ROV AL PORT ABLE tTPEWRitER-$75.
automatic transmission , pow-Paint Depot .
FRANK WEST AGENCY lasts months.
Excellent condition. Tel. 7992 alter <?
take a 20 -ft . platform.
- ~~"
"
er steering, power brakes .
prlccsT"
PAYMENTS LIKE RENT
el reduced
ZENITH TV
See p.m.
UI W. Second
Tel. SliO
1958 CHEVROLET Low Cab
FRANK J-ILLA_ »< SONS, _ 7.
l _ E. 8th.
1955
CHEVROLET Bel Air 4TYPEWRITERS
and
adding
mach
ines
tor
Two
Bedrooms
^
forward , 2 ton , 2 speed , IOR "
'EAA FASL white they last . Sliding
sale or rent, . Reasonable rates, tree
door , automatic transmisDogs, Pots, Supplies
42 GET
Any family Intonated In IM bedrooms,
saucers Reg, $4.,v8, now S2.9a BAMdelivery. See us lor all your olflco
must nee this home, less than i> year
. C.A.
sion , radio , heater.
~
BENEK'S,_ 429 Mankato Ave.
supplies, desks, files or oltlce chairs.
BORDER COLLJE PUPS-iF"weekT" old .
old, kitchen wllh birch cabinets , dis~
Lund Typewriter _ Co. Tel. _ 5232 ;
1957 CH EVR0LET 2 ton , 2
po-..il,
stove
hood,
formica
cabinets,
Tht best cattle dog. 120. W,- A. Fin- CLOTHING ' WANTED " BACK rni7sl~"'t_ ,
CHEVROLET Rel Air 41954
ner , Arcadia, Wis.
electric baseboard hj at, cnrpe-iod <ind .
picked up by Feb, 15lh. Used Clothlns I GUARANTEED TO FIT
speed , 102" C.A
your"typ« of
door
, standard shift , radio ,
draned
living
room.
Separate
garage,
all
J,
Furniture
Shop,
253
E.
3rd
.
business or profession. We have an ofGOLDEN R BTRIEVE ' R P UPP IE S- 2 " fe195!) FORD F(i00 2 ton , 2 speed ,
heater.
comblnaMnn windows!
five machlnt- calculated to give , you
males, AKC registered , Tel. 9433.
the bust service available nt the lo-v'84" C.A.
'
.
1954 'CHEVROLET Del Air •)mt upkeep. Wo sell them new or servHorses, Cattle, Stock
43 Wool Na vy Gloves , $1.50 Value.
1955
CHEVROLET
2
ton
,
2
door , automatic 'transmisice
the
onus
presently
In
use.
Call
'
If
you
wont
low
cost
and
you
can
do
Now - $.75.
~
today. WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVtho work yourself, sec this three-bedGTLTS — "l0) "diJ» iir March."Ray" Rustad ',
speed.
sion , radio , heater.
ICE,
tal
E.
3rd.
Tol.
0-3300.
room li'lck home, only J5.P0O
Rushford, Winn,
' s Work Shoes.
2 speed .
1956
DO
DGE
2
ton
1954
PONTIAC Catalina 2-door
~
,
Now
Men
r«sh in Mnyi
JERSEY COW--CQmlng
Washing, Ironing Machines 79
On Broadway
V-8 eiitf iTC.
Hardtop, automatic transGuernsey bull, a yt»r old In April.
$1 Off.
Large brick family home, spacious livCHEAP USED WASH mnchlnes, ROBB
Mrs. Nell Bellock, Ruj hford,_ Minn,
mission , radio , healer.
1950 CHEVROLET \i ton , lonfi
ing room nnrt den. Panelled recreation
~
BROS. STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
" '
"
F EF6ER PTGS 30 --Vaccln. -ited tor erysirimaster bedroom wllh llreplace
sale
on
guns
'"
roomSpecial
clearance
,
wheel
base.
1954
PLYMOUTH Relvi dero 4FRIGIDAIRE
Fast,
MAYTAG
AND
1
Fountain
ells. Harold Frnniwa, Rt. 1,
and private ceramic bath, Corner lot
clopr , automat ic transmisoxpert service. Complete stock of parts,
City, Wis.
shotgun shells mid wntclies.
2
and big ynrd.
1950
CHEVROLET
2
ton
,
H. Choate 4, Co Tel, 2071.
sion , radio, henler .
HOLSTEIN ntJfiLS *-- .* i. purebred, ' n?|c 'from
speerf w (Hi hoist and dump.
Like Living Art?
- . 10 to U months with huttertnl up to t,\S NEUMANN 'S BAHGA IN .STORE Wanted—To Buy
81
^ lbs,r nlsn j^ounj bull calven . Douglas
PLYMOUTH Helvidere ?
1954
IflfiO CHEVROLET 1 ton wit h
We hnve n large rnmhler In thti country
_
™
'*"
"
floor H n r r H o p . automatic
Kopp, Whitehall, Wis.
321 E, 2ntl Strr ~ Tel, 11-2133 -CORNET OR TRUMPET uw<j', In goodI —nlKiut 15 mlnulo drlvo. from downtown. .
dual
wh-enls.
Three bedrooms, nil large) attached ga.
condition. Coll Altura 7571.
transmission , radio , lic -afcr .
NOTiCE-Lanesboro ' Sales Commission ' s
:
rano, complete cost 112,500.
1955 CH KVROLET 1 ton with
f CLEVCisiON
CHASSIS only. " Operallnc
new soiling order , Veal 12 to ll hogs
Several Kood older model
rack,
condition, Stale make, model No,, ago
and sheep, 1 In 1:30. Cattle snlo st arts
A F T E R HOURS C A L L :
price. P. O. flox 31«, Winona.
cars to choose from.
prornptly af 1:30. v>,il nrrlvliw Lite will
Davii Knopp 8-im
Motorcycles, Bicycles

"C" VENABLES

¦
$895 - ¦'
Motors ,- Itic.
109 ; Nystrom
¦

Open Mon. -Fri. Evey

:"¦. 601 Main St.

FRONT E. 507—4 room .house,, enclosed
perch, large closet, TV signal. Inquire
' ¦ .
' :
. 503 E. .Front. .
~ ~
EA sr LO*CATiON— 2 :bedroom home. LivGood Things to Eat
65 ing roorn. dining room, kitchen and
bath . Enclosed front, porch: Full basement. .- Oil ;n<?a *. *85 month: Write C-87
-' ~
GOOD COOKING »rl<i baking Wisconsin
Daily News.
Russet potatoes. SJ.50 per 100, WINONA
¦'
POTATO MARKET, 118 Market.
Wantedlo _ RenT
96
"~
APPLES—a variety of homegrown apples .- LEAS6~"wif H OPTION
to buy. 3-.bed- .
at the lowest prices In 30 years. Farm
room home with garage, . Winona or
.& Garden Store ,' 114 Waln ut- St., . or
vicinity . Cities Service Oil Supervisor.
F. A. Krause - Co,, So. on ¦ New.¦ . Hgwy.
R, ,. F , Bowers, Tel. 2341, 8 to 5. ;
¦¦
¦
¦; . .
' - ..- . . 14-61...
3-roorh furnished apartmenf.

3rd and Franklin .

- ?- 'y

Selling your home?
Free, appraisal.
y

:
NEAR LEWiST .ON-^160 acres, IH open. .
Land . only. Cash rent. Tel. Lewislon 4775.

. FURN ITURE MART

"CHAiN'SAW ""
Headquarters
2nd & Johnson

i~ ROOM WITH
. preierred.- Tel.

Wanted—Real Estate

91-;' .

Apartments Furnished

:;
102 1 ¦V ' ' A ' - ' ¦
\
/ , 1954 DODGE

*+~

75 W. 2nd
Tol. 8-27.11
Open Mon, - Fri. Eve.

Tel. 4738

Used Cars

!?S3 F0RO.. 4Klo«r. Radio,
heatfr, V-B motor. straigM
fran«ml5iion. rxrellen! condition throughout: A sura
starter for
<f A A C
J
winter weather . . -p*T

V

Winona
Truck
Service

65 Laird St.

WALZ

¦¦
BulcT. - GUlsmobilo (¦ GMC¦ ' ' .¦' .

ril . MSB! '
144 W. Jnd
Open Mon. • P'l. Eve.

GOOD MOTOR

Eost End Coal &
Cement Products Co.

I

If you "r-? looking for «
good ti.ii**-*) car.
«fl ii> -.rhoo.'p from at

$495
Nystrom Motors , Inc.'

1957 DODGE '4 ton panel. New
tires. See to appreciate.

-

109

YESWE ; HAVE IT!"

'.'»" .- 5-(toor , itratanl ihWl, rartlo. fn»trr.
Real, ltd Sharp IhreuBhout . Oi«(* lor«l
owner,

VERY CLEAN

Dave Brunkow &l Son
¦

100 UniH CiH-t

Ciro

'
3950 DOlXiF. n fiOO, lonRA*.heel
'
•h ' flw, cflb nnd dinssis, cab -to. . ; OOfld, i n . w i*xle 102% complete with 2- ' . | ¦Mr.RCURY "" l«>S} --? ' deor , "slralqh! »ilr.v
««rlli -fradi for fic'ory mao> nl'
speed axle , (I speerl tthnsmis- j Or
cbrtsprcsVii ' Inaulu >7t r . . J r l ¦
j iioii with ¦f > hew 9,00x20 10 ply
" 1954 Chevrolet - "
tire *. New paint job ,

'

W iNCMA; DAILY rlEWS tl

mt

140
Jfinh 4 whet' Hr 'v» • IA-1V-. .Ihr)-*'
pi')'*
JrMI Avp M W . PUinvl'-w, ,\».ir«.n
NASH - 1V50 boft-1 'Irns, ni>W iVaitpr-y, r.j'ni

• 8-42S9 . . ;
"
br>Y "BIRCH ""riREPLACE **0Odr:H-lrich
or : J40nch . lenaths, tlB.Sv per tori *
'
; llverM. Write fo Apolln-vy Kanirow IKI, Arca8l>, wis.
_
__

Swine Improvement Go. ~~~ Trempealeau, Wis, Ttl, 14
Dli) YOU KNOW A
Box 224 , Harmony, Minnesota

Need mature , "experienced
girl for general officer

¦ A-1 CONDITION U*«d
;
;-

~" r
v
bth«ir Fu«r jB3
WANTED- " Co»irWood,
¦
~
DRY t5Al<"" SLAB" wooarTf-i7:l-!JM. _ .;' '
"- Any 'lenflfN. t r y " Tel.
HI-CALIBER FARMERS 6LOCK
WOOD ¦
To raise feeder pigs. We .have
a ' -' .large, mtmher of ww* nvailable , for lease on a feeder pig
contract . Lowest , lease ¦. rates
possible. This ia not a feed
contract .
NO CASH OUTLAY.
Write to

\V»rfni»«i(lfiy, Pfli rt! Ji'ry 7,

f^uck* , Tri>etor», Tf«i!»i*i J108 '.

r

Local Firm
Minimum Experience :

GENERAL
OFFICE
: WORK y

GUESS WHO

G2 j
s11• '

HolVt'eirii^VVVeoa"-^
I'eobo s t e e 'C 8usi N ess ~"Vnt*
able buiiii. visitors nnvayn w«lcom«, j . 30«<2A» f4 tn. hlgfi , ' Only t«5 . T*l, ' ¦SffO Or
Sons,.!e-rvision,
Minn,
.
:C, H. MU(Iter , •* .
|. MOO evertfngs. .

Receptionest ,
Typist

Help Wanted—Male

43 j Busln«ss *J:qolpm*e n!f
'

Hale starts nt l:0O P.M .

KtiRlish & Kohner , Auctioneers
Nort hern Investment Co . Lester Senty, ( "1, -rk
Hep. by Klrtoil W. Berj * . Arcadi a Wisc onsin
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BUZ SAWYIR

' l
y - Roy Crtm**

By Chester Gould

JOICK TRACY

'
BEETLE ..BAILEY -' / . -

THE FUNTSTONES
-
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¦

'

¦

¦ _- ' ¦ ¦ ¦ -
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By Mori Walker

By Hanna-Barbera
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By John Pren*/ice and Fred Dickenson

.
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'

.- ''/ .By Chic Young

'

.

*

.

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

LI'L ABNER

' .

.; v

¦'¦ ." • ' B y Al Capp
.
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IHESE PRICES GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY

|

3UII3

ANT,

FREEZE

^¦¦

QC

¦¦

REG. $3.50 COTY'S MOISTURE

BALANCER (contains Vitamins A and D)

H\W ltl\ 'fxW Reg " <9(t
¦
\v t=¥M-> / •* C «t _i
A

¦¦ —. '-/, . — :
i _H l^v^v^r/ v
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COrr'S COMPLEXION CREME
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Values to
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CAR COATS
$15.95 » $36

9
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e
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$49.95 |
|j %
|
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I

1 1 SPORT COATS
$19.95
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"FAST" HOME

!

65 Count
Limit
2
|
5
¦ with M
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coupon
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COTY'S INSTANT BEAUTY
II
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Popular 9-volt Sixe
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TRANSISTOR ¦
RADIO BAIT. S
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Value, to $13.95 Famous Brand
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SP0ri ShirtS' L°"g
]

S,e6Ve

lKnit Shirts; Cotton Flannel
sport Shirts, Dress Shirts,
IBroken SJICS.

CO
OC
yj „93

I Values to $10.95—l Group Stradivari

i
$^.98i i

I SPORT SHIRTS - - - $5.95 v__^^_£JL££-<^^^

Jfa

T :

The Center of Fashion in the Center of Town - NASH'S - Fourth «ar Center
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Multi vitamin,
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IN-A BAoKtT
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Rog. 75( Value
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ISOPROPYL

"B""'

Each tablet «oal»iii» U v»OTnin « , K min. l-!i^L^_!!^I
¦5
¦
fr;lls- jj 'i2 - -1"*i trUp ''v<> r conccntralp. H|*«uin i riK'" ,'!
flf
l
v"
••SrK N £SS,'x'-¦
Guard njiatnst vitnmin deficioncics by ¦
¦
"330
¦ MM
. .. «
supplcnii 'titlii R one meal daily villi n sin- E_l ""^•K
,L,ml>
__.
1

SHRIMP-

I
.
I ¦nipur

H

|

America 'i largest Selling

^PFPIAI '

9

.

Su ede Leather Jackets $14.95

\

Start the day right with a

H tered Toast

Entire Stock

I Entire Stock—Values to $29,95—Hbrsehlcl e am!

¦?.

|H

¦

f

SPECIAL • B z:yyzz::tz08 v ,* Is W/!
s
l
/
"
CORDUROY SUITS ¦ - $19.95 SWEATERS - - - - 2f/o Off |
¦
/
V
uG
NOW
#
W
WP«.
M *
Breaded Pork Chop
nw
{¦
|
^—^
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
B^..^ ¦
B
PU-y i
DINNER
|
^
W,NTER CAPS " ; % Price WINTER JACKETS - 20% Off
\
,.. i
:
^.
^i
¦
—___«_ . Riexal I 5U PE^ fftsgKi ' »
R«£>- $19,95 to $45
?
Gr0 «P — Volues »° * 35
T I1
'
FRIDAY
PLENAMINS FWHI S EfflEffiffl_SJ-

fl
1
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D
<C«L
$55
__,Re«'
__. __, __. _•

$49.95 $69.95 1 |539.95

1 Group—$2").95 Values
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i Topcoats-Overcoats wi .]
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$49* ° J : [
Reg. $45
Reg. $35
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| H |BREAKFAST 11 LIQUID MAKE.UP .................... 1-A-D S
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I ||
$29.95 fRfl II SPECIAL I
| ; $34.95 $39.95 T | $24.95
C
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¦ Reg. $1.25 Value
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¦ BOTTLE OF 100
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G|ycc, i» a"d S CHILDREN'S
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RUBBING
S
DICALCIUM
I
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-¦ ALCOHOL ¦PHOSPHATE
ASPIRIN
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:
Hand
Lotion
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